SPECIAL TESTS: SIX TOP CD CHANGERS
HI-FI GIFT IDEAS
SPEAKER PLACEMENT FOR GREAT SOUND
TEST REPORTS: POLK AUDIO SPEAKERS, JVC CD PLAYER, SOUNDCRAFTSMEN PREAMP, NAKAMICHI CD CHANGER, AND MORE...
Presenting the Limited Edition Bose® 901®


Elegance and Performance for a select few.

The 901 Concerto system. Inspired by one of the great symbols of live music — the concert grand piano. Witness the elegant look of black lacquer — hand polished to a deep, ultra-gloss sheen. Its visual richness affirms that you are only satisfied with the best from Bose. The Concerto is a limited edition of the legendary Bose 901 Series VI Direct/Reflecting speaker — the most critically acclaimed loudspeaker in the world. As our flagship product, it sets the standard for musical realism, dynamic range and bass reproduction.

Destined to become a collector's item.

To commemorate this rare offering, you'll receive a beveled jade lead crystal plaque, along with a parchment certificate of ownership and a special CD developed specifically for demonstrating the benefits of 901 speaker technology.

Act now.

To avoid disappointment, we encourage you to place your order early. Because when the Concerto systems are gone, they're gone forever. The system price of $2,200.00 includes custom high-gloss black pedestals and 901 Series VI active equalizer.
The 901 Concerto system is available through select participating dealers and directly from Bose. To order or obtain further information, please call: 1-800-444-BOSE
Between 8:30AM and 9PM(ET)

Hailed by the Critics:

“The Bose 901, fortified against the rigors of the digital age, still makes the listening room seem to expand.”

“It is apparent from the first note why so many listeners are captivated by this speaker.”


“...I must say that I have never heard a speaker system in my own home which could surpass, or even equal, the Bose 901 for overall ‘realism’ of sound.”


“...it has a total sound that soars, with a brilliance that defies description.”

Modern Hi-Fi & Music, 1977

“If music is important in your life, sooner or later you will own a Bose system.”
A creature was stirring, but it wasn't the mouse.

With a twist.
Ice-cold.
Maybe with a favorite elf or two.
### EQUIPMENT

**THE BASICS: THE RIGHT STUFF**
Choosing system components  
*by Ian G. Masters*

**HIRSCH-HOUCK LABS EQUIPMENT TEST REPORTS**
Nakamichi CDPlayer2 Compact Disc Changer, page 45
Triad System Five Speaker System, page 49
Soundcraftsmen Pro-Control Three Preamplifier, page 57
JVC XL-Z431 Compact Disc Player, page 62
Polk Audio RTA 15TL Speaker System, page 68

**CHANGING TIMES**
Six top compact disc changers on the test bench and in the listening room  
*by Ken C. Pohlmann*

**ROOM FOR IMPROVEMENT**
Speaker placement can make the difference between good sound and great sound  
*by Peter W. Mitchell*

**HOLIDAY GIFTS**
Suggestions for audiophiles and music lovers  
*by Rebecca Day*

**MUSIC**

**ROSANNE CASH**
"The new album is the most fulfilling, creative thing I've ever done"  
*by Alanna Nash*

**BEST RECORDINGS OF THE MONTH**
The Neville Brothers, Mozart's *Così fan tutte*, Don Pullen, and Rachmaninoff's symphonies  
*Page 84*

Cover: The Pioneer PD-M92 compact disc changer (see page 74). Design by Sue Llewellyn, photo by Bill Ashe Studio (lamp and table courtesy of Lee's Studio Gallery, New York).
More people who make music for a living make, mix and master it on JBL than on any other monitor on the planet.

The L Series from JBL: Same made-from-scratch components, same titanium transducers, same studio monitor sound as the pros. Plus a 5-year warranty—10 years if you buy a pair anytime between October 1, 1990 and January 31, 1991.
SURROUND SOUND

Even when you're not watching a movie or another video program, music benefits from extra ambience channels. The National Public Radio program Audophile Audition (now underwritten by Maxell and Elektra Classics) will feature a surround-sound special as its December 16 show. Check local listings for NPR stations.... The composer/conductor Henry Mancini and the Mancini Pops Orchestra have returned to the RCA Victor label with the album "Mancini in Surround—Mostly Monsters, Murders & Mysteries," billed as the first album ever recorded and mixed in Dolby Surround.... Telarc used the Stereosurround production format developed by Shure HTS in recording Spies' new jazz CD "By Way of the World."

OUTBOUND DAT

A Sony Walkman digital audio tape recorder is scheduled to be in stores by the end of the year. Priced at $850, the TCD-D3 comes with a carrying case, AC adapter/battery recharger, rechargeable battery, patch cord, optical digital connecting cable, and a 60-minute DAT cassette. Sony's first DAT player/tuner for the car, the DTX-10, goes on sale in December for $1,100. Features include eighteen tuner presets, music search, intro scan, repeat play, programming of selections, and a controller for trunk-mounted CD changers.

DEALS

Polk Audio has signed a letter of intent to acquire AGI Electronics Ltd., the holding company for KEF Electronics and Boothroyd-Stuart, which makes Meridian components. If the agreement is consummated, Polk and KEF will retain their separate design and marketing approaches, the companies said.... Sansui Electronics, itself purchased last year by the British conglomerate Polly Peck International, has bought U.K.-based Mission Electronics.
This is something you won't see anywhere else in this magazine.

A home theater that isn't just technically advanced, but also refreshingly easy to use, thanks to one of the simplest on-screen operating systems ever devised.

Not only does it visually confirm each and every command. With the help of its on-screen menus you can narrow in on specific functions step-by-step, screen-by-screen.

As a matter of fact it works so well on our TV's and VCR's, that we've extended it to include both our M-C6010 CD changer and M-T5010 dual cassette deck.

But, as with any well-run organization, our system components work best with a coordinator. In this case our new M-R8010 Home Theater receiver. With 6 audio/video inputs it can turn a TV, VCR, CD changer and cassette deck into a single, cohesive home theater.

In accomplishing this feat, our receiver is ably assisted by a learning remote. Once again, it's one of the simplest ever made. Each button performs the same function across several components. For example, the play button is the same for CD, VCR, and cassette deck.

The net result is an unprecedented amount of control over your home theater.

Programming up to 20 selections from a 5-disc CD magazine takes a matter of seconds (the memory has room enough for up to 50 different personally titled magazines).

Achieving the perfect surround sound delay is almost automatic (set your distance from the speakers and you're done).

And everything, from the simplest adjustment to the most complex program, is no sooner seen than done.
They will hate you. Why? Because our little YSIC11 has all the deep, loud, powerful bass of an audio system over three times its size. It even has all the same features. AM/FM tuner, CD player, dual-well cassette player, plenty of power and even a wireless remote. But we've got to warn you: If you buy one, they may never let you borrow their lawn mower again.

The YST-C11's bass response goes down to 40 Hz. Better warn the neighbors.

A little Venturi makes a sizeable impression.

Introducing remarkable room-filling sound and Venturi high efficiency in bookshelf size. The V62 packs a powerful, front-firing "venturi" venting system for greatly enhanced sound pressure and bass output. With the very same quality components and design integrity of Venturi mini towers:

All of which delivers sound performance that clearly rises above in comparisons.

To judge the size of its value yourself, just listen to a little Venturi.

Call us or write:

BIC America
865 E. Hampshire Road
Stow, Ohio 44224
Phone: (216) 926-2011
Have you ever heard a sax on the verge of a meltdown?

Have you ever heard sparks fly off the bow of a violin? A brass cymbal shudder with anticipation? Or guitar strings cry out for mercy?

If you have never heard music with this kind of intimacy before (save for actually hearing it live), we invite you to discover the Infinity Reference Series. A family of speakers created from scratch to reveal all the delicious details of music you’ve been missing.

Their technology is unlike any you’ve ever seen or heard.

Their cabinetry was sculpted by Infinity’s unique understanding of the behavior of sound waves.

Little wonder, you don’t just hear a sax on a Reference Series speaker, but all the velvety, throaty, brassy textures enveloping each note.

For an enthralling preview of the endless rapture to come, visit your Infinity dealer and ask to hear your favorite disc or tape on a new Infinity Reference Series speaker.

And fall passionately in love with your music all over again.

Infinity

We get you back to what it’s all about. Music.

For literature and the name of your nearest Infinity dealer, call (800) 765-5556. © 1990 Infinity Systems, Inc. A Harmon International Company.
CD Listening Tests

Ken Pohlmann's CD player comparison in October was very well done. The match-offs prove what I have been telling people for some time: Although low-level player output distortions may be audible at times, particularly if special test signals are used and the gain is adjusted upward as the tone volume drops, musical signals played back at normal levels will reveal that most properly functioning CD players, even the cheaper ones, sound nearly alike.

Although a comparison was made between the players under test and some earlier models using the fade-to-zero test, with the conclusion that those earlier models were deficient in some way, there is the possibility that they would have fared better in comparison with the current champs if music programs had been used instead.

Howard Fersler, Tallahassee, FL

Actually, there was no direct comparison between the players under test and any others. Two earlier-generation units were compared with each other, using a fade-to-zero test, as part of the screening procedure to select the listening panel for the published comparisons. In this particular test, the auditors were able to distinguish more readily between the older CD players than they could between the newer ones.

As you point out, the distortions revealed by this type of test are very much harder to hear when music is used instead of a low-level sine wave fading into the background noise. None of our controlled listening comparisons of CD players, from the earliest to the most recent, has demonstrated more than tiny sonic differences between models (when there have been any at all) with music. We agree that similar results would probably follow from a comparison of old and new players as well, provided all were well designed and working properly.

Tweaking

Keith Jarrett (October "Letters") seems to long for something that will cause his CD's to "approach the sound of LP's." By this I assume he is referring to clicks and pops, inner-groove distortion, high-frequency distortion, and those subtle speed errors caused by warps and eccentric pressings.

BRUCE G. TAYLOR
Kensington, CT

I can't believe that letters still pour in about the miracles of Armor All, car wax, green ink, and lizards' tails. Isn't it amazing that these treatments just happen to be right for the listeners' needs? I give us better strings, better ambience, longer decay, more accurate timbre, heightened dynamics, and more "thereness"? Read my bits—real improvements in CD sound can only be achieved by improvements in the players themselves.

Harry Condos
Norwalk, CT

Mono CD's

In purchasing compact discs, I have had difficulty determining whether an album was recorded originally in stereo. I have stopped buying CD's that do not indicate that they were, which limits my purchases. Many older CD's have no stereo identification. Any tips on how to avoid mono?

JOHN E. BLAIR
Knoxville, TN

Any record company that adheres to any kind of truth-in-labeling policy will identify a mono recording as such somewhere on the package. Very rarely, however, will you find a stereo recording so designated, as the assumption is that any recording made since the early Sixties is in stereo. So you're pretty safe buying any CD that doesn't say "mono."

Systems

My stereo system is finally the way I want it, and I'd like to submit it to STEREO REVIEW for a "Systems" feature. What is the procedure?

CHRIS DOUGLAS
Brentwood, MO

We welcome submissions for "Systems." Take several snapshots of the equipment from various angles showing how it fits into the room. List all components by model number, and tell us your objectives in putting the system together. Send the material to Rebecca Day, Stereo Review, 1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019.

Covering the Basics

I am a recent subscriber, and I would like to commend you on your many well-written and informative articles. In particular, I am impressed with the quality and thoroughness of the Hirsch-Houck Labs equipment test reports. Probably like most of your readers, however, I am a bit stupid when it comes to audio...
THERE'S MORE THAN ONE WAY TO MAKE A BUCK

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking By Pregnant Women May Result in Fetal Injury, Premature Birth, And Low Birth Weight.

Full rich flavor, not full price.

© Philip Morris Inc. 1990

Mfr. suggested retail price.

Kings Lights: 11 mg "tar," 0.7 mg nicotine — Kings: 14 mg "tar," 1.0 mg nicotine av. per cigarette by FTC method.
engineering, even though I have a background in electronics and understand most of the jargon. Without writing a textbook, maybe you could provide an article or series of articles explaining the most important technical parameters and how best to use these parameters in comparing different brands. Sounds like a horrendous undertaking—or maybe you could just recommend a good book.

GREGG FRANKLIN
Urbana, IL

Starting in October 1989, we have run in most issues a series called "The Basics," by Contributing Editor Ian G. Masters, that explains basic audio terminology and describes types of audio components, how they work together, and what factors affect their performance. And we can indeed recommend a good book: Understanding Audio and Video by Editor at Large Michael Riggs, published jointly by Pioneer Electronics and STEREO REVIEW. Copies are available for $5.95 through Pioneer dealers, or you can order by phone or mail (add $1 for shipping and handling), call (toll-free) 1-800-767-3737 or write to Pioneer Program Headquarters, P.O. Box 427-370, Tustin, CA 92681.

The Met's "Rings"

There is a glaring error in Eric Salzman's October "Best Recordings of the Month" review of James Levine's new recording of Das Rheingold. He states that the Metropolitan Opera Ring cycle it derives from was "the first at the Met in fifty years—since the glory days of Flagstad and Melchior."

Mr. Salzman must have attended the famous Schneider-Siensen production of the Ring at the Met with Birgit Nilsson in the 1960's. The cycle began under the baton of Herbert von Karajan, who relinquished it to Erich Leinsdorf in 1968 or so for the balance, after getting booted for his Rheingold and Walküre. And then the entire Ring was repeated in March 1975 with Sixten Ehrling conducting.

ALAN J. BRODER
New York, NY

Mr. Salzman originally wrote that "The much-acclaimed James Levine Ring cycle... at the Metropolitan Opera was the first such in fifty years," meaning that it was the first to be received favorably by critics and the public in that time. In editing, his "such" was changed to "at the Met," which is, of course, incorrect. We very much regret the error.

Thank You

STEREO REVIEW readers are warm-hearted indeed. We have received almost a thousand pair of headphones in response to our letter, which you so kindly published a few months ago. This includes 800 pair donated by the Koss Corporation of Milwaukee. It guarantees that every blind and handicapped talking-book borrower in New Mexico can borrow headphones when needed.

ALISON P. SEIDEL
Manager, Talking Book Library
Santa Fe, NM

Correction

The price given for the Onkyo TX-SV90PRO audio/video receiver in the November issue ("Three Top Audio/Video Receivers") was incorrect. The list price is $1,099.
The inside story on what really makes a great audio component.
Technology without quality is meaningless.

"It would be very easy for our engineers to add a lot of flashing lights and dials to our equipment but 'bells and whistles' are not what we're all about," Ted Green said. Mr. Green, Onkyo's National Sales and Marketing Manager, is on the firing line in the battle to design electronics equipment for today's critical, value-oriented enthusiasts. And because Onkyo is an engineering-driven firm, their emphasis is on quality and substance, not glitz and glamor.

"Consumers can quickly hear, see and feel the difference between Onkyo equipment and the competition," Mr. Green added. "Look at the front and you won't be overwhelmed by LEDs or buttons. Our components are made to be used—easily. Lift an Onkyo receiver and you'll immediately notice the increased weight from the metal chassis, heavy duty transformer and heat sink. And Onkyo has always featured the most up-to-date technology," Mr. Green stated. "Throughout the design, engineering and manufacturing process, our objective is to deliver the finest quality at a better feature per dollar ratio than any other components on the market."

ONKYO...Built to be Better

Quality is a word used by companies in many different industries. But what does it really mean to someone buying new hi-fi components? If you love music, it's the ability to experience the full dynamic range of a compact disc or cassette. Or drive a pair of sophisticated speakers to their utmost potential. Or hear the dramatic impact of a movie soundtrack on a Dolby Pro Logic system. All of the buzzwords and acronyms mean nothing, unless there is a proven real-world result that you can hear and appreciate, not simply a fancy decal on a faceplate, or slick slogan in an ad.

Onkyo's mandate couldn't be more clear. Onkyo will never make sacrifices or take shortcuts that impact upon the music you'll enjoy in your home. Whether it's a CD player, receiver, cassette deck or other component, if it bears the Onkyo name, you can be sure the quality was designed and built in, starting right at the drawing board. Onkyo's demanding engineers oversee every step of manufacture so the end results are award-winning products that perform well and, just as importantly, are a lasting value...from the least expensive models to the top-of-the-line. In fact, the long-term reliability of all Onkyo components—when compared to the competition—is far superior.

What makes Onkyo better? Here are some reasons why...

Many hi-fi companies will use plastic parts in critical areas to keep down your initial cost. The price may be attractive at first but you'll lose the structural integrity of Onkyo's metal chassis or the accuracy of their die-cast aluminum CD tray...deficiencies that will unquestionably affect the sound heard in your home. The next time you're in a store, check out the vast number of components that utilize plastic or some other synthetic in their faceplates and chassis. Then examine Onkyo. It's easy to see why Onkyo sounds well made.
Power Plays

One of the most important functions of any receiver or amplifier is the ability to provide sufficient power during key musical moments. It's really simple: the larger, more powerful the transformer, the more critical current is supplied. Without proper power, you won't be able to drive loudspeaker systems or components to their peak ability. A shortcut here severely impacts upon music quality. Onkyo's heavy duty power supplies are renowned for their ability to handle the most demanding and complex musical passages, which is why you'll find all our amps and receivers rated into 4 ohms (and in some cases even 2 ohms), the ultimate test of a power supply. And although a transformer may not have as much sex appeal as a flashy display, it's infinitely more vital to the bottom line—performance—which is why you buy a component in the first place. Consequently, Onkyo engineers are always in the forefront of technical advances in component power. One of these is the breakthrough Anti-Electromagnetic Interference (AEI) transformer that produces even lower distortion levels and more power than toroidal transformers found in high end, high priced separates.

Independent Thinking

Dedicating power supplies to perform specific tasks in components won't create banner headlines, but again, it makes for a better quality product.

In a CD player, the independent power supplies control the transport, analog and digital circuits. This prevents any spurious signal interference and resulting distortion. The independent power supplies Onkyo uses in its cassette decks eliminate interference between the meter electronics and the recording circuitries. As a result, the music signal retains its purity both in recording and playback.

As well as its "independent thinking" in terms of power, Onkyo also believes in being discrete. Virtually all Onkyo components use discrete output devices (individual transistors, resistors and capacitors) rather than Integrated Circuits (ICs) that combine all three into a less costly format. The drawback to ICs occurs in its impact on overall performance. Using discrete outputs involves more time and money, but the results are well worth it.

Technology with Imagination

While Onkyo maintains a "nuts and bolts" approach to insure basic quality, the company continues to be on the cutting edge of sonic technology as well. Two of Onkyo's highly regarded breakthroughs were Accubias which automatically fine tunes the bias on a cassette and the Automatic Precision Reception (APR) system for receivers and tuners. Critics feel APR delivers the best possible FM reception. In digital audio. Onkyo created AccuBit technology and now has introduced AccuPulse, the most advanced single bit digital-to-analog conversion (DAC) system available. Here again, Onkyo engineers refused to take short cuts and used two separate chips for the DAC and digital filter, cutting down on potential interference. The result is natural, true-to-life sound that finally achieves the real world musicality digital audio has promised since its inception.

Buyers Guide

Quality is what dictates a component's performance. It should also be what dictates your product choice. The next time you look at hifi equipment, remember to look for some of the differences pointed out here. You'll find that quality and Onkyo are one in the same.
Home Theater Powerhouse

The New Onkyo TX-SV70PRO—The Classic Blend of Technology And Quality

As The Wall has tumbled down between East and West, so has the demarcation between audio and video. Nowhere is this more apparent than the A/V receiver, a powerful component that is fast becoming the heart of the new home theater. Onkyo is one of the premier designers of award-winning A/V receivers and continues to lead the way with superior quality and easy-to-use features. The new TX-SV70PRO is the latest example of the Onkyo engineer's art.

As the centerpiece of a state-of-the-art audio/video system, many demands are made upon an A/V receiver; the TX-SV70PRO is more than up to the task. There are five audio and four video inputs to handle a wide variety of components—ranging from turntables to laser disc players. To take advantage of the best Hollywood soundtracks with Dolby Stereo, the TX-SV70PRO has a built-in Dolby Pro-Logic decoder. Pro-Logic is an active Dolby Stereo decoding system that delivers more realistic sound effects in your living room. By adding a discrete center channel between the front speakers as well as the rear surround channel, your sofa will seem like orchestra seats in your favorite theater. To power the speakers required for a spectacular Dolby system, the TX-SV70PRO offers five discrete amplifiers with 85 watts for the front speakers, 85 for the center and a powerful 30 for the rear pair.

Not only does the TX-SV70PRO provide power on the spec sheet, it delivers it where it counts most—in your home. The new Onkyo A/V receiver has the same heritage of all Onkyo receivers and amplifiers— heavy duty transformer, massive heat sink, and discrete outputs using top-quality resistors, transistors and capacitors.

And, there are conveniences that make living with technology much easier. The TX-SV70PRO comes with a universal remote control that can learn the commands of remotes from other equipment—even other manufacturers. On-screen displays make it easy for the critical adjustments necessary for the best picture and sound quality. As an added benefit is Onkyo's special room-to-room capability. By adding optional infrared remote sensor in another room, you'll be able to listen to the tuner or CD player in one part of the house while other family members watch a movie or television. The new TX-SV70PRO is packed with real-world conveniences and leading edge technology...from Onkyo, a company that only knows how to make components one way—the right way.

ONKYO

200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J. 07446 201-825-7950
CIRCLE NO. 47 ON READER SERVICE CARD
NEW PRODUCTS

AUDIOSOURCE

The SS-Three surround-sound processor from AudioSource includes Dolby Pro Logic circuitry and a 30-watt rear-channel amplifier with a toroidal power transformer. There is also a line output for use with a higher-powered rear amplifier as well as center-channel and subwoofer line outputs. The subwoofer output has a level control for matching the SS-Three with any amplifier configuration, and the subwoofer crossover frequency can be switched between 80 and 150 Hz. Other features include switchable digital delay, automatic sequential test tones, and auto balance and auto calibration for left and right input signals. Besides Dolby Surround, Hall and Matrix surround modes are provided. Front-panel controls are duplicated on the supplied full-function remote control. Price: $399. AudioSource, Dept. SR, 1327 N. Carolan Ave., Burlingame, CA 94010. Circle 120 on reader service card

TDK

TDK’s “Ultimate Guide to Recording from Compact Discs” is a 71-minute CD that explains how to make good CD dubs. Narrated by VH-1’s Bobby Rivers, the disc discusses the importance of setting proper recording and bias levels and of keeping tape heads clean, the benefits of noise reduction, and different tape types. It includes a reference-tone system to help adjust recording levels for nineteen types of music. To get a copy, send your name, address, and a $3 check payable to TDK = CD to: TDK Disc, c/o DBA Productions, Dept. SR, 3rd Floor, 50 W. 17th St., New York, NY 10011.

PIONEER

The Pioneer VSX-D1S audio/video receiver includes Dolby Pro Logic and a multiroom function that enables different users to listen to separate sources at independent volume levels. Rated to deliver 130 watts into each front channel and 40 watts each through the center and rear channels, the receiver can also be set to deliver 70 watts each to the center, left, and right front channels and 50 watts to each rear channel. There are five audio and six video inputs, with cross-dubbing facilities, as well as S-video terminals. The unit’s digital signal processor stores five ambience modes—labeled Jazz, Dance, Church, Hall, and Theater—as well as Dolby Pro Logic surround parameters; users can alter the settings and store the results as options. The tuner has thirty station presets and custom memory tuning for as many as five categories of music. The optional MR-100 remote-sensor unit is required for multiroom operation of compatible Pioneer components; if the receiver is used with equipment from other manufacturers, the MR-101 remote emitter is also needed. Prices: receiver, $1,350; MR-100, $80; MR-101, $60. Pioneer Electronics, Dept. SR, 2265 E. 220th St., Long Beach, CA 90801. Circle 123 on reader service card

INTERNOMATIC

The Intermatic Whole Home surge-protection kit includes the EG240RC circuit-breaker panel protector, the EG6EC TV and VCR protector, the EG3C single-outlet surge suppressor, and the EG111B telephone and fax protector. They are said to respond within one nanosecond, absorbing an overload and permitting normal voltage to flow again through the line. All of the components are UL-listed and exceed IEEE specifications. They come with a three-year limited warranty. Intermatic, Dept. SR, Intermatic Plaza, Spring Grove, IL 60081-9698. Circle 122 on reader service card
DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY

The BP-10, Definitive Technology's first loudspeaker, is a full-range, bipolar radiator said to offer the extended bass response, high efficiency, and flexible placement of conventional box speakers. Frequency response is rated as 20 to 28,000 Hz, sensitivity as 88 dB. Nominal impedance is 6 ohms. Each speaker has a 1-inch, dual-chamber, aperiodic dome tweeter and a 6½-inch, mineral-filled, homopolymer-cone, cast-basket woofer on each side, flush-mounted on narrow baffles. The baffles are rounded and covered with frameless black grille "socks" to minimize diffraction. The speakers are 42 inches high with solid wood or black-lacquered end caps. Price: $1,000 to $1,100 a pair. Definitive Technology, Dept. SR, 11105 Valley Heights Dr., Baltimore, MD 21117.

Circle 124 on reader service card

UNIVENTURE

Univenture's Diplomat Portfolio stores compact discs without their jewel boxes. It holds forty-eight CD's in patented Safety-Sleeves constructed of a high-grade clean-room material that's said to protect discs better than jewel boxes. The zip-close portfolio weighs 6 pounds full. Price: $69.95. Univenture, Dept. SR, 6145 Scherers Pl., Suite A, P.O. Box 570, Dublin, OH 43017.

Circle 127 on reader service card

GENEVA

Geneva Group's VCR-160 VHS video head cleaner and VCR-165 Beta head cleaner use a nontoxic, nonflammable cleaning solution that is said to contain no ozone-layer-depleting chlorofluorocarbons. The tape is made of highly compressed spun-bound polyester that closely resembles videotape. Each cassette has 60 feet of tape, enough for fifty-two 10-second cleanings. Price: $19.95 for both VHS and Beta versions. Geneva Group, Dept. SR, 9909 S. Shore Dr., Plymouth, MN 55411.

Circle 125 on reader service card

SAS

The SAS Bazooka T62A is a powered version of the company's T62 car subwoofer. Its electrical connections and mounting straps can be disconnected easily to remove the speaker from the car. Its 6½-inch driver has a rated frequency response of 20 to 50 Hz or 20 to 250 Hz ±1 dB, depending on the crossover setting. Sensitivity is given as 100 dB. The amplifier is rated for 40 watts (mono) into the T62A's 4-ohm load. When it is used with an optional Bazooka slave unit, the output is 80 watts into 2 ohms. The T62A measures 18½ x 6⅞ x 8 inches. Price: $299. Southern Audio Services, Dept. SR, 10053 Barringer Ct., Baton Rouge, LA 70809.

Circle 126 on reader service card

AIWA


Circle 128 on reader service card
WHAT SETS OUR CAR CD APART FROM THE COMPETITION.

ACTUALLY, OUR TOUGHEST COMPETITION DOESN'T COME FROM ANOTHER COMPANY. IT COMES FROM THE ENTERPRISING YOUNG MEN YOU SEE PICTURED HERE. BUT AFTER WATCHING THESE GUYS DEFACE AND MAKE OFF WITH CAR STEREOS FOR SO MANY YEARS, PIONEER DEVISED A BRILLIANT IDEA. INTRODUCING DETACHABLE FACE SECURITY™ AND IT COMES IN THE INCOMPARABLE FORM OF CAR CD. THE FACE AND ACCOMPANYING CARRYING CASE ARE COMPACT, FITTING EASILY IN YOUR POCKET. AND THE SYSTEM FEATURES BUILT-IN HIGH POWER, AS WELL AS SUPERTUNER™ III™ FOR EXCEPTIONALLY CLEAR FM RECEPTION. SO BEFORE THE COMPETITION RIPS YOUR FACE OFF, GIVE US A CALL AT 1-800-421-1404. AND THEN RIP IT OFF YOURSELF.

© 1990 Pioneer Electronics (USA) Inc., Long Beach, CA

CIRCLE NO. 31 ON READER SERVICE CARD
NEW PRODUCTS

SHARP

Sharp’s SA-R56AV audio/video receiver is rated at 55 watts per channel minimum rms into 8 ohms from 20 to 20,000 Hz with less than 0.08 percent total harmonic distortion. Its tuner features twenty FM and ten AM presets and auto scan. There are inputs for CD, phone, and a laserdisc player or VCR as well as tape loops for an audio deck and a VCR. Other features include a surround-sound ambience circuit and Sharp’s X-Bass bass extender. The sixty-five-key remote control can operate other Sharp products. Price: $350. Sharp Electronics, Dept. SR, Sharp Plaza, Mahwah, NJ 07430.

Circle 129 on reader service card

PSB SPEAKERS

PSB’s HW-1 speaker is a two-way, in-wall system. Its 6½-inch woofer has a weather-resistant polypropylene cone to protect against indoor moisture or steam, and the tweeter is a 1¼-inch, ferrofluid-filled soft dome. Frequency response is rated as 56 to 20,000 Hz ± 2 dB, sensitivity as 89 dB at 1 meter with a 1-watt input. Impedance is 8 ohms. The system comes with a paper template to help users cut the necessary wall openings. A mounting depth of 3½ inches is required for proper fit in walls measuring from ¾ to 1½ inches thick. An optional rough-in kit is available for new-construction installation. Dimensions are 12 x 8½ x 3¼ inches. Price: about $300 a pair. PSB Speakers, Dept. SR, 633 Granite Ct., Pickering, Ontario L1W 5K1, Canada.

Circle 131 on reader service card

ROLYKIT

The Rolydisc CD storage box from Rolykit comes in twenty- and forty-disc sizes. Made of sturdy plastic, the boxes have roll-top closures that are said to resist dust. Units can be connected horizontally or vertically and mounted on a wall or stacked on a table or shelf. Price: $17.99 for the twenty-disc size, $29.99 for the forty-disc size. Rolykit, Dept. SR, 303 E. Wacker Dr., Suite 412, Chicago, IL 60601.

Circle 130 on reader service card

YAMAHA

The Yamaha EQ-550 ten-band graphic equalizer includes a pink-noise generator and a spectrum analyzer. Each band covers an octave, and the adjustment range is ±6 dB. The spectrum analyzer shows irregularities in room response. It can also be used in recording applications to display the levels of different frequencies in the source. Other features include a front-panel mike input, a tape-deck selector, an EQ On/Defeat switch, a master output-level control, and a switchable infrasonic filter. The EQ-550 is available in either titanium or black finish. Price: $399. Yamaha Electronics, Dept. SR, 6722 Orangethorpe Ave., Buena Park, CA 90620.

Circle 132 on reader service card
THE WORLD'S TOP STUDIOS ALREADY RECORD ON SONY DIGITAL.
**Audio Q&A**

by Ian G. Masters

**Dolby Dilemma**

**Q** The manufacturers of prerecorded cassettes have made decoding Dolby into a real guessing game. Sometimes Dolby B (or Dolby C) is clearly marked, but I have also seen tapes with just the double-D Dolby logo and others with the logo and just the word Dolby. Others say "Dolby System" or "Dolby NR" or "DNR" or "Dolby HX Pro," and I seem to remember seeing some that said "Dolby Stereo." How do all these relate to each other and to the Dolby B switch on my cassette deck?

THOMAS HUFF  
Silver Spring, MD

**A** Most of the confusion arises because at one time only one type of Dolby noise reduction, Dolby B, was available to the public, although the record companies are none too clear even today. Normally, however, unless Dolby C (or, soon, Dolby S) is specified, you should use Dolby B decoding.

Putting the unqualified double-D logo on a tape was clear enough when there was only one version, and the same for just the word Dolby and the phrases Dolby System and Dolby NR (NR simply stands for noise reduction). But Dolby NR and DNR are different things. DNR is a proprietary system designed to reduce noise during playback of an unencoded signal; it has nothing to do with Dolby noise reduction.

Dolby HX Pro is a system used only during recording to increase headroom and reduce high-frequency distortion. It requires no playback decoding, though tapes recorded with Dolby HX Pro normally have one of the Dolby noise-reduction systems applied as well and should be decoded in the usual way during playback. The phrase Dolby Stereo refers mainly to movie soundtracks recorded with Dolby surround sound, but it is sometimes used on videocassettes with a stereo linear soundtrack using Dolby B noise reduction.

**S/N vs. Dynamic Range**

**Q** It appears that signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) and dynamic range both refer to the difference between the softest and loudest sounds and are thus interchangeable. Are they, or is there a difference?

CLYDE ROBERSON  
Bowie, MD

**A** The two terms are often confused, but they represent two separate, although related, audio characteristics. Signal-to-noise ratio is the relationship between a component's inherent noise, as measured in a narrowly defined fashion (which should be stated as part of the specification), and a particular signal level. This signal could be the absolute maximum a piece of equipment can put out before it explodes, but it is normally a more usable level. With an amplifier it is normally an output of 1 watt into 8 ohms, in the case of a tape recorder, it's usually a specified level of distortion.

In almost all instances, a component can handle levels higher than the one specified for S/N, even if only briefly or at an elevated distortion level. The extra level is called headroom, and it is included in the measurement of a component's dynamic range, which is the relationship between the maximum level it can handle and its noise floor. Actually, we are able to hear sounds quieter than the noise, and this should increase the dynamic range even more, but since this extended lower level is very difficult to measure the conventional noise figure is used. In any event, S/N is the more precise specification, though dynamic range usually has a bigger number.

**Dual Phono Cartridges**

**Q** I have had difficulty finding a preamplifier with two phono inputs, so I connected the outputs of both my phono cartridges to a single input by means of Y-connectors. The result has been a considerable signal, but it is more usable level. With an amplifier it is normally an output of 1 watt into 8 ohms, in the case of a tape recorder, it's usually a specified level of distortion.

In almost all instances, a component can handle levels higher than the one specified for S/N, even if only briefly or at an elevated distortion level. The extra level is called headroom, and it is included in the measurement of a component's dynamic range, which is the relationship between the maximum level it can handle and its noise floor. Actually, we are able to hear sounds quieter than the noise, and this should increase the dynamic range even more, but since this extended lower level is very difficult to measure the conventional noise figure is used. In any event, S/N is the more precise specification, though dynamic range usually has a bigger number.

**A** A phono cartridge is a pretty delicate thing electrically. Not only does it put out a very low-level signal, making it more susceptible to hum and other nasties than other parts of an audio system, but it also works best when the...
Introducing Sony Digital Audio Tape Recorders.

To capture all the power, the passion and the pulse of the world's most-admired musicians, the world's most-respected studios turn to Sony Digital Recorders. But up till now, digital recording has remained where it was born—in the studio. Now those days are gone. Welcome to the age of Sony Digital Audio Tape, DAT.

Based on Sony technology, DAT brings to the world of tape recording all the brilliance and accuracy of the digital Compact Disc. Capturing up to two full hours of digital sound on a durable, reusable tape that's 47% smaller than the standard audio cassette.

With the new Sony DTC-700 DAT deck, you can experience this wonderment for yourself. Because you can record live music digitally with a precision and clarity you've never heard before. Or record directly from a digital or analog source, without the hiss, wow and flutter, or distortion of conventional cassettes.

The DTC-700 also demonstrates the tangible benefits of Sony's studio expertise. You can hear it in High Density Linear Converter™ circuitry that faithfully renders even the most delicate sonic shadings. You can experience it in our high-speed loading system and ultra-stable 4-motor transport. And you can enjoy it in scan, search and programming features conventional decks can only dream of. Which means the DTC-700 not only defines DAT, it also refines it.

For more information, call 1-201-SONY-DAT. Better still, visit your authorized Sony DAT dealer. Where you'll discover you don't have to be a recording professional to make professional-grade recordings.

SONY®
THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO™
It's not just how it's made; it's how well it's made.

Whether you’re on a budget or just seeking maximum value, don’t be fooled by bargains that sound cheap at the store—they just might sound cheap when you get home.

Even Denon’s most economical receivers, such as the DRA-335 and DRA-435, preserve sound quality first. (This is Denon’s Design Integrity principle.) Both of these receivers employ electronic switching and elegant circuit topology for the most direct signal paths. This not only lowers noise and distortion; it greatly enhances reliability.

For superior audio quality, the finest components are used throughout the signal path, including polypropylene and polystyrene capacitors and metal film resistors. Competitive receivers use skimpy transformers and IC output stages, which restrict your system’s dynamic range. Denon’s discrete output transistors and substantial transformers give the DRA-335 and DRA-435 the power to drive even the most “difficult” speakers.

At Denon lower cost need not preclude important features. Both the DRA-335 and DRA-435 feature Variable Loudness and full Integrated System (IS) remote control of a CD player, CD changer and cassette deck. The 16-station programmable tuners of the DRA-335 and DRA-435 feature improved AM NRSC deemphasis.

Even though the Denon DRA-335 and DRA-435 receivers pack in so many features for the price, never forget the real reason to buy a Denon: Sound.

**DENON**

The first name in digital audio.
of spring that controls cone motion, again in the low frequencies. At one time, acoustic-suspension speakers tended to be smaller and less sensitive than bass-reflex models, but such distinctions are largely a thing of the past.

There was also a time when many felt that bass-reflex speakers were particularly adept at reproducing rock music and acoustic-suspension designs were touted as classical speakers. It's now generally conceded, however, that all types of music are served best by a speaker with flat response, low distortion, and good dispersion. That has nothing to do with which design has been chosen; there are many superb speakers using each type of enclosure.

CD Pinholes

Q When I hold some of my compact discs up to the light, I can see pinholes through them. Are they okay, or should I take them back to the store?

TROY BARNES
Delta, British Columbia

A Don't worry. The reflective aluminum layer in a CD can vary considerably in thickness from disc to disc. When held up to a light, some discs are opaque, others you can easily see through, and a few have surface discontinuities, or pinholes. While pinholes can certainly be considered flaws, they are nothing to be concerned about, as even the minimum number of missing bits of recorded data that a CD player must be able to replace is much greater than is lost in a pinhole. The error-correction circuits in most players exceed the minimum performance level by a considerable margin.

Speaker Types

Q I am not clear about the difference between bass-reflex and acoustic-suspension speakers. Is one design more appropriate than the other for playing certain kinds of music?

ROGER HEDIN
Fargo, ND

A A bass-reflex speaker contains a port (also called a duct or a vent) that allows energy from the rearward motion of the speaker cone to escape the enclosure in a controlled fashion, enhancing the output from the forward motion at the bottom of the speaker's range. An acoustic-suspension speaker uses a sealed box in which the pressure created by the rear motion acts as a sort

Unfortunately, a large percentage of audio and video components do have problems. In fact, one of today's leading manufacturers has a VCR breakdown rate of almost 22% after one year.

Luckily, there's an easy and affordable way to protect yourself against unexpected repair bills. A ComponentGuard Extended Warranty.

ComponentGuard offers complete parts and labor protection for up to 5 years on over 120 different kinds of products.

So, don't suffer from costly unexpected repair bills on your components. Get a ComponentGuard Extended Warranty with your next purchase—and get a piece of mind guarantee at the same time.
by Ken C. Pohlmann

TRUCKIN'

If you're one of those timid around-town drivers with a Garfield doll hanging in your rear window and an "I brake for Unicorns" bumper sticker, if you never go more than forty-five, use only two radio presets, and think subcompacts are really cute, stop right here. Read no further. This column isn't for you.

Okay, for the rest of you, particularly you long-haul big-rollers who weld extra gas tanks in your Peterbits and keep your radar detectors humming, this is for you. Specifically, I've got three serious new car stereo pieces for you. Each offers features that are unique in the car audio market.

Now that car CD players have broken through to the mass market, more and more installations have one. The problem is that thieves are increasingly breaking through windows to pluck these cherries. Sure, you can buy a removable unit, but who wants to lug it around? Pioneer cunningly solves the problem with the DEH-80 CD tuner and its detachable face. The unit itself remains in the dash, but its front control panel pops off and slips into your pocket. A thief sees a blank plate in the dash; even if he knows there's a CD tuner buried in there, it's useless without its faceplate. In addition, because the player remains firmly planted, it is not subjected to excessive handling—which could cause misalignment of the laser pickup.

The DEH-80 has a nicely designed double floating-suspension system that keeps the laser on track even on rough roads. Its tuner has twenty-four presets and automatic station select. The DEH-80 even beeps at you when you turn off your engine, to remind you to detach the face. At $540, this is one great car CD tuner.

The Technics CQ-ID90 cassette tuner has something no other car radio has: ID Logic. Suppose you're hauling a load of pork bellies from Des Moines to Miami, and you're anxious to stay tuned to rock-and-roll all the way down. You simply hit the ROCK key, and as you drive the tuner finds the strongest rock music stations along the way, switching from one to the other as signal strength varies. Moreover, the head unit displays each station's call sign, city, and state.

To perform this trick, the CQ-ID90 contains a 2-megabit memory with information on more than 4,500 AM stations and 4,900 FM stations in more than 5,100 cities across the U.S. Stations are classified in broadcast categories: classical music, country/western, rock, jazz, easy-listening, and talk. A microprocessor sorts everything out, so that when you're driving through Palm Beach, say, the radio knows that the signal at 94.3 MHZ is WMXQ, a rock station. As you travel, you use direction keys to move through the memory's "map" of the U.S. That way, when you hit New York City the radio knows that 93.1 MHZ is now WPAT, an easy-listening station.

The memory is fixed, so as stations change their formats, you'll find your smart tuner making more and more goofs. Fortunately, an updated memory chip can be plugged in. The CQ-ID90 eliminates the age-old problem of finding a station that plays the kind of music you like. If you're a long-haul driver, that should be worth $650 to you. And if it's not, there's a rumor that the CQ-ID90 could talk to the EQS-1000. That way when the radio located a particular type of music, the processor could automatically supply a suitable ambience program. Maybe next year.

Meanwhile, all three of these components are great little companions for those long hauls. I suppose even small-time commuters would find their features handy. But promise me one thing: If you install one of these big-rig pieces in your subcompact, lose that Garfield thing...
The Bose Lifestyle Music System will change the way you enjoy music.

INTRODUCING

The Bose Lifestyle Music System

A system unlike any other in:

PERFORMANCE
"The sound was superb..."
Julian Hirsch, Sound & Image
Summer, 1990

APPEARANCE
"...accommodates high technology with style..."
Rich Warren, Chicago Tribune
June 1, 1990

SIMPLICITY
"...utter simplicity of operation..."
Hans Fantel, The New York Times*
June 24, 1990

TECHNOLOGY
"Bose breaks the mold..."
Rich Warren, Chicago Tribune
June 1, 1990

Available at selected dealers only.

Call Bose today and arrange for your personal audition. Try the Lifestyle music system in your own home for two weeks. Then part with it, if you can.

For a participating dealer near you, call

1-800-444-BOSE
8:30AM-9:00PM (ET)

Better sound through research.

Panasonic presents a 12-disc CD changer for more selection and more miles of uninterrupted digital sound.

Only a dummy would want to settle for anything less than up to 12 straight hours of music and the convenience of 12-disc random programmability.

The CX-DP15 CD changer offers you that and has incredibly high quality components, such as: a 2 DAC system with one DAC per channel, High Slew Rate Low Pass Filter, Oxygen Free Copper Audio Cables, Gold Plated Connectors, MASH* Circuitry and Quadruple Oversampling Digital Filter.

In other words, it sounds very good.

Also, this CD changer is so flexible it can connect to virtually any existing car stereo with the CY-RM15 or the CY-RM16 controllers.

However, if you also want a new car stereo, there's the CQ-L40 and the CQ-L30 cassette receivers. They both have 50 Watts maximum power, wireless remote, are removable and connect directly to the CD changer to give you full system control.

But don't listen to us, listen to the system.

We're confident that our customers are intelligent enough to make the right choice for themselves.

*Technics developed the MASH: one bit DAC. NTT (Japan) invented MASH technology. NTT has applied for trademark registration for MASH.

WHO WOULD BUY A CAR CD CHANGER THAT DOESN'T PLAY 12 DISCS?
Choosing a system that does all you need at a price you can afford — the twelfth in a series on the basics of audio.

BY IAN G. MASTERS

Not only are there thousands of different components on the market, but prices range widely as well, even for devices that seem similar. Although that may be confusing, it also means that you will almost certainly be able to find something that meets your needs at reasonable cost. Your first priority, therefore, should be to establish a budget. Although price is a notoriously unreliable guide to audio quality, what you are willing to spend will determine to some degree what sort of system you end up with, what components it will contain, what extras you may need, and where you will make the purchase. For example, systems made up of separate electronic components are often more flexible than ones that use combined components such as receivers or integrated amplifiers, but they also cost more. And systems that contain multiple speakers, exotic signal processors, or more than one source of music will likely cost more than those that do not, so you may defer purchase of such extras in the interest of buying better quality in your “base system.” And some dealers offer better prices than others, but this might involve a sacrifice of service or warranty coverage.

Deciding what you want the system to do is the next stage. The most important considerations are the uses to which you intend to put your system and the extent you anticipate adding to it over the years. Some buyers go for simplicity: Although they insist on good sound, they don’t want to twid-
No one has a longer or more distinguished history of leadership and innovation in metal tape than TDK. So when we introduced the MA-R back in 1979, it instantly became the benchmark all other metal tapes would be measured against.

Since that time, however, the evolution of digital recording sources has progressed far beyond what anyone ever expected. Beyond what even the most advanced metal tapes in the world are capable of reproducing.

Which is why we created the new MA-XG. A tape which is not only the best audio tape in TDK's history.

But the best tape in recorded history.

**DIGITAL MUSIC DEMANDS PERFECTION IN A CASSETTE.**

Music from digital sources is dynamic to say the least. It can go from absolute silence to maximum loudness instantaneously. And for an audio cassette to reproduce its power and dynamic range accurately and free from distortion, the audio tape has to have extremely high output capability or what is known as MOL (Maximum Output Level).

But digital music can also go from maximum loudness to absolute silence instantaneously. And the lack of background hiss makes the clarity of the pianissimos and the transparency of the passages that linger and fade striking. To convincingly reproduce this kind of delicacy requires a tape with extremely low bias noise. Otherwise, music signals which are softer than the tape noise will be masked and inaudible.

The perfect recording tape then, for CDs and other digital sources, is one with the highest possible output and the lowest possible noise. The kind of tape it was almost impossible to design. Almost.

**THE WORLD'S BEST DUAL-LAYER PURE METAL TAPE.**

Rather than settle for a tape which compromises output for low noise, or low noise for output, TDK opted for a tape that compromised nothing. So the MA-XG combines two separately "tuned" layers of ultrafine Finavinx magnetic particles. The bottom layer utilizes a unique high-density Finavinx particle designed for highest possible output. The upper layer consists of low
noise ultrafine Finavinx particles arranged in a high-density coating with the help of TDK's proprietary particle orientation technology. What this unique design results in is a metal tape with the highest output (+7.5 dB at 315 Hz) and the lowest noise (−59 dB) of any analog cassette. Or more simply put, the ultimate “digital ready” tape.

**A MECHANISM AS SOPHISTICATED AS THE TAPE.**

You don't even have to listen to the MA-XG to know how advanced its design is. Just hold it in your hand. Its extra heavy-weight RS-III mechanism utilizes an unprecedented super-rigid five-piece construction which provides the ultimate defense against vibration and the sound-smearing effects of modulation noise as shown on the modulation noise chart. The unified dual-layer molded face plates consist of a non-rigid plastic outer layer for resonance reduction and an inner layer of fiberglass-reinforced plastic for strength. These two plates and three side frames are held together by ten screws (three different kinds), applied both vertically and sideways, resulting in dimensional precision and structural integrity previously impossible to achieve. It even employs a system of internal sound stabilizer weights and super high-precision guide pieces to ensure maximum vibration attenuation and the highest degree of azimuth accuracy.

**AUDIO MAGAZINE AGREES MA-XG IS THE BEST EVER.**

That the TDK MA-XG is the ultimate recording tape is not just our opinion. It's a belief shared by the ultimate authority: Audio magazine. After an exhaustive test of 88 audio cassettes (the results of which were published in the March 1990 issue), Audio found the MA-XG to be not only the best of any metal (Type IV) tape, but the best of any tape. Period.

So, if you're going to record digital music, make sure you record it on the new MA-XG. Because the best music in recorded history shouldn't lose anything in the translation.
dile controls constantly. The simpler the equipment, the better in such a case, so a receiver might be a good bet for the electronics portion, as it combines all the essential functions in one unit with a minimum of fuss. In many cases, higher power per dollar can be obtained with a receiver than with separate components, but at a sacrifice of flexibility. Certainly a receiver will take up less space than separate components, and this can be important if either space or appearance is a big factor for you.

Separates, on the other hand, enable you to mix components from different manufacturers or to start with a simple system and build on it as your budget permits. The range of controls and functions available on separates is also somewhat greater as a rule, so if you are looking for elaborate control options, this may be the way to go. You will pay something of a premium for the privilege, however.

The choice of speakers is of prime importance, but at this stage you need only consider the basic requirements and limitations, such as maximum size for your listening room. You may wish to use more than the conventional stereo pair, and this will affect not only your choice of speakers but of amplifiers as well. For surround sound or ambience enhancement, you will need a power amplifier with enough channels, or enough separate amplifiers, to drive all your speakers. If, on the other hand, you plan to use extra speakers to extend coverage or for simultaneous listening in another room, you will have to select an amplifier that can handle the extra current drain.

Beyond the basic electronics and speakers that all systems require, you will need something to feed into the system—a program source—but which one you choose, at least to begin with, depends on several factors.

Until quite recently practically every hi-fi system included a turntable for playing vinyl records, and if you have built up a collection of LP’s over the years it may be sensible at first to use those as your primary source of music. If your collection of vinyl is small or nonexistent, however, it may make more sense to forget the turntable and build your system around a cassette deck. Not only is everything you might consider buying on vinyl also available on tape, but a tape deck has several distinct advantages over a turntable. For one thing, the tapes you play at home can also be used in your car or portable player. For another, a cassette deck can record as well as play, which increases the flexibility of your system considerably. The range of features available on cassette decks is vast, reflecting that format’s increasing popularity. As with any other sort of audio component, you should choose a deck that does all you want and no more.

The star of the audio component world is the compact disc player, and prices for these now tend to be comparable to those of turntables and cassette decks. Unlike the case with some other parts of the system, you need not be unduly concerned about differences in sound quality when looking at CD players—the audible differences between well-designed models are negligible to nonexistent and usually apparent only in direct A/B comparisons, if then. Features and functions do differ, however (along with prices), so begin your selection process armed with some idea of just what you want the player to do.

Specific Choices

The narrowing of the field up to this point should eliminate a large number of unsuitable pieces of gear, but plenty of choices will remain. Now the process of choosing specific components begins. Where possible, you should pick more than one candidate in each category, because the dealer you eventually buy your system from may not handle all the brands you select.

Don’t talk to a dealer, however, before doing some research. Find out what’s on the market and what will fit your needs. Hi-fi magazines are a good place to start. Read the advertisements, the product reviews, and any other references to specific pieces of equipment to get a basic idea of what’s out there. This research will probably have to take place over a period of time, as no one issue of a magazine does more than scratch the surface of the products that are available. A trip to the library to browse through back issues may be in order.

If you are not familiar with individual hi-fi brands when you start your search, you probably know someone who is. Most audio fans have very definite views on products and are only too willing to share them. Perhaps such opinions should be taken with some salt, but they are valuable nonetheless, particularly if the person you consult recommends something he himself has purchased and is happy with. You may also get some useful tips on good retailers in your area.

Beyond Research

Everything up to this point comes under the heading of paperwork. Now comes the time to look at some potential purchases. Take a few days to wander through the audio shops and find out who sells what. The more stores you visit, the better your view of what’s going on in the audio market, both in terms of the products you can buy (which may not necessarily correspond to the ones you have read about) and the prices you are likely to have to pay for them. Don’t be afraid to ask questions of the dealer. You’re a potential customer, and worth his time (and many dealers are audiophiles who love to talk about audio).

It’s a good idea to pick up as much product literature as you can during this preliminary trek. Most retailers have racks of brochures, reprints of product reviews, and so forth, which are there for potential customers like you. Try to gather literature on every piece of equipment you are seriously
Sound so big you can feel it...
Today's New World of Home Entertainment

In just the past couple of years, there has been a remarkable number of new products that have heightened the quality and widened the variety of home entertainment. The development of the compact disc has led to a significant improvement in overall sound quality and convenience to the music lover. Amplifiers have become more powerful and pure. And, of course, Polk Audio has been setting new standards for loudspeaker performance with a wide range of innovative products.

Recently, bringing video and audio together as a total entertainment concept has become an exciting reality. Surround sound systems and sophisticated home theater systems rival the experience of a live concert or a night out at the movies.

High quality music systems and now in many cases video systems are becoming an important part of one's home environment. More and more people are installing sound systems throughout several rooms in their homes, in some cases creating one centralized entertainment room from which other rooms are supplied with music.

...from speakers you can barely see.

To take full advantage of all these entertaining offerings, an entirely new kind of high performance loudspeaker system was developed by Polk Audio.

The Legendary Sound of Polk Can Now Be Heard, Not Seen.

Polk Audio has introduced a new generation of loudspeakers. Loudspeakers that, as always, live up to Polk's reputation for sounding remarkably like a live performance. But this new generation of loudspeakers is designed to be heard, not seen.

Polk's new Architectural Reference Built-In Loudspeakers (AB Series), delivers superior sonic performance without intruding on your living space. Designed to be built-in to your walls and, if desired, painted to match or complement any color of your decor, the AB Series is the perfect solution to delivering high quality sound throughout your home.

The Speakers May Be Hidden, But You'll Recognize the Sound as Pure Polk.

Polk engineers set out to create a series of loudspeakers that, while hidden from view, would reproduce a dramatic sound stage with the energy and depth of concert hall realism.
Even in the most basic of systems, the AB Series provides quality bass reproduction. By choosing models with additional midbass drivers or by adding one or more subwoofer systems, one can achieve a truly remarkable sound that dramatically recreates the excitement of a live performance.

**Ask Your Polk Dealer/Installer for More Details**

Polk's Architectural Reference Built-In Loudspeakers have been designed for easy installation into existing structures as well as new construction. Many Polk dealers have created home environment listening areas to demonstrate the superior sound of the AB Series. Ask to listen to these remarkable new loudspeakers.

You'll hear but may not see...the next generation of loudspeakers.

For each AB system, ambitious performance goals were achieved. The open, 3-dimensional sound that has become a hallmark of Polk is recognized instantly, even in the smallest of systems. Nearly perfect high-frequency dispersion makes speaker placement less critical, and a flat frequency response provides endless listening without psychoacoustic fatigue.

Polk's superior components, including midbass drivers featuring trilaminate polymer diaphragms and hemispherical soft dome tweeters, set the AB systems apart from any other built-in speakers currently available. In the tradition of Polk Audio, each driver benefits from extensive research and development using the most sophisticated computer testing programs. As always only the finest grade components and materials are used to insure long term, trouble free operation.

The AB 700 requires a 9 3/4" H x 6 1/4" W x 3" D cutout. The AB 800, with two midbass drivers, requires a 15 1/2" H x 6 1/4" W x 3" D cutout.

Where to buy Polk Speakers? For your nearest dealer, see page 151.
considering so you can take it home and consider it at your leisure.

Where to Buy

Choosing the right dealer is as important as choosing the equipment. In your preliminary walk through the shops, one of your main tasks should be to select the store where you will make your final purchase. Although you could assemble your system from components bought at several different stores, it's usually better to deal with one outlet. For one thing, you are likely to get a better price if the whole system is bought from one retailer. For another, you are in a better position to ask the dealer to install the system if he has sold it all to you (he will also be familiar with all the pieces in such a case).

You may simply like a particular dealer more than the others, and this can be a valid basis for choosing him, as it is his job to make you happy; if he accomplishes this in the initial stages, you are likely to get good service from him thereafter. But if he doesn't sell the products you are interested in, you will end up with a system that falls short of what you want. Of course, he may suggest alternative components that are just as good, and that's fine as long as you know they really are comparable.

The prices a store offers are obviously of very great importance as well. A single piece of equipment can vary widely in cost from store to store, and it is to your advantage to get the best deal you can. But bear in mind that the trade-off is often service: An extremely low price may be attractive until you find out that the dealer who offers it is unable or unwilling to give you any information on the equipment, or to repair it if it breaks. It's usually worth a little bit extra to deal with a store that will look after what it sells.

The Listening Test

Poring over all the available information could go on forever, but eventually the time comes to choose the components you are going to buy. The first step is to pick your speakers. These, more than anything else, will determine how your system will actually sound, and so the bulk of your time should be spent in making the right speaker choice.

There are some excellent speakers that cost relatively little, and some very expensive horrors, so your best guide to speakers is your own hearing. If you like a speaker, it will be good for you no matter what its price tag. You have to listen correctly, however. There are many circumstances in which good speakers can be made to sound bad and bad ones can sound better than they really are.

When you are comparing speakers, listen to them in a room that's approximately the same size as your own listening room, and ask the dealer to place them in about the same position as they will be at home. The sound a speaker produces is affected by its environment to a very large extent, so it is important to duplicate as nearly as possible the surroundings of your home when auditioning speakers in the store. Speakers should also be played at precisely the same level. Tiny level differences—ones that may not even be directly perceptible—tend to favor the louder speaker.

It's also wise to take along some of your own recordings when you audition speakers. Two or three discs or tapes covering different types of music should be under your arm every time you walk into an audio store.

Control Central

The basic electronics should be chosen next. Here the main considerations are features—what the equipment will do—and power output. The selection of features can extend from the choice of two or three tape-monitor circuits or built-in surround sound to the question of whether or not you require phono capability. Only you can decide what you need, but every extra switch, knob, and integrated circuit costs money, and buying things you will never use will leave you less to spend on other, more important parts of the system.

The power output you will require depends mainly on the speakers you have chosen. Some speakers are very sensitive—they produce lots of acoustical output for very little power—so the amount of power available from the amplifier is not too critical. A good many speakers are fairly insensitive, however, and considerable amounts of power are required to drive them to high volume levels. Cutting back on amplifier power for the sake of features you may never use might seriously degrade the sound you end up with.

Finally, decide on your program sources. Whether you choose to focus your system on CD's, LP's, tapes, or all three, it's very possible to achieve fine performance for only a few hundred dollars per source. Such low-price components may not be exotic, or even state of the art, but high performance is readily available from many manufacturers at such prices. If you decide to include a turntable in your system, one thing that makes sense is to spend a little bit extra on a good phono cartridge. Many turntables come with a cartridge already mounted, but it may be of less than top quality. A few extra dollars will replace it with a better model, and that's worthwhile because the sound your system produces will be only as good as the signals it has to work with. In addition, a better cartridge will go a long way toward preserving your precious vinyl records.

NEXT: Putting an audio system together and making it work properly.
START WITH 4 COMPACT DISCS NOW!

Yes, start with any 4 compact discs shown here! You need buy just 1 more hit at regular Club prices (usually $14.98-$15.98), and take up to one full year to do it. Then choose another CD free. In addition, as a member in good standing you can get 2 more selections FREE after completing your first year of membership. That's 8 CDs for the price of 1 with nothing more to buy... ever! (A shipping and handling charge is added to each shipment.)

HOW THE CLUB OPERATES

Your select from hundreds of exciting CDs described in the Club's magazine, which is mailed to you approximately every three weeks (19 times a year). Each issue highlights a Featured Selection in your preferred music category, plus alternate selections. If you'd like the Featured Selection do nothing. It will be sent to you automatically. If you'd prefer an alternate selection, name one at a time, just return the card enclosed with each issue of your magazine, by the date specified on the card. You will have at least 10 days to decide or you may return your Featured Selection at our expense. Cancel your membership at any time after completing your enrollment agreement simply by writing to us, or remain and take advantage of bonus savings.

FREE 10-DAY TRIAL

Listen to your 4 introductory selections for a full 10 days. If not satisfied, return them with no further obligation. You send no money now, so complete the coupon and mail it today:

Mail to: BMG Compact Disc Club
P.O. Box 91412/Indianapolis, IN 46291

YES, please accept my membership in the BMG Compact Disc Club and send my first four selections, as I have indicated here, under the terms of this offer. I need buy just one more CD at regular Club prices during the next year — after which I can choose another CD FREE! In addition, as a member in good standing I can get 2 more selections FREE after completing my first year of membership. That's 8 CDs for the price of one... with nothing more to buy... ever! (A shipping/handling charge is added to each shipment.)
GOVERNMENT
SCIENTIST
PROGRAMS
BLACK BOX TO
CONTROL HUMAN
EMOTIONS,
BODY MOVEMENTS,
FOR NINE HOURS.

Don't be alarmed, it's for your own good. Life's a lot less stressful when you let a Pioneer Multi-Play Cassette Changer take over.

The only deck with a six-cassette tray, it lets you program up to nine hours of uninterrupted music playback or recording. For advanced performance, it has features like Dolby™ HX Pro. Then, for advanced convenience, there's CD Synchro. This allows you to record six CDs onto six cassettes with the touch of a single button when you're connected to one of the latest Pioneer CD Changers.

The truth is, if you don't have a Pioneer Multi-Play Cassette Changer to move you throughout the day, you're not playing with a full deck.
Testing Amplifiers

By Julian Hirsch

Standard RS-490 defines all the terms applicable to amplifier testing and the conditions of measurement. These conditions include the control settings, source and load impedances, signal frequencies and levels, and the pertinent specifications of the test instrumentation. In many cases, a particular specification can be presented either graphically (distortion over a range of frequencies or levels, for example) or as a single-valued rating.

A complete set of performance specifications for an integrated amplifier involves some twenty-eight different ratings, an ensemble that is as formidable to interpret as to measure. Recognizing this, the standard divides these measurements into seven primary ratings and twenty-one secondary disclosures, which may be given if applicable or omitted from the overall specification.

In our amplifier tests, we cover all the primary ratings (some of them slightly modified) and several of the secondary ratings. Some are measured across a range of frequencies or power levels, and others are measured for a specific frequency or power output. Our choice of specific tests is based on their audible significance to the user.

Obviously, the tests applied to a power amplifier or a preamplifier are merely subsets of the complete procedure that would be used for an integrated amplifier. When the component has special features, such as dynamic noise reduction or digital signal processing, that are not amenable to standard tests, we usually have to rely on subjective impressions.

From the standpoint of audible effects, only a few ratings have much significance. The most important ones are frequency response and A-weighted signal-to-noise ratio (S/N). Even a slight difference in frequency response at audible frequencies can be heard; the importance of the difference depends on its degree, the frequency range in which it occurs, and the listener’s perception of it. The importance of noise depends mainly on the same factors, especially spectral characteristics. For example, a 180-Hz buzz from power-line harmonics is far more audible than a smooth hiss having the same measured level.

Most other specifications have little or nothing to do with the sound quality of an amplifier but may have considerable influence on its suitability for a given music system. For instance, sensitivity—the signal level required at each input for a standard 1-watt output—indicates whether the amplifier will be compatible with its associated components, such as a tuner or phono cartridge (the standard 2-volt nominal output of a CD player insures compatibility with any amplifier having a "CD" input). The maximum-input-signal rating is normally important only for the phono input, where it has a bearing on its suitability for use with a high-output cartridge that might overload the phono-input stage on a high-level passage. A few amplifiers have a limited phono-input capability at some frequencies, typically at one extreme of the audible range.

In most amplifiers, a high-level input cannot be overloaded, but some receivers using electronic volume controls (instead of a conventional knob-operated control) can be overloaded, or at least driven into distortion, by a high-level signal, even with the volume setting reduced.

Interestingly, power output is much less important than most people think. The maximum power requirement in a stereo system depends on the speaker sensitivity, the room size and acoustic treatment, the types of music to be played, and the user’s personal taste. In ordinary listening, few people will tax the power capability of even a modest amplifier. Average output levels exceeding a watt or two are unusual, since they usually preclude conversation in the same room.

Program peaks, however, can be many times higher, if only for brief instants. This is the rationale for the
SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking By Pregnant Women May Result in Fetal Injury, Premature Birth, And Low Birth Weight.

15 mg. "tar", 1.0 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette by FTC method.
HOW MUCH SHOULD A GOOD AMPLIFIER COST?

by Bob Carver. part 2

All power amplifiers with the same power output are neither created nor priced equally. Why? 1 and other members of the scientific audio community know that only four factors determine an amplifier’s sound:

1. CURRENT OUTPUT
2. VOLTAGE OUTPUT
3. POWER OUTPUT
4. FREQUENCY RESPONSE at the loudspeaker terminals (transfer function)

In spite of what you may have been told, that's it. Period. These factors transcend the non-science of tubes vs. solid state, MOS-FETs vs. bipolar, Class A vs. AB, etc. In last month's ad, I covered factors 1-3—the need for high simultaneous current and voltage with robust power output. For further explanation, get our new White Paper, “The Magnetic Field Story Paris I, II & III” by calling 1-800-443-CAVR.

Transfer function is the effect an amplifier’s output impedance has on real world frequency response. Don’t confuse this with the amplifier’s specified bandwidth — which may be flat “DC to light” — which is measured with a resistor load. I’m referring to the frequency response curve that occurs when an amplifier interacts with a given pair of cables and speakers. This response curve is anything but flat. It is the unique fingerprint that gives the amp warmth, bass quality, upper register definition, breadth and soundstage. It determines the amplifier’s most important sonic characteristics.

Carver is capable of making one amplifier design sound like another to within 99 parts out of 100 by adjusting the transfer function. For example, we’ve used Transfer Function Modification to closely emulate the sound of my tube Silver Seven in our TFM-4745 solid state designs. The same process has been used to give our TFM-22/25 and TFM-15 a warm, “tube” sound with rich rolling bass and soft, yet detailed treble. “TFM” consists of painstaking measurement and adjustment which fine tunes output impedance and frequency response. Needless to say, we must start with highly capable power amplifier designs (i.e. high current/high voltage) before the Transfer Function Modification Process.

Carver solid state power amplifiers have suggested retail prices of from $999 to $1000. Because of my patented power supply, which delivers extraordinary current and voltage, and Transfer Function Modification, I honestly think you needn’t pay more to get superb audio amplification.

An amplifier’s power output is much less important than most people think. In ordinary listening, few users will tax the power of even a modest amplifier.

Only the measured channel with 2 ohms, leaving 4 ohms on the other, to avoid blowing a fuse (or damaging the amplifier, as sometimes happens).

One of the primary amplifier ratings is the input impedance. This is of minor importance for a high-level input unless the impedance is unusually low (10,000 ohms or less), which can attenuate the lowest frequencies. It is more important for a moving-magnet (MM) phono input, since the frequency response of a cartridge is usually affected by its load. In this case, we measure the resistive and capacitive components of the phono-input impedance, specifying the resistance in ohms and the parallel capacitance in picofarads. A cartridge manufacturer usually specifies the preferred load into which its product will deliver the rated frequency response. A lower value of resistance will usually reduce the high-frequency level, and a high capacitance will introduce a peak at some fairly high frequency, followed by a steep drop in output at still higher frequencies.

The output impedance, or damping factor, of a power amplifier is sometimes specified by its manufacturer, but since it is of no significance to the user, we do not measure it. So long as the damping factor (the quotient of 8 ohms divided by the source impedance of the amplifier’s output) exceeds about 10, there is no further advantage to a higher value. In fact, the resistance of even a premium speaker cable will prevent the true damping factor from exceeding about 100, regardless of the amplifier’s measured damping factor.

You will notice that I have not mentioned total harmonic distortion (THD), which is one of the primary amplifier ratings. This does not mean that the THD is unimportant, since genuinely high distortion will degrade sound quality, but rather that its importance is often grossly exaggerated. We do measure the THD, usually including noise but sometimes excluding it. Even a very low level of distortion is easy to measure with modern test instruments, and it is frequently emphasized in manufacturers’ literature as an indication of the technical sophistication of their amplifiers. We measure THD principally to verify the manufacturers’ ratings, which frequently state a minuscule value. Usually, these ratings prove to be justified, although sometimes they are not (perhaps because not all manufacturers follow the procedures of RS-490). The fact is, however, that few if any listeners could distinguish between two otherwise identical amplifiers whose respective distortion ratings were 0.001 and 1 percent. Either figure is an impressive specification that, like so many others, has little to do with how a component sounds.

Some really important amplifier characteristics are difficult or impossible to measure or verify. By my standards, reliability is the paramount characteristic of any product (not only a hi-fi component). It is totally impractical to evaluate reliability from tests of a single sample over a limited time.

A second important characteristic involves the ergonomic design, or human engineering, of the product. Unfortunately, evaluating ergonomics is as personal a matter as judging sound quality, and one person’s preference or dislike may not agree with another’s. In our reports I give my views; you, our readers, will have to make your own decisions.
Introducing DAT from Technics. An audio advance of historic proportions is about to make conventional cassette technology seem positively prehistoric.

Because with the new DAT (Digital Audio Tape) deck from Technics, the tape medium enters an era of accuracy, fidelity and flexibility rivaling that of CDs. DAT operates on much the same digital principles as CDs, so there's a real improvement over your analog cassettes. Greater dynamic range. Extended frequency response. Higher signal to noise ratio. Finer resolution of detail. And unlike some other DAT decks, Technics employs MASH* technology — allowing for even more accurate reproduction of low-level signals.

The Technics DAT deck also has convenience features no cassette deck can offer. With its Learning Search, the deck has the ability to do a fast search at up to 400 times normal speed. An amazingly convenient editing function allows you to program the deck to skip unwanted sections of tape. Along with a host of other features you'll appreciate whether you're recording from your CD player, cassette deck, turntable or tuner.

All told, DAT is the tape format for the truly discerning listener. The DAT recorder from Technics. The next big step in the evolution of the species.

*Technics developed the MASH one bit DAC. NTT (LSI labs) invented MASH technology. NTT has applied for trademark registration for MASH.
OUR MOST AFFORDABLE ACOUSTIMASS® SPEAKER SYSTEM

THE BOSE® ACOUSTIMASS-3 SPEAKER SYSTEM

A technological breakthrough exclusively from Bose! Patented Acoustimass speaker technology is the key to large speaker performance from a package so small, you can hold one in the palm of your hand. When the Acoustimass-5 system was first introduced, Julian Hirsch wrote in Stereo Review, "...side by side with speakers costing three to five times as much, the AM-5 consistently produced the more exciting and listenable sound." Now the benefits of this revolutionary technology and much of the performance of the Acoustimass-5 system are available in the Acoustimass-3 system, for approximately half the price.

PURCHASE BEFORE DECEMBER 31ST AND SAVE AT LEAST $50.

System consists of two cube speakers and an easily concealable Acoustimass bass module. Mounting accessories available.

For more information and the name of your nearest authorized Bose dealer, call 1-800-444-BOSE

Better sound through research.

Copyright 1990 Bose Corporation, 5600 Coit Road, individual Fracress, MA 01701. Distributed worldwide. Covered by patent rights issued and pending.
NAKAMICHI CDPLAYER2
COMPACT DISC CHANGER

Julian Hirsch, Hirsch-Houck Laboratories

The Nakamichi CDPlayer2 appears to be a typical front-loading compact disc player, differing from most others principally by the relatively small number of its visible buttons and controls. Despite its basically conventional appearance, however, it is one of the few truly unique CD players to appear in some time.

Behind the seemingly ordinary disc drawer is a mechanism that can automatically play a sequence of as many as six discs in addition to providing single-play operation. The CDPlayer2 is functionally similar to a magazine-loading CD changer except that the magazine is fixed inside the player.

Instead of the cumbersome process of swinging out a hinged compartment from a conventional magazine, placing a disc in it, and swinging it back into the magazine, then repeating the process for each additional disc, you load the Nakamichi CDPlayer2 one disc at a time through a normal disc drawer. The disc-drawer button is pivoted about its center, and pressing either end opens the drawer for loading a disc. If you then press the upper end (STORE), the mechanism automatically loads the disc into a slot of the internal magazine, and the drawer reopens to receive another disc. When the magazine is full, or no more discs are to be loaded, you press the other end of the button (LOAD/EJECT) to close the drawer, and the player is ready for use. To play a single disc, the LOAD/EJECT end of the button is used as in a conventional CD player. The six discs in the magazine, along with a seventh in the single-play slot, can be played in sequence, giving the changer an effective seven-disc capacity. It can also handle 3-inch discs, without adaptors, but only in its single-play mode.

The display window, to the right of the drawer, normally shows the numbers of the occupied magazine slots, the total number of tracks on the current disc, the current track number, the elapsed time in the track, and the operating status of the machine.

In addition to the multifunction disc-drawer control, there are three similar flat, pivoted controls. The DISC(SINGLE) button selects either single-play or multiple-play operation and provides access to any of the six slots in the storage magazine. The forward/reverse track-skip control and the play/pause/stop control are much the same as on other CD players.

The front-panel headphone jack has a volume control that affects the variable-level line output in the rear of the player. A second pair of rear jacks supplies a fixed-level output, and there is also a coaxial digital output jack.

In addition to the basic functions controlled from the front panel, the CDPlayer2 has a full complement of features operated from its infrared remote-control unit, which also duplicates all the front-panel operating controls except those involving loading or removing a disc. (A small motor operates the volume knob when it is adjusted from the remote control.)

A TIME button on the remote toggles the display through four modes: elapsed time in the current track (the
**FEATURES**
- Eight-times oversampling (at 352.8 kHz) and 20-bit digital filtering
- Quadruple 18-bit D/A converters for 20-bit resolution
- Loads and stores as many as six discs for automatic play from internal magazine plus conventional single-disc load/player
- Programmable to play (or skip) as many as fifty tracks from loaded discs
- Front-panel control for headphone jack and rear variable-level analog outputs; motor-operated for remote adjustment
- Fixed-level analog line outputs and coaxial digital output on rear
- Display of current disc and track numbers, elapsed time in track, elapsed and remaining time on disc, total tracks and time, operating status
- Infrared remote control for programming functions, volume adjustment, other operating features, keypad for direct access to numbered tracks
- Random-play and repeat modes
- Disc Scan to audition first 10 seconds of each track on all discs
- Disc Scan to audition first 10 seconds of each track on every disc
- Display of currently loaded disc's elapsed and remaining time, total tracks and time, current disc, and operating status
- Front-panel volume control
- Interface with compatible Nakamichi cassette decks for automatic taping of selected tracks

**LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum output level:</td>
<td>2.08 volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total harmonic distortion at 1,000 Hz</td>
<td>-0.01% at 0 dB, 0.0025% at -20 dB, 0.002% at -60 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal-to-noise ratio (A-weighted)</td>
<td>108.6 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic range</td>
<td>98.4 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel separation</td>
<td>110 dB at 10 Hz, 105 dB at 1,000 Hz, 80 dB at 20,000 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum interchannel phase shift</td>
<td>-0.25 degree at 20,000 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency response</td>
<td>-0.25 dB at 11 Hz and 20,000 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-level linearity error</td>
<td>-0.11 dB at -70 dB, +0.11 dB at -80 dB, +0.16 dB at -90 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed error</td>
<td>-0.0035%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slewing time</td>
<td>2.5 seconds, 7 seconds between discs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact resistance</td>
<td>top, C; sides, B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defect tracking</td>
<td>tracked 1,500 micrometer defects on Pierre Verany #2 test disc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab Tests</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Nakamichi CDPlayer2 is functionally similar to a magazine-loading changer except that the magazine is fixed inside the player.

The player can be programmed from the remote control to play as many as fifty tracks from any of the loaded discs and play the remaining ones in their normal order. A call button on the remote control can be used to check the status of the memorized sequence (including its total playing time) and to add, delete, or modify any entry in the memory. In multiservice operation, the Disc Scan button plays the first 10 seconds of each track on every disc in the magazine.

The CDPlayer2 also has a Memory Synchro Recording feature, usable with Nakamichi tape decks equipped with a remote terminal, that enables the player to control the tape deck so that any combination of tracks from any of the loaded discs can be recorded next to the tape in the available tape space. The CD player's remote control has a number of keys dedicated to this feature and to other functions associated with compatible Nakamichi components.

The CDPlayer2 uses two high-precision, glitch-free 18-bit digital-to-analog (D/A) converters in each channel, operating over different level ranges to yield 20-bit resolution and good linearity down to the lowest signal levels. An eight-times-oversampling (352.8-kHz), 20-bit digital filter is also used to insulate the full dynamic range. Other features include a magnetic mechanism to clamp the playing disc firmly as it rotates, minimizing the focusing errors that must be corrected by its servo circuits. Interference and noise are minimized by separate power-transformer windings and regulators for the analog and digital circuits and by isolated grounds that keep the two sections of the unit apart.


**Lab Tests**

The CDPlayer2's output level from a 0-dB (maximum-level) test track measured 2.08 volts at the fixed-level jacks and at the variable-level jacks set to their maximum output. Channel levels were matched within 0.01 dB. Frequency response was down 0.1 dB at 15 and 11,000 Hz and 0.25 dB at 20,000 Hz. De-emphasis error was a maximum of 0.17 dB at 16,000 Hz. Interchannel phase shift was a maximum of 0.25 degree at 20,000 Hz.

At a 0-dB recorded level, the total harmonic distortion plus noise (THD + N) was 0.003 to 0.004 percent from 20 to 2,000 Hz, increasing to 0.01 percent at 10,000 Hz and 0.056 percent at 20,000 Hz. At 1,000 Hz, the THD + N was 0.002 percent from -30 to -90 dB, rising to 0.004 percent at 0 dB. Low-level linearity was excellent, with amplitude errors of no more than +0.15 dB at -90 dB.

The noise spectrum from a zero-infinity (no-signal) track was -115 to -120 dB from 20,000 Hz down to 1,000 Hz, but the noise was overshadowed by power-line-hum harmonics at lower frequencies. Although the 60-Hz component was below the noise level, the 120-Hz harmonic was about -98 dB, and the 240-, 360-, and 480-Hz harmonics were each about -108 dB. The wide-band (A-weighted) noise level was -108.6 dB. Dynamic range (EIAJ) was 98.4 dB, and quantization noise was -88.1 dB.
Take Any 8 CDs for 1¢ Plus a Chance to Get One More—FREE!
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Here's How to Get Your 8 CDs for 1¢...

- Just mail the coupon and we'll send your 8 CDs, together with a bill for 1¢, plus shipping and handling.
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Some people can never leave well enough alone.

Shortly after it was introduced, the Adcom GFP-555 preamplifier won widespread critical acclaim for outperforming other preamps costing two and three times more. Never satisfied to rest on its reputation, Adcom has upgraded this superior product to make it better than ever. Born from the lineage of the affordable GFP-555 and inspired by the no-compromise GFP-565, the new GFP-555 II, together with any of Adcom's power amplifiers, will provide the serious music listener with a new, higher level of musical performance at a very reasonable cost.

Superior Dynamics

By increasing the size of its power supply and by lowering the output impedance, musical contrasts are dramatically detailed and lifelike. Adcom's new custom-designed linear gain amplifiers are many times faster than the frequency components in musical signals, easily meeting the demands of the latest digital recording technologies. A new tone control circuit has also been created for greater symmetry. And for audio purists, the tone controls are out of the signal path except when needed. Altogether, these improvements deliver the thrill of an emotionally satisfying, live performance.

Improved Performance Features

The new GFP-555 II has been enhanced by several improvements:

1. A front panel control for easy and instant use, on demand, of signal processors.
2. 1% Roederstein resistors and film capacitors to reduce noise and distortion to inaudible levels.
3. Front panel, six-source input controls allow listening to one source while recording another.
4. Choice of two outputs: MAIN allows the use of tone controls and filters with the protection of coupling capacitors; or BYPASS (the purist's approach), a direct coupled output for the shortest, simplest gain path.

A Better GFP-555 or a Less Expensive GFP-565?

The GFP-555 II is both. Designed to take the place of the highly successful GFP-555, it is actually an ingenious, less costly version of the GFP-565, with undiminished musicality and sonic impact. Ask your authorized Adcom dealer for a demonstration of this remarkable stereo component. You'll be glad that Adcom can never leave well enough alone.
tion was 110 dB at 100 Hz, 105 dB at 1,000 Hz, and 80 dB at 20,000 Hz. The frequency (speed) error was −0.0035 percent.

The CDPlayer2 was quite sensitive to moderate finger tapping on its top cover, which caused mistracking and dropouts. It was able to track through 1,500-micrometer data interruptions, but 2,000-micrometer defects caused mistracking. The slewing time from Track 1 to Track 15 of the Philips TS4 test disc was 2.5 seconds, about average for a CD player. A disc change required about 7 seconds from the end of a track on one disc to the start of one on the next disc. Headphone volume was very good.

Comments

The performance (and sound) of the Nakamichi CDPlayer2 was first-rate. It is probably one of the easiest CD players or changers to use, with a nearly irreducible minimum of controls. Nevertheless, few other players can match its versatility.

The instruction manual leaves nothing to the imagination, providing step-by-step guidance through the changer's many operating capabilities. The unit's basic performance as a CD player, without regard for its special operating features, was as nearly ideal as you are likely to find. Nakamichi has certainly demonstrated that a well-designed multibit D/A converter is capable of all the performance refinement of the new 1-bit converters. Which approach is "better" (a term that is probably meaningless when you reach this level of performance) will doubtless be argued for some time, but the CDPlayer2 is clearly representative of today's state of the art.

The ingenious multidisc system even gives you the opportunity to amaze your friends, as Nakamichi did at its press introduction, by playing a single disc, unloading it, then playing six more (preloaded) discs. The effect is startling, to say the least.

The CDPlayer2 is a bit more expensive than most other CD changers, but it is measurably (if not audibly) better also, and it has a special appeal of its own. It carries on the Nakamichi tradition of doing the best job the company knows how to do, even if it differs from competitors' approaches or costs more. A very fine player!

Circle 140 on reader service card

---

TRIAD SYSTEM FIVE SPEAKER

Julian Hirsch, Hirsch-Houck Laboratories

The System Five from Triad Design, Inc., is a small two-way speaker suitable for service as a primary speaker in a moderate-price system or as a side or rear speaker in a surround-sound system. It measures only 12 inches high, 6½ inches wide, and 5½ inches deep, and it weighs a mere 7 pounds. Its Danish-made drivers include a 5½-inch woofer, which has a treated-paper cone and a rubber surround in a vented enclosure, and a 2½-inch tweeter with a polypropylene cone and a ferrofluid-cooled voice coil. The crossover, at 2,800 Hz, has a 6-dB-per-octave (first-order) slope.

The bass port is located on the front panel of the cabinet. By using a curved plastic vent tube, Triad was able to provide the required duct length in the smallest possible cabinet. The specifications claim a useful response down to 55 Hz. The connecting terminals, multiway insulated binding posts that accept dual banana plugs, are on the rear panel.

The cabinet is available in a variety of standard finishes, including light oak, medium oak, or walnut veneer with a lacquer finish and a lightly textured paint in white, red, yellow, blue, green, or black. Exotic veneers are available on special order at extra cost.

Our test samples were finished in black paint, which had a slightly glossy surface. The attractively styled
Grateful Dead drummer Mickey Hart's latest solo effort from Rykodisc, *At The Edge*, requires active listening, concentration, undivided attention. So much so that even chewing a stick of Juicy Fruit detracts from the listening experience.

Total concentration such as this is a lot to ask from the record-buying masses. But for impassioned fans of percussive music, *At The Edge* is well worth the effort.

Since experiencing *At The Edge* demands such attention from the listener, paying attention to how it was recorded became all-important to Hart. His aim was to create something new by blurring the boundaries between natural and electronic sound through digital processing.

Take for example the track "Sky Water," in which individual rain drops were digitally recorded using close-miking techniques, then "tuned" to the composition. A sophisticated digital reverb was also used to create the ethereal, open sense of space for "Sky Water." Within that space,
The inspiration for At The Edge came while writing the companion book, Drumming at the Edge of Magic. Hart learned that percussion had been a part of man's expression, long before the spoken word. At The Edge attempts to awaken man's long-forgotten dreams of the past.

Visit a Boston Acoustics dealer and hear Mickey Hart on a pair of T930 Tower speakers. Music this good should be heard on speakers this good.

**T930 Tower Speaker**

Tuned metal drums move across the soundscape from left to right as they are struck.

On another selection, "Pigs In Space," Hart and collaborator Airto Moreira utilized a custom-made electronic panner to quickly move a vocal chant between the left and right stereo channels. This reverberating chant is underscored by an instrument called The Beast - a large steel cylinder suspended in the air and struck softly by large mallets to create a deep, resonant tone.

The T930's 10-inch woofer produces bass that is full, deep and free of distortion. The T930 typifies what we call the Boston Sound: Tight. Clean. Smooth.

The 6.5-inch midrange handles a wide sonic range to ensure no dips in critical midrange response. Finally, the T930's 10-inch woofer produces bass that is tuned metal drums move across the soundscape from left to right as they are struck.

Visit a Boston Acoustics dealer and hear Mickey Hart on a pair of T930 Tower speakers. Music this good should be heard on speakers this good.
grille (also black on our samples) is made in two sections that fit flush with the cabinet edges. The speaker is sold in mirror-image pairs.

The system's ratings include an 8-ohm nominal impedance, sensitivity of 88 dB sound-pressure level (SPL) at 1 meter with a 1-watt input, frequency response of 75 to 16,000 Hz ± 3 dB, and power handling of 75 watts continuous or 150 watts on music peaks. Price: $450 a pair with a paint finish and $440 a pair with a standard wood finish. Triad Design, Dept. SR, 9106 N.E. Marx Dr., Portland, OR 97220.

Lab Tests

We placed the Triad System Five speakers on stands, well away from a wall, for our measurements, although in listening tests we preferred them on shelves against a wall.

The averaged room response of the two speakers was flat within ±2.5 dB from 120 to 8,000 Hz (from 1,700 to 8,000 Hz the total variation was only 1 dB). The response rolled off below 120 Hz to −10 dB at 100 Hz. Between 8,000 and 15,000 Hz there was a dip and peak of ±2.5 dB, followed by a rolloff at higher frequencies.

Although a speaker of this size cannot be expected to withstand high power levels without distortion, the Triad System Five acquitted itself very well in our tests.

Although a speaker of this size cannot be expected to withstand high power levels without distortion, the Triad System Five acquitted itself very well in our tests.

frequencies. Our listening tests suggested, however, that a 55-Hz limit was more realistic (and still very good performance for a speaker of this size).

System impedance was 6.5 ohms minimum at 50 and 180 Hz, reaching maxima of 16 ohms at 26 Hz, 20 ohms at 110 Hz, and 23 ohms at 1,800 Hz. Triad's 8-ohm rating appears to be well justified. The sensitivity, with an input of 2.83 volts of pink noise, was 89 dB SPL at a 1-meter distance.

Horizontal dispersion was very good between 5,000 and 12,000 Hz at angles up to 45 degrees off-axis. In the 3,000- to 5,000-Hz range, there was a greater output-level change over that angle, perhaps owing to crossover effects. The group delay of the system varied about ±0.2 millisecond from 1,500 to 22,000 Hz.

The woofer's distortion at a constant input of 3.2 volts (equivalent to a 90-db SPL in our sensitivity measurement) was under 0.5 percent from 150 to 3,000 Hz. It rose steeply at lower frequencies, to 1.2 percent at 100 Hz, 5 percent at 60 Hz, and 10 percent at 30 Hz. The distortion in the port output was high throughout its operating range (from 100 Hz down), with readings ranging from 3 percent at 100 Hz to 20 percent at 40 Hz.

Although a speaker of this size cannot be expected to withstand high power levels without considerable distortion (or damage, if carried too far), the Triad System Five acquitted itself very well. Driven by a single-cycle tone burst, its output waveform was not significantly distorted up to the point of amplifier clipping at power levels of 380 watts at 100 Hz, 600 watts at 1,000 Hz, and 800 watts at 10,000 Hz, into respective load impedances of 19, 11.5, and 9 ohms.

Comments

Most of the time the sound of the Triad System Five gave no obvious clues to its size or price. Of course, recordings with strong, deep bass content did not produce their full impact, but otherwise the sound was balanced and smooth.

The speakers' low-frequency performance was substantially improved by placing them against a wall. We also used them with a powered subwoofer, crossing over at 100 Hz, which resulted in a very potent and well-balanced, full-range sound quality. But even on their own, these handsome little speakers did a most creditable job. They would never be mistaken for the usual mass-market or rack-system minispeakers. In all, very good value for the price.
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SURROUND HOME THEATER

Atlantic TECHNOLOGY
Boston • London • Geneva
THE IMPORTANCE OF THEATER SOUND

Movies seen on television are entertaining but often forgettable. Movies experienced in a theater tend to be more involving and persist longer in memory. The difference in emotional impact is due not only to picture size but to sound. In a well-equipped movie theater you don’t merely watch the picture; you are enveloped in the sound field of a dozen or more loudspeakers, all fed from a Dolby Stereoprocessor with Surround-Sound decoding that puts you into the action. Acoustic cues tell your ears that you are in the desert with the wind howling around you, or in orbit with a spaceship passing overhead, or in a tropical forest with dew dripping from the leaves. Sound is the ingredient that changes movie watching from a passive accompaniment to popcorn into an experience that involves you actively, emotionally, and even physically.

BRINGING IT ALL HOME

For the past few years, videophiles have been reproducing this theater experience in the comfort of their own homes by combining television with elaborate multi-speaker Dolby Surround sound to create exciting video home theater systems. While these systems are spectacular, they come at great expense; both in terms of money (several thousand dollars), and in terms of space. These videophiles have had to clutter their living rooms with a myriad of decoders, amplifiers, bulky speakers, and complex wiring.

A NEW AND DIFFERENT APPROACH

Now, thanks to several technological breakthroughs, Atlantic Technology presents the Pattern Surround Home Theater. This new system provides everything you need for great movie sound—all of the speakers, amplifiers, cables, and precise Dolby Pro Logic Surround decoding, along with a remote control—all at a fraction of the cost of earlier systems.

The Pattern Surround Home Theater is unique in another respect: its remarkably small size. Now you can have great stereo and surround sound without filling your living room with clutter. The Pattern speakers are so small that you’ll hardly notice their presence—until you turn down the lights to watch a movie and the entire room fills with powerful and spacious sound.

Finally, the Pattern Surround Home Theater is amazingly easy to install. You won’t need to hire the neighborhood audiophile or gadget whiz to figure out which widget connects to what. The system goes together simply by plugging a few color-coded wires into clearly labeled sockets.

ABOUT THE PRO LOGIC SYSTEM

In movie theaters, Dolby Stereo goes beyond mere two-channel stereo and creates lifelike sonic dimensions to enhance on-screen action. In addition to the usual left and right audio channels, a rear “surround” channel immerses you in ambience and special effects.

In the home, a Dolby Surround system unlocks the potential of movie soundtracks as found on stereo tapes, laser discs, and an ever-increasing number of network broadcasts. (In the past year and a half, several networks have begun producing and broadcasting everything from sporting events to weekly drama series in Dolby Stereo.) The original generation of decoders (as well as those found in some receivers), simply play the surround channel through additional rear speakers. This at least restores the vital front-to-back dimension.

The newest and most advanced surround decoders utilize Pro Logic, a very sophisticated signal processing technique. Besides offering more accurate channel steering technology, the Pro Logic system allows the use of one more channel: Center. The result is absolute pinpoint accuracy of channel location for everyone in the room. For example, primary dialog is heard only in the center, where it belongs.
Not long ago, separate Pro Logic decoders were very expensive ($1000 and up). The amount of discrete circuitry necessary to separate and "steer" all of the channels was staggering. Recently, however, all of the circuitry has been placed on one VLSI (Very Large Scale Integration) chip, dramatically reducing the required size of the decoder. By using this chip, along with over 40 other ICs, Atlantic Technology has been able to develop a compact, yet sophisticated, Pro Logic decoding system that is fully remote controlled.

Despite the sophisticated circuitry inside, Atlantic Technology's Pro Logic decoder is remarkably simple to use. Except for an input level adjuster, all controls are performed on the hand-held remote. These include a switch for the test signal to help you balance the center and surround channels, a master volume control for all channels, individual volume adjustments for the bass, center, and surround. One other useful feature which is operated via the remote control is Theater Compensation. When activated, this circuit adjusts the acoustics of the entire system to match the characteristics of some soundtracks.

Although the remote commander is deceptively simple, it gives you more flexibility and control from your chair than any presently available surround-sound system.

THE PATTERN SPEAKER/AMPLIFIER SYSTEM

In conjunction with the decoder, the second key to the Pattern Surround Home Theater is its unique combination speaker/amplifier system. For the various channels, it utilizes five separate satellites (with two speakers per satellite) and a subwoofer for the deep bass. All of these speakers are powered by six separate amplifiers that are conveniently located in the subwoofer cabinet itself. This unique engineering approach enables the Pattern Surround Home Theater to reproduce the entire spectrum of sound in a remarkably small package.

The small size of the Pattern satellites is ideal for providing detailed imaging of dialog and special-effects, while the subwoofer is capable of producing more volume and bass power than most people would expect from a system this size.

HOW IT'S DONE

The five built-in amplifiers have a total power of 120 watts, but the system can play considerably louder than this rating suggests. How can this compact, affordable system produce such big, clear sound? There are two primary reasons.

1. A clever division of responsibilities: Middle and high frequencies, everything from the male voice range up to the highest harmonic overtones, (including all of the sonic cues for stereo imaging and spaciousness) are handled by five small, but very efficient, satellite speakers, while a strong low frequency foundation is provided by dual eight-inch woofers in a separate cabinet.

2. A patented low frequency system: The bass amplifier also contains a proprietary dynamic signal processor that extends the low-frequency response of the woofers, producing thunderous bass that you can feel as well as hear. An "excursion limiter" prevents the woofers from being overdriven by strong bass peaks, so you can't hurt the system by playing it too loud. At any volume level the woofers automatically deliver as much bass as possible, without damage.
AT HOME IN ANY HOME

The Pattern Surround Home Theater system from Atlantic Technology provides theater-quality Dolby Surround Sound with stunning quality at a remarkably low price. Until now, Dolby Pro-Logic surround systems of this caliber have been so costly, and so laborious to install, that they have been marketed mainly with expensive big-screen projection TV systems.

In view of its modest cost, compact size, and easy hookup, the Pattern surround system is an ideal companion for video screens of all sizes—from 13 to 100 inches. Indeed, the sonic and emotional impact of wide-range surround sound becomes all the more obvious when it accompanies a good small to medium-size television.

Even if you live near a movie theater with excellent Dolby Stereo and surround sound, you owe it to yourself to discover how exciting, pleasurable, and emotionally involving both movies and Dolby Stereo encoded broadcasts can be with the Pattern Surround Home Theater. Without it, you just aren't experiencing these productions as their creators intended.

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Amplifier Power</td>
<td>120 W (Biamplified)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency Response</td>
<td>30 Hz – 20 kHz (± 3 dB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>100 mV for 93 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input Impedance</td>
<td>10 kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplifier Controls</td>
<td>Low Level Inputs - 10 kΩ, High Level Inputs - 2 kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Master Volume, Bass Level, Front (R &amp; L), Surround, Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 in High Efficiency Drivers in Dual Chambers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12 dB per octave - high pass at 100 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24 dB per octave - low pass at 100 Hz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SURROUND DECODER MODULE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stereo (L, R, Sub only)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolby Pro Logic (All channels)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number Source Inputs

- Line Level: 3
- High Level: 1

Time Delay

- Digital: 30 ms

Outputs

- Front (R & L)
- Center
- Surround
- Bass

Optional bass phase invert

Front Panel Controls

- Input Level Adjust (R & L)

Remote Control Functions

- Power (On/Off)
- Noise Sequencer
- Mute

STEREO

- Stereo
- Pro Logic
- Theatre Compensation

Individual Volume (Surround/Center/Bass)

Master Volume

PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Dimensions (W x H x D)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SATELLITES (Front &amp; Surround)</td>
<td>4 x 7.25 x 4 in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Center)</td>
<td>9.25 x 4.25 x 4 in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOOFER MODULE</td>
<td>21 x 13.25 x 10.25 in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRO LOGIC DECODER</td>
<td>12.75 x 2 x 8.75 in</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Specifications are those in effect at the time of printing. Atlantic Technology reserves the right to change specifications or designs at any time without notice.

Atlantic Technology
Boston  London  Geneva
Developed and manufactured by Pacific Engineering Services, Ltd.

Lincolnwood, Ltd.
575 University Ave/P.O. Box 9124
Norwood, MA 02062-9124
Tel. (617) 762-0202

Lenbrook Industries, Ltd.
633 Granite Court
Pickering, Ontario, Canada L1W 3K1
Tel. (416) 831-6333

Distributed in Canada by

Marketed and distributed by
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SOUNDCRAFTSMEN
PRO-CONTROL THREE
PREAMPLIFIER

Julian Hirsch, Hirsch-Houck Laboratories

The Soundcraftsmen Pro-Control Three preamplifier employs complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (C-MOS) digital-control electronic switching for operation free of noise and distortion. Switching is done directly at the required point in the circuit, close to the signal input and output jacks, for minimum crosstalk and noise pickup. The Pro-Control Three provides fully independent selection of program sources for listening and recording. Two square buttons step through the available sources sequentially, and parallel horizontal rows of lights (green for LISTEN, red for RECORD) show the status of the selectors.

Inputs include CD, tuner, phono, and two tape decks. Two buttons in the center of the panel are marked LOOP and DIRECT. The first controls an external-processor loop, which can be used to insert an accessory such as an equalizer into either the listening or recording signal path or bypass it entirely. The DIRECT button bypasses the tone controls and the external-processor loop, providing the shortest possible signal path through the preamplifier, from input to output.

The other panel controls are a large volume knob, with a highly visible green LED index pointer, and smaller, center-detented knobs for the bass and treble tone controls and the balance control. The power switch, a square button like the signal selectors, is immediately below the stereo headphone jack.

The rear apron of the preamplifier contains twin rows of input/output jacks (the phono input jacks are gold plated) and two AC outlets, one of them switched. Its 600-watt rating far exceeds the typical rating of a preamplifier's switched outlet (100 watts or so), giving it the ability to control the power to all the other system components, including a fairly powerful amplifier.

An unusual and convenient feature of the Soundcraftsmen Pro-Control Three is its two pairs of output jacks. In addition to the regular (NORMAL) outputs, it has a pair of outputs of opposite polarity (INVERTED), which allow the preamplifier to drive almost any stereo power amplifier as if it were a bridged-monaural power amp with roughly three times its normal per-channel power rating.

The made-in-California Soundcraftsmen Pro-Control Three is an attractively styled unit with a sculptured charcoal-gray front panel and exceptionally legible white markings. Optional wood side panels are available. Removing the cover revealed one of the cleanest interiors we have found in a comparably priced hi-fi component.

Virtually the entire preamplifier is constructed on one circuit board; the input/output connectors are attached to its rear edge, and a display/control board is attached to the front panel and the main circuit board. Almost all of the active circuit elements are integrated circuits, the major exception being in the phono preamplifier, which consists entirely of discrete-transistor circuits. The only visible wires in the preamplifier connect the circuit board to the power supply.

The Soundcraftsmen Pro-Control Three measures 19 inches wide, 10 1/2 inches deep, and 3 1/2 inches high, and it weighs 15 pounds. Price: $549; wood side panels, $30. Soundcraftsmen,
Choosing a CD player isn't as easy as it used to be. The best single-disc players are often very expensive and unnecessarily complicated. Changers offer multi-disc convenience. But because they're generally not designed for the serious listener, they cut corners on performance. They make it difficult to play just one CD. And their mechanisms are slow and clunky.

You could partially solve this dilemma by buying both a single-disc player and a changer. But now, thanks to Nakamichi, there's a much better solution.

The Nakamichi MusicBank System™ lets you load up to six discs for multi-play yet always accommodates a seventh single-play disc. You can easily load or eject discs via a familiar single-disc tray.

Take a closer look at Nakamichi's new CDPlayer2, for example. On the surface, it looks like a conventional single-disc player (only less cluttered and generally more pleasing to the eye of most beholders). Look inside, however, and you'll find something totally unique: the Nakamichi MusicBank System™. The MusicBank System employs an ingenious "1+6" stocker mechanism that provides advanced multi-disc playback capability without the clumsiness of typical changers.

You can store up to six CDs in the MusicBank System, loading and unloading discs just as you would with a single-disc player. You can play a single CD at any time without juggling discs. And you don't even have to remove the single disc to play any of the stored discs.

You also get a full complement of easy-to-use single- and multi-disc programming capabilities, including delete play, 3-way random play, 3-way repeat play, and a 50-program memory. There's even Nakamichi's convenient Synchro Recording feature that automates CD dubbing with virtually any Nakamichi remote-controlled cassette or DAT deck. And whatever you ask of the MusicBank System, you'll find it responds quickly, smoothly, and quietly.

But forget about CDPlayer2's multi-disc capability for a moment. When it comes to sonic performance, CDPlayer2 must be compared to the most ambitious, high-end single-disc players—the ones that typically cost hundreds, and even thousands, of dollars more.

CDPlayer2 uses Nakamichi's newly developed Enhanced Linearity 20-bit D/A Converters. Unlike other so-called high-resolution systems, it is an innovative and real solution to the problem of converter precision. With this new technology—plus an 8-times oversampling digital filter, improved linear-phase 3rd-order anti-aliasing filters, and Nakamichi's newly developed 12-bit D/A converters—CDPlayer2 comes with a full-function wireless remote control.
MusicBank System: Multi-Disc Player Dilemma.

Bessel-type active analog filtering, and numerous other Nakamichi refinements—CDPlayer2 sets a new standard for musical accuracy. You'll hear musical detail, soundstage precision, and ambience you never knew existed on your CDs.

To further assure even the finest musical subtleties are preserved, CDPlayer2 has a large-diameter, magnetically chucked Disc Stabilizer. It suppresses the effects of external vibrations and dampens disc resonances that can lead to excessive focus servo activity and sonic smearing.

The OMS-2000's optical transport mechanism provides absolute positioning with unrivaled precision.

As impressive as CDPlayer2's internal features may be, the full story goes considerably beyond what lies behind its front panel. After all, advanced CD player technology of this kind is not developed overnight. CDPlayer2 and, for that matter, all other Nakamichi CD players and digital audio products, benefit from years of fundamental research that has put Nakamichi at the forefront of optical disk and digital signal processing technologies.

Just to put things into perspective, for a few hundred thousand dollars more than CDPlayer2 you can own a Nakamichi OMS-2000 optical disk analysis system. This remarkable read/write instrument can handle virtually every type of optical disk medium that has been or will be developed. The optical transport and disk drive mechanism are designed and manufactured by Nakamichi to unheard-of levels of precision—many orders of magnitude greater than that required for CD players. And through a sophisticated computer interface, the system permits a vast array of revealing measurements to be made.

The list of companies using the OMS-2000 reads like a Who's Who of data industry giants. The Nakamichi OMS-2000 optical disk analysis system has become the de facto standard in the data storage industry. In fact, Nakamichi can rightfully claim a 95 per cent market share in optical disk analysis equipment of this type.

It was Nakamichi's experience in developing the OMS-2000 that revealed, for example, the importance of keeping the signal path between the laser and the signal processing circuitry as short as possible. Accordingly, the RF amplifier in CDPlayer2 is mounted right at the optical transport rather than remotely on the main circuit board as it is with conventional players. This, together with a new high-stability servo circuit developed with the aid of the OMS-2000, delivers much improved CD tracking and imaging accuracy.

The OMS-2000's computer interface enables measurements that have yielded invaluable data and insights on optical disk technology.

But Nakamichi also knows that fine audio components cannot be developed in the laboratory alone. That's why the Nakamichi headquarters research and development facility includes a lavish concert hall and special listening room. They provide a "live vs. reproduced" reference standard against which Nakamichi engineers can continually judge the success of their designs.

You can be the judge when you visit your Nakamichi dealer. Audition CDPlayer2 or CDPlayer3, both featuring the MusicBank System. If you don't need multi-disc capability, ask about CDPlayer4. Compare them to other players for musical accuracy, ease of use, smoothness of operation, construction quality, versatility, and value. After that, the choice will be easy.

The ultimate reference standard: the Nakamichi Concert Hall and Listening Room are extravagant, yet essential, "test equipment" in the Nakamichi product development cycle.

Write or call for complete information on Nakamichi's new line of CD players, cassette decks, and receivers.

MusicBank System™ is a trademark of Nakamichi.

Nakamichi
Nakamichi America Corporation
19701 South Vermont Avenue
Torrance, CA 90502 (800) 421-2313
In California: (800) 223-1521
Nakamichi Canada: (800) 663-6358
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The sensitivity, for a 0.5-volt cent from 1 volt output to the clipping (THD + noise) was 0.02 to 0.03 per-ohms. The total harmonic distortion and at 6.5 volts into 600 ohms in parallel with 80 picofarads. The phono stage overloaded at the 1,000-Hz-equivalent inputs of 90 to 100 millivolts from 20 to 20,000 Hz, which is quite adequate for any tunable setup.

**Comments**

Ergonomically, the Soundcraftsmen Pro-Control Three is a refreshing advance over conventional audio-
component design. Its control functions are exceptionally clear and logical; one could hardly ask for a simpler or more obvious front panel, yet the Pro-Control Three is one of the most full-featured preamplifiers available.

The Soundcraftsmen Pro-Control Three's control functions are exceptionally clear and logical, yet it is one of the most full-featured preamplifiers available.
SERIOUS REALISM.
JVC XL-Z431
COMPACT DISC PLAYER

Julian Hirsch, Hirsch-Houck Laboratories

THE JVC XL-Z431 is a relatively inexpensive CD player employing the latest 1-bit technology, and it has a number of convenience features that are not usually found in its price class.

The XL-Z431’s 1-bit digital-to-analog (D/A) converters use a form of pulse-width modulation (PWM) that JVC calls PEM DD (for Pulse Edge Modulation Differential-linearity-errorless D/A conversion). They employ variable noise shaping, up to the fourth order, to minimize quantization noise (other 1-bit systems currently use fixed second- or third-order noise shaping). Two PEM converters per channel are used for maximum low-level linearity with minimum distortion and noise.

The XL-Z431’s front panel has the standard CD operating controls: play/pause, fast search and auto search (track skip) in both directions, and stop/clear. There is a conventional single-disc drawer with an open/close button, a power button, and a headphone jack with adjacent volume control, which also adjusts the level at the variable outputs on the rear apron.

That description might apply to almost any conventional CD player. Even the display window, with a music-calendar matrix showing up to twenty numbered tracks and indications of the current track number and its elapsed time, plus the usual status information, is a pretty standard feature for CD players.

A row of eleven numbered buttons gives direct access to any track up to No. 99. Many other players have this capability, although most make it available only from a remote control; the XL-Z431 offers direct track access in both places.

To the left of these controls are six buttons dedicated to other features of the XL-Z431. One, marked DDRP, for Dynamics Detection Recording Processor, is unique in our experience. When the XL-Z431 is connected to a compatible JVC cassette recorder for making copies of CDs, the DDRP automatically scans the disc (or a selected portion) for its highest peak level and sets the CD player’s output and the cassette deck’s recording level so that this peak will not exceed the maximum capability of the recorder and the tape. When the search is completed—it takes about 2 minutes for a 40-minute recording time—the recording process begins automatically.

The repeat button toggles to repeat the current track, any selected segment, or the entire disc. Other buttons are used for programming the XL-Z431 to play up to thirty-two tracks in any order and for editing or erasing the program. When the programming is done for purposes of taping, the duration of a tape can be keyed in, and the player will automatically choose selections to fill the tape most efficiently.

The infrared remote control furnished with the XL-Z431 duplicates almost all of its front-panel controls and provides some additional functions. Pushbuttons vary the setting of the motor-driven volume control, and a fade button reduces the volume to minimum over a couple of seconds. A display-mode button toggles the time display to show elapsed or remaining time in the current track or on the disc, and another button shuts off the display entirely. There is even a disc-drawer open/close button on the remote control.

The player’s rear apron has a pair of output jacks carrying a fixed-level line
Engineered for the sophisticated audio enthusiast.
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output, another pair for the variable-level output, a coaxial digital output, and connectors for joining the player with other JVC Compu-Link components. In Compu-Link operation, selecting a source component from the amplifier or receiver automatically switches that source on, and turning on a source component (such as a CD player) switches the amplifier or receiver's input selector to it. You can also synchronize a recording from any source to a tape deck.

The JVC XL-Z431, which is finished in black, measures 17¼ inches wide, 11½ inches deep, and 4 inches high, and it weighs 8 pounds, 6 ounces. Price: $310. JVC Co. of America, Dept. SR, 41 Slater Dr., Elmwood Park, NJ 07407.

Lab Tests
Our tests of the XL-Z431 were limited to its CD-playing performance, not its Compu-Link features. Its output from a 0-db (maximum-level) test track was 2.19 volts. The channel levels differed by only 0.03 db over most of the audio range. The frequency response from 15 to 20,000 Hz was +0.03, -0.05 db on one channel and +0.01, -0.15 db on the other. Maximum interchannel phase shift was 1.08 degrees at 20,000 Hz. De-emphasis response error was less than 0.05 db on one channel and a maximum of 0.2 db at 16,000 Hz on the other.

Dynamic range (EIAJ) was 98.8 db, and quantization noise was -95.2 db. The wideband noise (A-weighted) was -108.8 db, and the speed error was -0.0017 percent. Channel separation was 112 to 115 db at 100 Hz, decreasing linearly to 71 db at 20,000 Hz.

The XL-Z431's outstanding low-level linearity was a testimonial to the effectiveness of its PAM DD converters. From -60- to -100-db levels, the amplitude errors ranged from a maximum of +0.73 db at -90 db to a minimum of -0.05 db at -100 db, averaging only 0.3 db over that full range.

A spectrum analysis of the player's noise level showed a nearly constant -120-db level from 20,000 Hz down to 1,000 Hz, varying between -120 and -130 db from 1,000 to 30 Hz. At a 0-db level, the player's total harmonic distortion plus noise (THD + N) was a nearly constant 0.002 percent from 100 to 3,000 Hz, rising to 0.0035 percent at 20 and 10,000 Hz and returning to 0.0016 percent at 20,000 Hz. At 1,000 Hz, the THD + N was 0.0016 percent for all levels between -5 and -70 db.

The slewing time from Track 1 to Track 15 of the Philips TS4 test disc was 3.5 seconds, slightly slower than average. Cueing was accurate, and the player was highly resistant to physical impact (a hard slap on the top or side was needed to induce a momentary dropout). The XL-Z431's defect-tracking ability was very good, enabling it to play through the 2,000-micrometer interruptions of the Pierre Verany #2 test disc (mistracking did occur at 2,400 micrometers). The headphone volume was very good.

Comments
To fully appreciate the performance of the JVC XL-Z431, one should recall that only a little more than a year ago no CD player was available at any price whose overall performance could match that of the XL-Z431, and especially its low-level linearity and low distortion and noise. The availability of low-cost 1-bit D/A converters produced a great leap forward in the measurable performance of CD players.

While these improvements may not be audible under normal listening conditions, they certainly have no significant drawbacks as long as the cost is not excessive. In fact, 1-bit conversion is no more expensive than previous methods, and it even appears to be appreciably cheaper. It is hard not to be enthusiastic about a development that provides substantially improved performance at a bargain-basement price.

In our tests, the JVC XL-Z431 proved itself to be an absolutely first-rate CD player with respect to defect tracking, impact resistance, and just about everything else. I really could not find anything about it that was not to my liking. Whether or not it sounds any different from other CD players (something you will have to decide for yourself), its performance and features form an impressive array of pluses, with no minuses that I could find.
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Engineered for the sophisticated audio enthusiast, the Coustic CD-3 represents a remarkable achievement in advanced mobile audio technology and system design.
"Cambri

dge SoundWorks
The Best Value In The World.

Henry Koss created the dominant speaker models of the '50s (AR), '60s (RLH) and '70s (Advent)—as well as our highly acclaimed Ensemble and Ambiance® speakers. While packing a stereo system into a suitcase before a vacation, he realized that an amplifier, a CD player and two small speakers take up the same space required for an acoustic suspension woofer to reproduce really deep bass. That was the inspiration for BassCase, Model Eleven's bass speaker enclosure which doubles as the entire system's carrying case.

Cambridge SoundWorks has created Ensemble®, a speaker system that can provide the sound once reserved for the best speakers under laboratory conditions. It virtually disappears in your room. And because we market it directly, Ensemble costs hundreds less than it would in stores.

The best sound comes in four small packages.

Ensemble consists of four speaker units. Two compact low-frequency speakers reproduce the deep bass, while two small satellite units reproduce the rest of the music, making it possible to reproduce just the right amount of energy in each part of the musical range without turning your listening room into a stereo showroom.

No matter how well a speaker performs, at home the listening room takes over. If you put a conventional speaker where the room can help the low bass, it may hinder the upper ranges, or vice-versa.

"A listening test left no doubt that this system ranks with the best in its price range."

The New York Times

"They were designed to play music—and make it sound like music. This they do very well, in a most unobtrusive way, at a bargain price... it's hard to imagine going wrong with Ensemble."

Stereo Review

Ensemble the right way—in your own home. In fact, Ensemble, like all our products, is sold only by Cambridge SoundWorks directly from the factory.

Listen for hours without a salesman hovering nearby. If after 30 days you're not happy, return Ensemble for a full refund.

At only $499—complete with all hardware and 100' of speaker cable—Ensemble is the value on today's speaker market.

Model Eleven Transportable Component System.

Model Eleven is the world's first transportable high performance component system. It consists of a powerful 3-channel amplifier and two "satellite" mid-high frequency speakers—all packed in a rugged "BassCase" that, when empty, serves as the system's subwoofer. When coupled with your portable cassette or CD player, Model Eleven rivals the most expensive component systems. At $749, we don't
May Have A Winner.”

David Clark
Audio Magazine, Sept. ‘89

Unlike satellite systems which use a single large subwoofer, Ensemble features separate compact bass units for each stereo channel. They fit more gracefully into your living environment, and help minimize the effects of the listening room's standing waves.

© 1990 Cambridge SoundWorks. Ensemble is a registered trademark of Cambridge SoundWorks, Inc. Cambridge SoundWorks is a trademark of Cambridge SoundWorks, Inc. Audio review quote used with permission. © 1989 Diamond Communications. AR & Advent are trademarks of International Jensen, Inc.

know of any system near its price that matches its sound quality. Stereo Review called it “a true high-fidelity component system that can hold its own with others many times its price.”

Try Ensemble or Model Eleven Risk-Free for 30 days— or order our Free Catalog—
(1-800-252-4434) 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.

Our toll-free number connects you to a Cambridge SoundWorks audio expert. He or she will answer all your questions, take your order (you can use Visa, MasterCard or American Express) and arrange surface shipment via UPS. Your Cambridge SoundWorks audio expert will continue as your personal contact with us. We think you’ll like this new way of doing business.

In Canada, call 1-800-525-4434. Audio experts are on duty Mon.-Sun., 8AM-12AM (ET). For literature or to order call 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. Fax: 617-332-9229. Outside U.S. or Canada, 617-332-5936.
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CAMBRIDGE SOUNDWORKS
154 California St., Suite 102D, Newton, MA 02158
□ Send more information and test reports.
□ Send Ensemble (black-laminate woofers) $599.†
□ Send Ensemble (vinyl-clad woofers) $499†
□ Send Model Eleven risk-free for 30 days, $749.†
□ Send me a copy of your complete catalog.
I’m paying by □ Check □ MC □ Visa □ AmEx
Acct. Number__________________________Exp.__________________________
Signature__________________________
Name__________________________
Address__________________________
City__________________________State__________Zip__________________________
Phone (Area Code)__________________________Number__________________________
FOR IMMEDIATE SERVICE: 1-800-AKA-HIFI.
MA residents add 5% sales tax.
† Plus freight ($7-$25). Delivery time usually 2-7 days.
We ship worldwide, including APO & FPO.
THE RTA 15TL, which heads Polk Audio's line of three Real Time Array speakers, is the company's finest speaker system outside its flagship Stereo Dimensional Array (SDA) line. Although its design is apparently conventional, in a sense it derives from the SDA series, or at least from the technology that was developed in the creation of that series.

Polk SDA speakers are designed to create a wide sound stage, extending well beyond their physical spacing. The effect requires multiple arrays of drivers and careful control of their phase relations and radiation angles. Not surprisingly, the SDA systems tend to be both large and expensive. In creating the RTA series, Polk's aim was to utilize the same basic line-source configuration as featured in the SDA systems, with just one of the SL3000 tweeters developed for the most recent SDA systems, to create affordable speakers of moderate size whose sound would surpass that of competitively priced systems.

The Polk RTA 15TL is a columnar, floor-standing system measuring 43 inches high, 12½ inches wide, and 15½ inches deep and weighing more than 70 pounds. A vertical array of four 6½-inch bass/midrange drivers, using tri-laminate polymer cones, occupies most of the front panel. At their center, on the same vertical line, is the ferro-fluid-cooled tri-laminate-dome SL3000 tweeter. An angled "diffraction spoiler" extending upward and forward from the tweeter's mounting plate breaks up the symmetry of the vertical driver arrangement. The resulting reduced diffraction is said to smooth the response between 2,000 and 10,000 Hz, and Polk claims that it makes audible improvements in imaging as well as frequency response.

The vertical line array of the four small bass/midrange drivers radiates sound through a wide horizontal angle but focuses it into a narrow vertical angle. This pattern is said to minimize reflections from the floor and ceiling, providing superior imaging without limiting the location of listeners within the room.

Below the line array is a 10-inch passive cone radiator that extends the low-bass response of the system. A second passive cone, of the same size but with a different resonant frequency, is located at the bottom of the rear panel.

Polk's specifications for the RTA 15TL include a frequency response (between the −3-dB limits) of 27 to 25,000 Hz, a sensitivity of 90 dB, and an impedance characteristic compatible with 8-ohm amplifier outputs. The system is recommended for use with amplifiers rated between 30 and 250 watts per channel.

The Polk RTA 15TL is available finished in natural oak, natural walnut, and black oak, all with a high-gloss black-acrylic top surface. Price: $1,400 a pair. Polk Audio, Inc., Dept. SR, 5601 Metro Dr., Baltimore, MD 21215.

Lab Tests

Our frequency-response measurements generally confirmed the measurements made by Polk on our test samples. The room response of the speakers was exceptionally flat, sloping downward gently above 1,000 Hz, to −3 dB at 10,000 Hz, and rising to the midrange level at 15,000 to 20,000 Hz. There was a dip of 3 dB at 400 Hz, apparently caused by a floor reflec-
No one has a clearer picture of what the ideal audio/video components are than the people who will ultimately enjoy them. That's why Optonica took the unique step of asking our customers what they really want.

"I want the best possible picture. Period!"

That's why we created a 32" TV* with all the latest technical advances. Including customized input settings that maintain color balance when switching from VCR to Cable to Laser Disc to Antenna sources—giving you a perfect picture every time. Period.

"I want a system worth listening to as well as watching."

With the TV's front-firing speakers you can fill a room with sound. In concert with the Digital Signal Processing of our CD-U10 audio system, you can transform that same room into a concert hall or stadium. And because the cassette and CD components "talk" to each other through one simple connection, it takes a minimum of fuss to get maximum performance.

"I want high technology. That's simple."

What good are great functions if you can't operate them? That's why Optonica's On-Screen Display provides step by step instruction for such features as clock setting, favorite channel selection, parental lock and channel labeling that lets you call up stations by name.

"Give me a system that won't dominate my room."

At less than 33" wide for the TV and less than 13" for the audio components, the Optonica system was designed to be far more compact than other audio/video units. So be prepared to be impressed by its performance—instead of overwhelmed by its size.

We invite you to see and hear this extraordinary system at the audio/video specialist near you.

For locations, call 1-800-BE-SHARP And find out what the power of suggestions can do.

© 1990 Sharp Electronics Corporation * Diagonally Measured
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tion, that was also present in the curves supplied by Polk.

The close-miked response of one of the 6 1/2-inch drivers was surprising for its bass extension. The output was within ±1.5 dB from 60 to 350 Hz, becoming more ragged at higher frequencies where the cone's dimensions were comparable to the wavelength of the sound (this effect is a property of the close-miked measurement technique and not intrinsic to the speaker's response). The bass dropped steeply to a null at 31 Hz.

The responses measured at the two passive radiators (which Polk calls "fluid-coupled sub-bass radiators," the fluid being air) were roughly similar, with a maximum output at 67 Hz sloping down to −3 dB at about 25 Hz. The front radiator had about 5 dB more output than the rear radiator.

When the passive-cone outputs were combined with the driven-cone outputs (after correcting for the number of drivers in each category and their different sizes), the bass response was within ±3 dB from 20 to 450 Hz. This curve overlapped with the room curve for about three octaves, and the resulting composite curve was within +1.5, −5 dB from 20 to 20,000 Hz (and −3 dB at 27 Hz, exactly as rated).

The system's impedance reached its minimum of 6 ohms between 5,000 and 10,000 Hz. The maximum impedance was 29 ohms at 59 Hz, and over much of the audio range it was 8 ohms or higher. The effective crossover from the driven woofers to the passive radiators was at about 55 Hz. Judging from the impedance curve, the crossover from the bass/midrange drivers to the tweeter was at about 1,500 Hz.

Sensitivity was a little higher than rated, with a 93-dB sound-pressure level (SPL) measured at 1 meter with an input of 2.83 volts of pink noise. We measured the bass distortion at an input level of 2 volts, corresponding to a 90-dB SPL in the sensitivity measurement. The distortion of the driven cones was between 0.6 and 1.6 percent from 45 to 1,500 Hz. The front passive radiator's distortion was about 1 percent from 100 to 75 Hz, dropping to 0.4 percent at 57 Hz and rising smoothly to 2 percent at 20 Hz. The rear passive radiator had a distortion level of 0.5 to 4 percent within its operating range of 60 to 20 Hz.

The dispersion of the dome tweeter was about average. The response measured 45 degrees off-axis diverged from the on-axis response above 4,000 Hz, reaching −6 dB at 10,000 Hz and −12 dB at 16,000 Hz. Because of its numerous drivers, we expected the RTA 15TL to be able to handle considerable power input, and we were not disappointed in the results of our single-cycle tone-burst tests. At 100 Hz the cones rattled at 565 watts into the 8.4-ohm impedance. At 1,000 and 10,000 Hz, the speaker absorbed the full output of our amplifier, which clipped at respective outputs of 690 and 1,100 watts.

Comments

The Polk RTA 15TL was one of the relatively few speakers we have tested that sounded pretty much the way its measured response suggested. It was not only one of the smoothest-sounding speakers we have heard, but it had remarkable low-bass extension.

In fact, the deep-bass output of this system seemingly belied the four diminutive drivers that basically generate it. The effect seems more reasonable, however, when you consider that the total radiating area of the four woofers is roughly equivalent to that of a 12-inch cone and that the two passive cones are equivalent to a single cone somewhat greater than 12 inches in diameter. But in spite of their bass capability, the four drivers have individual frequency responses extending to several kilohertz, safely above the crossover point to the dome tweeter. In contrast, an equivalent single 12-inch woofer would be limited to frequencies under 1,000 Hz.

Probably more important than the extended frequency response and smoothness of the RTA 15TL is the spaciousness of its sound. While it could not achieve the effect of a full SDA system, the RTA 15TL imparted a sense of depth and spaciousness that made its rather visible bulk seem to disappear (acoustically, at any rate). It was an exceptionally easy speaker to listen to, as we discovered from our first exposure to it.

Compared with the larger Polk SDA systems, the position of the tweeter of the RTA 15TL is relatively low (27 inches). This suggests that a low seat-ed position would be desirable when listening to it, but we did not find its sound quality to be affected significantly by the listener's position.

All in all, the Polk RTA 15TL is an exceptional speaker at a very reasonable price. It seems to do everything that Polk set out to achieve, and do it very well indeed.
"It's amazing", most people say, "how much better my system sounds with AudioQuest cables. I can't believe what I've been missing!"

AudioQuest makes a full line of cables; speaker, audio-interconnect, video, S-video, fiber-optic and installation cables. All are engineered to bring you maximum performance.

AudioQuest has spent 12 years continually improving and fine-tuning its cable designs to reduce all types of cable-induced distortion — and, to do it cost-effectively. Many different constructions and grades of copper and silver are used depending on the budget.

AudioQuest F-18 speaker cable is one of three very flat cables which use multiple-solid conductors. The sound is sweet and clean because strand interaction is eliminated, while skin-effect and resistance are kept to a minimum.

AudioQuest Indigo Hyperlitz speaker cable uses geometry similar to our most expensive cables, yet is very affordable. The spiraled solid conductors maintain an absolutely consistent position and are far enough apart to prevent magnetic interaction. The clarity, dynamics and sense of acoustic space are incredible.

AudioQuest Lapis Hyperlitz interconnect cable uses a patented construction which eliminates strand interaction and minimizes distortion caused by insulating materials. Teflon insulation, FPC-6 copper (99.99997% pure), and resistance-welded, direct-gold plated, FPC plugs make this cable sound incredible. The aural invisibility of this cable is something you will have to experience for yourself.

AudioQuest's absolute commitment to value doesn't mean that all AudioQuest products are inexpensive. It does mean that the expensive products are a very good value when used with better systems.

No matter what type of equipment you have, you can maximize your system's performance with AudioQuest cables! Contact your local AudioQuest dealer and listen for yourself. You can hear the difference!

*All diagrams are 1½ times actual size.
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Now that LP’s have dwindled to less than 2 percent of total album sales (down from more than twice that share early last year), turntables are only a distant memory for many music lovers. Lessons we learned in the vinyl era linger, however. For example, some people are reluctant to buy CD players for their cars because they consider it unnatural to play discs while on the road. The reality is that car CD players are convenient and robust. Another turntable

By Ken C. Ponomann
DENON DCM-777 ($700)

The Denon DCM-777 employs a six-disc magazine of the rather awkward and flimsy type first introduced by Pioneer. On the other hand, many manufacturers use this design, so the magazines are compatible with other changers. The DCM-777 also comes with a single-disc magazine that acts like the loading tray in most single-disc players, sliding in and out to accept one disc.

Once loaded, the player responds in a familiar way with a comprehensive display readout. You can select which disc you want to hear or let the player sequence through all six. Alternatively, you can choose random playback from one or several discs. You can also program disc playback, sequencing up to thirty-two tracks. Almost alone among CD players, the DCM-777 has an indicator that lights when a disc uses pre-emphasis. It omits indexing, however.

The DCM-777 uses 18-bit converters, but they are configured in a way that yields 20-bit performance thanks to Denon’s proprietary digital biasing scheme. Although the player was a consistently fine performer, it generated a fair amount of mechanical noise as it went about switching discs.

JVC XE-M403 ($310)

If you really can’t decide whether you should buy a single-disc player or a changer, you should look into the JVC XL-M403, which has both a magazine loading slot and a single-disc tray built in. In addition, because both magazine and tray can be loaded simultaneously, the XL-M403 is actually a seven-disc player. Unfortunately, the mechanics inside the XL-M403 are fairly noisy; switching discs sets off a sequence of bump and grind noises. And I was not impressed by the design of the disc magazine, which is awkward to load.

The XL-M403 offers most standard features including thirty-two-track programming from any of the seven discs and an editing feature so you can easily select a track sequence that best fits on a cassette side. On the other hand, the unit lacks indexing, random playback, and other desirable convenience features.

One of the XL-M403’s strong suits is JVC’s Pulse Edge Modulation (PEM) 1-bit D/A conversion method. The PEM system worked well, as demonstrated by a D/A linearity error of 0.3 dB at -90 dB, which tied for best performance.
between high-quality players, and even some low-end players can compete with the sound quality of their expensive brothers. All too often, people hear what they want to hear, irrespective of reality. The point is that critical listening is a demanding task, made even more demanding by today's digital technology. It takes controlled conditions and a lot of patience. If you listen to a CD player in one showroom, drive 15 minutes to another store, and listen to another player, then decide the first one sounded better, you may as well have saved the gas and flipped a coin.

In this case, all six players were arrayed in the same listening room available for side-by-side comparisons. To prevent my own biases from overwhelming any audible differences (an all too common occurrence unless steps are taken to prevent it), I did my listening literally blindfolded. An assistant switched changers in and out of the system, identifying them to me only by the letters A through F. Of course, she was careful to match the output levels of the players at the loudspeakers; without this control such a test is meaningless. I scrawled notes as best I could to keep track of my impressions. The blindfold didn't bother me. In fact, in my opinion listening acuity is heightened when the visual sense is removed, and I prefer to do critical listening in the dark.

Without question, each of the six players was able to reproduce a wide variety of music with very high accuracy. Moreover, each of them was competitive with high-end single-disc models, showing that there is no sonic penalty in buying a CD changer. Although I thought the players sounded slightly different from one another in careful listening, the variations were so small that your preferences probably would not match mine exactly.

Another important aspect of this listening test had nothing to do with music. I carefully audited each player for mechanical noise, particularly when it was changing discs. I dislike it when a CD changer makes too much racket. Operation should be fast, smooth, and quiet. Also, a player that must gnash its teeth every time it changes a disc is probably putting wear and tear on the changing mechanism—and that could hasten the need for repair.

On the Test Bench

Just as today's CD players challenge the ear's acuity, they challenge a test setup's resolution. For example, with

**LUXMAN DC-114 ($800)**

HE Luxman DC-114, like the JVC XL-M403, is a good choice for the indecisive. It offers six-disc magazine-type operation and a single-disc drawer, both built into the player and available for simultaneous loading. It provides the standard front-panel controls as well as disc/magazine repeat, twenty-four-track programming for up to seven discs, and random track playback. There is a button to turn off the fluorescent display if you don't want to look at it. You'll also find an edit function that lets you sequence CD tracks on the basis of timing to squeeze as much music as possible onto each side of a cassette. Conveniently, you can use this feature from the remote control.

The DC-114 employs two high-quality 18-bit D/A converters. It performed competitively on the test bench and turned in the best measurement for THD+N at -20 dB. It generated only moderate mechanical noise while it was changing discs, but there seemed to be more mechanical motion going on inside than in other players. The time required to change discs was 13 seconds—the longest in the group.

**YAMAHA CDC-705 ($399)**

HE Yamaha CDC-705, a carousel changer, accepts five discs in its lazy Susan platter. The front drawer extends a good distance, enabling four discs to be loaded directly; the fifth disc can be loaded after you press the disc-skip button to rotate the platter. Four of the five discs on the platter can be removed and replaced while the fifth disc is playing.

Typical front-panel functions are provided, including forty-track programming and single- or multiple-disc random playback. Index search is operable only from the remote control. Programming data for as many as a hundred discs can be stored in memory for about two weeks, even if the power is switched off. The LCD window supplies basic information such as a four-mode time readout, as well as a bar graph showing output-level attenuation.

The CDC-705 has a 1-bit conversion system called S-Bit, which uses pulse-width modulation and third-order MASH noise-shaping circuitry to move requantization noise out of the audio band. Its D/A linearity error at -90 dB was 0.3 dB, which tied for first place.
PIONEER PD-M92 ($800)

The Pioneer PD-M92 is a magazine-type changer; as you'd expect, it uses the six-disc magazine first developed by Pioneer. Although I am sure it simplifies the internal mechanical design of the changer, loading discs upside down is far from ideal from a user's standpoint. In addition, the magazine itself is not an ergonomic delight: Each of the six leaves has to be folded away from the shell when you load discs. On the other hand, this design, for better or worse, has become standard issue and is employed by many manufacturers for both car and home CD changers. If you are fortunate enough to own a Lexus LS400 with the factory CD changer, for example, this is your disc magazine. A single-disc magazine also comes with the PD-M92; it plugs into the loading slot and functions much like the tray in a single-disc player.

The PD-M92's front panel is classy indeed with its black-lacquer and gold trim. Although it's very clean in design, the front panel has controls for a wide variety of interesting features. For taping, the timed-programming function lets you enter a tape length, and the player selects the track sequence that best fits the total time. Both fade-ins and fade-outs can be performed, and the duration of the fade can be varied from 0 to 9 seconds. In addition, a time-fade feature causes the output to fade out at a specified time and the player to enter the pause mode. An output-level memory lets you store preferred output levels for different tracks and discs. Track-programming sequences up to forty tracks long with selected output levels can be stored for as many as twenty magazines. You'll also find such basic and useful features as time displays, repeat and random playback, index search, and volume adjustment from the remote control. Speaking of which, the remote control deserves a special mention: Its LCD readout is a nice touch indeed.

The D/A conversion method employed in the PD-M92 is traditional: two high-quality linear 18-bit converters. The player performed well on the test bench, with the lowest 0-dB THD + N measurement and the best dynamic-range measurement of the bunch.

The PD-M92 provides variable-level analog outputs and both coaxial and optical digital outputs. The mechanical sounds it generated were fairly modest—brief and controlled—and quite unobtrusive.

SONY CDP-C85ES ($500)

The Sony CDP-C85ES is a five-disc carousel changer with a plethora of features and 1-bit D/A conversion circuitry. In addition to basics such as thirty-two-track programming and single- or multiple-disc random playback, it offers several interesting variations: You can assign and store a name of up to ten characters, store a programmed track sequence, and even store a desired output level for a disc, and all of this data will be retrieved whenever the disc is played. Data for up to 184 discs can be stored in memory and retained for about a month even if the AC plug is pulled.

In addition, three functions are included to aid tape recording: A peak-search function finds the loudest portion of a disc and repeatedly plays it while you set the levels on your recorder. A music-scan function lets you check selections by scanning the beginning of each track. Finally, a time-fade function lets you fade in and later fade out and stop playback at a set time such as at the end of a tape. Curiously, this otherwise full-featured changer does not provide index search.

The front drawer of the CDP-C85ES opens enough to allow access to only one disc tray. To get at the other four you must press the disc-skip button to rotate the platter. The drawer always opens to the last disc played, however. Thus the changer can easily be used as a single-disc player; simply load one disc (in whichever tray is offered), play it, and unload it, essentially ignoring the other four trays.

The 1-bit D/A conversion system, called High Density Linear by Sony, uses pulse-width modulation and third-order noise shaping. The CDP-C85ES performed well on the test bench; its SIN beat out the competition, as did its channel separation at 1,000 and 20,000 Hz. In addition, its D/A linearity error at -90 dB of 0.3 db tied for first place. The mechanical sounds it generated were very minor. Its drawer opened and closed quietly, and disc changing was accomplished with barely a whisper. It was easily the quietest changer among our test group.
CD players having THD plus noise (THD + N) levels of 0.002 percent and S/N's of 110 dB, only the finest equipment can make reliable measurements. Formerly, reviewers thought they had an acid test in D/A converter linearity; it was impossible for a CD player to reproduce signals of −90 dB or so accurately. But today's players, using both multibit and 1-bit converter designs, can achieve extreme accuracy even at that low level.

In comparing these changers, it was interesting to compare channel separation at 20,000 Hz. It is difficult for any component to maintain separation at such a high frequency, and though not profoundly significant for most musical material, an unusually good measurement here can attest to careful engineering. Full-band THD + N was extremely low for these changers, with one exception. Although each of the changers had excellent measurements in several tests, none was without weakness in all. I also looked at defect tracking, which measures a player's ability to play damaged or defective discs. One player clearly surpassed the others in this respect. Finally, I timed each changer for how long it took to change discs.

Hands-On Evaluation

Sound and numbers aside, it's important to buy a component that has the right mix of front-panel features, offers all of the output connections you'll need, and just feels right in your playback system. Of course, the biggest decision in buying a CD changer is whether to buy a magazine-loading or carousel type. Each offers distinct advantages. For example, if you have a magazine-type changer in your car (where only magazine types are available), it is convenient also to have a magazine changer at home—provided the two changers use the same type of magazine. On the other hand, it is something of a nuisance to load and unload magazines, in that respect a carousel is much easier to use. Some magazine-type changers come with a drawer adaptor that converts the magazine into a single-disc player. Other changers, such as the JVC and Luxman ones I tested, have both a magazine slot and a single-disc tray built in.

When you choose a changer (or any other component), it is important to consider how it will be interconnected with the rest of your system. Virtually all CD players have analog outputs, either fixed-level or variable-level (or both), but many also provide digital outputs. I consider a digital output to be a must, because without question the coming generation of preamplifiers and integrated amplifiers will contain D/A converters and digital signal-processing circuitry, and a digital output will enable the CD player to be connected digitally. Some players offer an optical digital output, others a coaxial (electrical) one.

Finally, any audio component should have all the features you need, with an operating design that is friendly and intuitive. If you find yourself referring to the owner's manual very often, the unit has been poorly designed. Controls that are too complicated frequently go unused, and you've probably wasted money on them. Ideally, you should be able to operate all front-panel functions, including transport controls, repeat, index search, and programming, without having to peek into the owner's manual. Don't forget to evaluate the remote control in the same manner. Often, a unit's front panel is nicely designed but the remote is a nightmare. My personal survey tells me that fewer than one-fourth of the functions on most remote controls are used—they are too complicated or too trivial to bother with.

As in the listening and laboratory evaluations, each of the six changers came off well in my ergonomic evaluations. Once again, however, differences did emerge, with the players varying in choice of features, ease of use, and ability to work with a variety of other equipment.

Conclusions

These are all high-end changers, and all gave a good account of themselves. The Yamaha CDC-705 is a class-looker changer. Its titanium finish is eye-catching (though it is available in basic black as well). I liked its program-file system and its ability to store program data for up to a hundred discs. I also liked its neat output-level control indicator and its straightforward remote control, which was easy to use and showed a touch of design flair. On the other hand, its loading drawer was none too quiet in operation; the racket greatly detracted from the unit's high-tech feel. I was also disappointed that the player offered only analog outputs (a variable-level stereo pair). Finally, the measured performance of the CDC-705 was slightly below that of the other changers overall.

The Luxman DC-114 has an advantage over four of the other changers: It has both a six-disc magazine and a single-disc tray. This seven-disc capability will get you halfway through Wagner's Ring cycle. The design of the DC-114's magazine was the best in the group; it was physically robust and easy to use. On the other hand, the DC-114 lacked many of the convenience features offered by some of the other changers and provided only a single pair of analog outputs (fixed-level). Its measured performance was good but not spectacular. If you've got an Alpine CD Shuttle in your car, however, its compatibility with the DC-114 makes this a logical choice.

The JVC XL-M403 is a very nice changer, especially since it offers both magazine and single-play operation. It also gives you the ability to balance selections between the A and B sides of a tape. To its credit, the XL-M403 showed absolutely no phase error at 20,000 Hz—an impressive accomplishment. On the debit side, the XL-M403 provides only fixed analog outputs. I did not like the design of its magazine, either. Having to pull each leaf from the magazine, load a disc, and insert it back into the magazine was tiresome. I suspect that some users will eventual-
**LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DENON</th>
<th>JVC</th>
<th>LUXMAN</th>
<th>PIONEER</th>
<th>SONY</th>
<th>YAMAHA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maximum output level (volts)</strong></td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>2.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency response</strong></td>
<td>+0.18, -0.03</td>
<td>+0.02, -0.17</td>
<td>+0.02, -0.27</td>
<td>+0.01, -0.06</td>
<td>+0.15, -0.08</td>
<td>+0.0, -0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(decibels, 20 to 20,000 Hz)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Channel separation (decibels)</strong></td>
<td>96.3</td>
<td>75.6</td>
<td>96.7</td>
<td>105.3</td>
<td>109.4</td>
<td>80.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000 Hz</td>
<td>78.3</td>
<td>73.0</td>
<td>85.4</td>
<td>94.4</td>
<td>101.5</td>
<td>64.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20,000 Hz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dynamic range</strong></td>
<td>95.6</td>
<td>97.5</td>
<td>98.9</td>
<td>99.7</td>
<td>98.2</td>
<td>98.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(decibels, A-weighted)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Signal-to-noise ratio</strong></td>
<td>106.3</td>
<td>118.5</td>
<td>108.7</td>
<td>112.4</td>
<td>120.6</td>
<td>108.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(decibels, A-weighted)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Distortion (THD plus noise)</strong></td>
<td>0.0027%</td>
<td>0.0022%</td>
<td>0.0027%</td>
<td>0.0017%</td>
<td>0.0027%</td>
<td>0.008%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>at 0 db and 1,000 Hz</td>
<td>0.018%</td>
<td>0.018%</td>
<td>0.014%</td>
<td>0.015%</td>
<td>0.017%</td>
<td>0.079%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>at -20 db and 1,000 Hz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Low-level linearity</strong></td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>+0.7</td>
<td>+1.3</td>
<td>+0.3</td>
<td>+0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(at -90 db)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interchannel phase error</strong></td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(degrees at 20,000 Hz)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>De-emphasis error</strong></td>
<td>+0.05</td>
<td>+0.03</td>
<td>+0.08</td>
<td>+0.09</td>
<td>+0.34</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(decibels at 16,000 Hz)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Defect tracking</strong></td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>1,250</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(micrometers)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disc changeover time</strong></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(seconds)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weight</strong></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(pounds)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Size</strong></td>
<td>17 x 4½ x 14</td>
<td>17¾ x 5 x 12½</td>
<td>17¼ x 4½ x 13½</td>
<td>18 x 4½ x 13</td>
<td>18⅝ x 5 x 15¼</td>
<td>17½ x 4¾ x 14⅛</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(inches)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ly ignore the magazine and use the tray instead.

The Denon DCM-777 was a solid all-around performer. It has several nice touches, including a volume control that’s motor-driven in remote operation. Alone among the group it provides both fixed and variable analog outputs and both optical and coaxial digital outputs. On the test bench it surpassed all the other players in its ability to track a 2,000-micrometer defect. It was also the fastest changer—switching discs in 8 seconds flat. It has no indexing capability, however, and it lacks some of the specialized features of the other changers. Finally, I am not enamored of the Pioneer-style upside-down-loading magazine.

The Pioneer PD-M92 was my favorite carousel changer, and by a narrow margin, it’s my pick of the six. It offers the most comprehensive, useful, and imaginative features of any CD changer I know of. Consider it for yourself: disc-label memory, program bank, level file, peak search, music scan, and time fade are all included. The carousel worked like a charm (Sony introduced this format) and with a minimum of noise. Bench measurements were all very good, with channel separation and S/N superior to the other players in our test. Similarly, its performance in the listening room was excellent. The CDP-C85ES has fixed and variable analog outputs and an optical digital output, but it fails to provide a coaxial digital output. I also missed an index-search capability. Overall, however, this changer is a model of intelligent design.

Clearly, all six of these CD changers prove that convenience needn’t entail sacrifice. They put out an audio signal that compares with the best from single-disc players, with absolutely no sonic penalty associated with the changer mechanism. If you want to listen to Wagner’s operas without interruption, need 6 hours of background music for your next party, or simply find that with a single-disc player the enjoyment of listening to a compact disc slips by too quickly, you are a prime candidate for any of these excellent CD changers.
Several years ago, Rosanne Cash told an interviewer that she felt like putting a codicil on the back of her albums telling people she really didn’t feel the same way any more—that by the time she’d written and recorded an album and the label had released it, she’d moved on to a different emotional plateau. But what about her new album, “Interiors,” her first in nearly three years? Does she still feel
the way she did when she put the album together?

"Hmmm," she reflected when we spoke recently. "A lot of it I'm past, yeah. But a lot of it will never go away."

TARK, moody, low-key, and atmospheric, "Interiors" is the riskiest album of Cash's career, one that in certain shades and tones recalls Woody Allen's 1978 film of the same title. Thematically the record traces the maturation of Cash's character in the album "Seven Year Ache," a girl who has now become a woman—and a woman who has faced her considerable private demons. Such personal and unflinchingly real music is hardly standard commercial radio fare. Especially since the album contains only one genuinely upbeat song, the bouncy, Sixties soft-rock "Real Woman.

And also since it's instrumentally devoid of random synth pads and full drum kits, built instead on an acoustic base and infused (What We Really Want) with a vaguely Celtic air.

"The new album is the most fulfilling, creative thing I've ever done, and definitely the deepest I've gone in writing and recording," Cash said, relaxing on a couch in the back room of the eclectic pink-and-green office she shares in Nashville with her husband, singer/songwriter/producer Rodney Crowell. The thirty-five-year-old singer was dressed as Ninja Mama in turtle-green tights, black combat boots, and white T-shirt, the collar of her flowing black-and-white overshirt catching the ends of her coffee-cup earrings.

"Some of my other songs, like The Real Me in 'King's Record Shop,' got to the level I'm talking about. But a lot of those were really just mental—trying to figure out how to get there."

"Getting there" took years of therapy, as well as the emotional release of painting—the back of the CD jewel box features a reproduction of an expressionistic canvas by Cash, also titled "Interiors"—and "lots of internal preparation." Cash said that it occurred to her after two years of art classes that the creative process that she followed with painting—the formation of the idea, the struggle, the stepping back for evaluation, and the further inspiration—was the same as in producing an album. And so she saw that once she had assembled her songs (she wrote or co-wrote all ten cuts), she should record them in the same way, serving as her own producer and enlisting the arranging help of guitarist Steuart Smith and keyboardist Vince Melamed.

"It was just like going in front of an easel and picking colors with my eyes closed," Cash explained.

The colors in "Interiors" are mostly muted hues, blues and grays and soft yellows, highlighted by an occasional streak of pink or blood-red. Invoking William Butler Yeats, who declared that it is inappropriate for an artist to limit the suggestibility of his own work, Cash refused to discuss the genesis of the individual songs. She nonetheless admitted that the music reveals her constant struggles with the hidden agendas of life, and with love. That means sorting out bruised feelings from a turbulent childhood—her mother and her father, country legend Johnny Cash, divorced when she was young—and her sometimes less-than-ideal marriage to Crowell, the inspira-
commitment that requires is a tremendous effort. Just to explore the true essence of the idea that success destroys marriage," she said. "I'm seeing if I want to hide my light/So yours keeps shining." It is probably no accident that Crowell's real emergence as a recording artist, with "Diamonds and Dirt" and "Keys to the Highway," occurred while Cash took a break from recording for the birth of their third daughter, Carrie, two years ago.

While the marriage now seems secure, Cash is still wrestling with some of the conflicts. "My mother programmed me at a really young age with the idea that success destroys marriages," she said. "I'm seeing if I want to believe it any more. I'd really like to try to let it go.

"Marriage, by itself, is a lifetime's worth of work. Just to explore the true nature of partnership and the level of commitment that requires is a tremendous struggle, even though we love each other very deeply. Then to blend two artists into the mix makes it pretty volatile. But you can also find a lot of romance in that, and inspiration.

The making of "Interiors" proved to be yet another measure of the couple's relationship, for when Cash brought her record home, already mixed and mastered, and played it for her husband, he broke down in tears. "He was really sweet," she remembers. "He said, 'God, I'm really glad you did it by yourself. I might have screwed it up.'"

In the next breath, however, Crowell, who produced and co-produced all of Cash's previous records, informed his wife that her album wasn't really finished—two of the songs were thematically weaker than the rest and needed to be replaced. "We had one of those all-night, prostrate-on-the-floor, and hysterical-with-grief sessions of wrangling about the record," Cash said. "What he said was really true, but I didn't have the stamina to do anything about it at the time." And so Crowell offered to help her co-produce On the Inside, which she had just finished writing, and Real Woman, which the couple had written together. Even after that, the New York office of CBS Records asked her to do a bit more tinkering, particularly on What We Really Want. The album has had ten release dates.

As it turned out, the New York office would have much more to do with "Interiors," since Roy Wunsch, senior vice president and general manager of CBS's Nashville division, told Cash, considered the most progressive and modern of Nashville's female artists, "I don't know what to do with this record. We market country records."

But Cash's musical range has been evident since her debut album, "Right or Wrong," released in 1979. She has always been a hybrid artist, balancing the cultural influences of her California upbringing, showcased to best advantage in 1985's "Rhythm and Romance," and her hillbilly roots, explored in full in "King's Record Shop" in 1988. The oldest song in the new album, Paralyzed, dating back four years, is a solemn exercise at the piano—with nary a pedal steel in sight.

Detailing one woman's trip to hell and back, the song functioned as a kind of escape valve. "I was so fed up with being a wife and mother, and I was just at the point of losing it. And my kids said, 'Mom, you need to get away from us for a while.' So I went to stay with a friend in Malibu, and she had this beautiful piano overlooking the ocean. Paralyzed was the first of three or four songs I wrote in a week. I started writing it on the plane out there. It was funny. As soon as I got away from my house, I started writing like crazy."

And yet for Cash the goal is not necessarily happiness but the process itself. But there are times when she experiences a momentary unwillingness to face that process—"wanting some eternal parent to just come in and make everything all right, so I can just lie there and suck on my bottle for the rest of the day."

Still, she believes she is past the incapacitating nightmares and anxiety attacks that came after the success of "Seven Year Ache," partly because she believes her drug days are over for good and partly because she's learned to use her notoriety, which frightened her in her twenties, to focus attention on other projects. High on her list is the Earth Communications Office (ECO), a coalition of entertainment figures, media folk, and scientists devoted to preserving the planet. And she and Crowell are also involved in the controversial record-labeling issue, appearing in opposition to the record-labeling law before the Missouri legislature and continuing to work with the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) to prevent enactment of such laws.

For a time, now, Cash has also been hard at work on a more personal project, writing a book of short stories ("part fiction, part nonfiction") for Harcourt Brace Jovanovich. She finds the creative shift from 3-minute songs hard, since "the song format lends itself to a certain economy of language, but writing stories gives you more words with which to hang yourself."

Writing the book was a welcome change from the trauma of producing "Interiors," Cash said, but now she feels the need for a bigger change, which means getting out of Nashville for a year at least, probably to relocate in London, where she lived for six months in 1976, writing songs for a German album that never came out. In retrospect, the experience was painful—the youthful Cash lay on the floor a lot, crying and writing songs and letters to Crowell—but it was nothing compared to the kind of darkness and emotional suffering she addresses in "Interiors."

"What I learned most of all in making the new record," Cash said, "is that keeping that darkness apart from myself was far more painful than going into it. The exploration was actually pretty exciting. Because if you make a choice to feel instead of 'numb out,' then you're going to experience some really awful things. It's really a choice between being alive or dead. So," she said, with the slightest smile, "I'm alive."
Room for Improvement

Careful speaker placement can make the difference between good sound and great sound.

You're feeling good. After much listening and careful thought, you have bought a pair of loudspeakers that sounded wonderful in the store. Now you can just take them home, hook them up, relax, and enjoy the music. Right?

Well, maybe. Unless your living room has exactly the same acoustical properties as the store showroom—an unlikely coincidence—the sound won't be the same. It may be better or worse; in any case, it will be different. And if the sound is not as good as you expected, you may find it very hard to enjoy.

Fortunately, you don't have to be a passive victim of acoustics. Even if you don't want to make fundamental alterations to your room, you can fine-tune its acoustics and locate the speakers to optimize their interaction with their environment.

The first step is to consult a magician and arrange to turn the clock back. Reason: Your placement plans should have influenced your choice of loudspeakers. If you're going to put your speakers against a wall (for reasons of convenience or decor), you want a model designed to work well in that location. It is silly to undo an engineer's best work by putting bookshelf speakers on the floor or by stuffing into a corner a speaker that was designed to be freestanding, away from the walls and other reflecting surfaces.

Where the speakers are to go is a fundamental decision. Locating speakers close to or against a wall is convenient, and reflections from the nearby wall will reinforce bass output. But similar reflections at midrange frequencies tend to flatten the perceived stereo image. Consequently, audiophiles often prefer to mount speakers on stands at least 3 feet away from any reflecting objects or room-boundary surfaces. Then, after the direct sound from each speaker arrives at your ears, there is a reflection-free interval of several milliseconds during which your hearing system can focus on the recorded stereo image before confusing reflections arrive from the walls, floor, and ceiling.

Now let's look at the many other ways in which the sound of your speakers can be altered, for better or worse, by room acoustics and placement.

Symmetry

For stereo imaging that is well focused and correctly balanced, the two speakers of a stereo pair should operate in similar acoustic environments. Two bad situations I recently encountered illustrate the kinds of asymmetry you should avoid. In one, the left speaker was in a corner on the floor while the right speaker was in the middle of the wall at ear level; the mismatched locations caused the two speakers to sound very different. In the

By Peter W. Mitchell
One of the most common acoustical troublemakers in contemporary architecture is the L-shaped room, in which a large opening in one wall of the living room extends into a dining area. If you set up your system as in (A), you may get both unbalanced stereo and weak bass because there is no corner-forming wall near the left-channel speaker. In (B) the system is flipped end-for-end so that both speakers receive equal low-frequency support from nearby walls and corners. The arrangement shown in (C) may provide even better results: In addition to matched environments around the two main (front) speakers, it provides ideal locations for the "rear" (side) speakers of a surround-sound setup.

FIGURE 1

For a speaker placed against a wall, the first reflections will be delayed by about 2 milliseconds (ms), which hardly matters at low frequencies. The duration of each cycle of a 40-Hz sound wave is 25 ms, so at that frequency a reflection with a delay of 2 ms is essentially in phase with the direct sound from the woofer. The direct sound and the reflection will therefore reinforce each other, strengthening the low bass.

But at 260 Hz the duration of each cycle is only 4.2 milliseconds. A reflection of a 260-Hz sound will arrive almost exactly a half-cycle late, so that it will be negative when the direct sound is positive, and vice versa. The direct and reflected sound waves will then cancel, weakening the sound at this frequency.

If this occurs with just a single reflection (the one from the wall behind the speaker, for example), the effect is mild. But if the reflections from several room boundaries are delayed by the same amount, the cancellation will be severe. Such a loss around 250 Hz robs cellos, drums, and baritone voices of their tonal richness and power.

This fairly common effect is known as the "Allison dip," after Roy Allison, the loudspeaker designer who first studied and described it. He also prescribed a cure: Place the woofer at unequal distances from the three nearest boundary surfaces. For example, if the center of the woofer is 2 feet above the floor, place it 3 feet away from the side wall and 4 feet (or only 1 foot) out from the wall behind it. The placement of the wall adjacent to the left speaker was covered with books while the wall next to the right speaker contained a large picture window that produced a very strong reflection. A simple fix for the latter room would be to rotate the installation, placing both speakers in front of the bookshelves and the sofa in front of the window. Further improvement could be obtained by closing the window drapes when listening, to absorb some high frequencies and thereby soften the window reflection.

The Allison Dip

Windows are not the only surfaces that cause acoustic reflections. All room boundaries—walls, floor, and ceiling—act as acoustic mirrors, reflecting sounds that strike them. Because a reflection must travel a longer path than the direct sound that goes straight from the speaker to your ear, it arrives slightly later.
Standing Waves

Sound waves don't actually stand in one place, of course. They travel through the air at a constant speed—1,100 feet per second, or about 0.9 millisecond per foot. If your living room is 20 feet long, sound takes 18 ms to travel its length and 18 ms more to return, for a round-trip time of 36 ms.

This is the duration of one cycle of a 28-Hz sound wave. So each cycle of a 28-Hz wave will reflect back to be reinforced by the next cycle. On the other hand, a 40-Hz sound wave takes only 25 ms per cycle, so during its 36-ms down-and-back traversal of the room, the 40-Hz wave will complete one cycle and be halfway through the next. As a result, the reflected 40-Hz wave is going negative when the woofer is producing the positive half of the next cycle, and the waves cancel.

Thus standing waves, or room resonances, produce peaks and valleys in the system's bass response at frequencies related to the room's length, width, and height. The lowest-frequency, or fundamental, peak for each dimension \( d \) is at \( 1,100/2d \) Hz: the speed of sound in feet per second divided by twice the dimension in feet. (The dimension is doubled to account for the back-and-forth round trip.) Additional peaks will occur at multiples of the fundamental standing-wave frequency for each dimension, but the fundamental frequency peak is usually the most troublesome.

One oft-cited recommendation is that rooms should have dimensions scaled according to the cube-root of 2 (approximately 1.25)—making, say, the width 1.25 times the height and the length 1.25 times the width, or about 1.6 times the height—to avoid clustering two or more standing-wave peaks near the same frequency. But if your room is already built, it will probably be impractical for you to alter its dimensions.

A more useful suggestion is to take best advantage of the distribution of bass energy in the room. It turns out that a region of high sound pressure always occurs where the sound waves reflect—at the boundary surfaces. And the fundamental standing wave on each axis produces a low-intensity zone midway between the boundaries. You can easily demonstrate this for yourself: Play a recording with lots of bass, listen in the middle of the room, and then notice how much heavier the bass becomes if you lie on the floor or put your head against a wall.

Now, if you simply want minimum bass, the obvious answer is to put the speakers against one wall and your head against the opposite wall—while sitting on the floor. But most people would consider such sound too boomy. If you want accurate bass, you should put the speakers and your chair at locations where standing waves will have the least effect.

Several companies advertise computer programs that will chart standing-wave patterns if you supply room dimensions and proposed speaker locations. But it turns out that a simple rule of thumb produces nearly optimal results in many rooms: Locate either your woofers or yourself at a point one-third along each room axis. For example, if you put your speakers against one wall and your listening chair against the opposite wall, move them in from their adjacent side walls by about one-third of the room width, raise the woofers above the floor by about one-third of the ceiling height, and move your chair forward from the opposite wall by one-third of the room length.

If you prefer to have your speakers away from walls, bring them forward by one-third of the front-to-back room dimension and locate your chair somewhere near the opposite wall (give or take a foot or two depending on your taste in bass). The height requirement may be taken care of automatically: If you slouch in a comfortable chair your shoulders should be no more than one-third of the room height from the floor.
THE NEAR-FIELD ALTERNATIVE

If following the suggestions on these pages doesn't deliver satisfactory results, or if your room is just a sonic disaster that you can't cure, there is a fallback solution that minimizes the effect of room acoustics. It's called near-field listening. Place the speakers directly in front of your chair, about 3 feet apart and 2 to 3 feet away from you, just out of arm's reach. Prop them up on stands, if need be, to place the tweeters at ear level.

This technique is often used by recording engineers. It delivers vividly clear detail and precise stereo imaging, and since the speakers don't have to fill a room with sound, they needn't be driven very hard to achieve satisfactory volume, which tends to keep distortion very low. A near-field setup requires only a small amplifier and can produce high-level peaks at your ears without disturbing the neighbors.

There are important drawbacks: (1) The setup looks peculiar, (2) it's good only for solitary listening, and (3) it works best with small speakers whose bass output is limited. (With larger speakers that have widely separated drivers, the output doesn't integrate well to produce a smooth sound until you get several feet away.) Even with a compact two-way system, the tonal balance is likely to be too bright; you may have to experiment with tweeter-level controls or your amplifier's tone controls. But you may find the clarity of the reproduction so compelling that these limitations won't bother you. —P.W.M.

ears will be about one-third of the way to the ceiling in a typical room.

Absorption and Reflection

In an empty room, voices sound hollow because of the large number of echoes. At the opposite extremes are recording studios, which are heavily padded with absorbent materials so that room acoustics contribute as little as possible to the sound. You don't have to go that far at home; best results will come from a balanced mixture of reflecting surfaces (to distribute sound uniformly) and absorbing materials (to minimize coloration added by room reverberation).

Luckily, hi-fi systems usually sound good in rooms that are comfortable for conversation. A typical American living room with bookcases, drapes on the windows, a carpeted floor, and an upholstered chair is fine for stereo. But if you favor a Danish Modern look with bare hardwood floors, sparse furnishings, and large areas of exposed glass, the sound may be somewhat clattery because of the many strong reflections.

There are two ways to reduce or eliminate this fault without altering the room's basic decor: (1) Move your chair toward the speakers (or the speakers toward your chair) to strengthen the direct, first-arrival sound at your ears. (2) Once your speakers are in their final locations, absorb or block the primary mirror-image reflections of each speaker's sound—the strong wall or floor reflections that reach your ears after a single bounce. These reflections cause the greatest coloration and are also the easiest to eliminate.

Here's how: Obtain a flat mirror at least a foot square, and have a helper slide it along one of the side walls as you observe from your normal listening position. Note the mirror location—usually about 3 feet forward of the speakers—at which you can see the image of the nearer speaker in the mirror. For maximum accuracy, remove the speaker's grille cloth and look for the image of the midrange driver (or, in a two-way speaker, the woofer and tweeter). Repeat this procedure to find the mirror-image reflection of the other speaker on the other side wall and on the floor in front of each speaker (or the ceiling if your speakers are on high shelves).

Cover each mirror-image location with 1 or 2 square feet of sound-absorbing material, or place an object there to block the reflection. Suitable absorbers include padded drapes, small area rugs with thick under-padding, closed-cell sculptured plastic foam (Sonex or equivalent, available in various decorator colors), or cloth-covered fiberglass. One of the best treatments for a side-wall reflection is a bookcase filled with books of varying depth, providing a mix of absorption and random scattering.

Tweaks (Fine Tuning)

□ Use a tape measure to place both stereo speakers at exactly the same distance from your chair. Eyeball judgment is not completely reliable; you may be surprised to find that one speaker is several inches farther away than the other.

□ If your speakers have tweeter or midrange level controls, adjust them for matched response. First listen to only one speaker and set its controls to deliver the most lifelike tonal balance, especially with well-recorded vocals. Then adjust the controls on the second speaker to make its sound match that of the first as closely as possible, rotating your amplifier's balance control back and forth for comparison. The more precisely matched the two speakers in a pair, the better their stereo imaging.

□ Experiment with the height or front-back tilt of the speakers to find the best listening axis. Play FM interstation noise or a vocal solo and switch your amplifier to mono while you move your head up and down. With many speakers you'll find an optimum height that yields smooth sound and a narrow, well-focused mono image. Adjust the speakers to raise or lower that axis until it matches the normal height of your ears. (Don't forget to switch the amplifier back to stereo for normal listening.)

□ Experiment with "toeing in" the speakers, aiming them toward the middle of the room rather than having their backs parallel to the wall behind them. If the tweeters have a peaky high end, they may sound best when you're slightly off-axis, but if their on-axis response is flat, you'll get the most accurate sound when they are aimed at your chair. Toeing the speakers in also reduces the severity of the side-wall reflections.

No amount of fiddling with placement or room acoustics is going to make a bad loudspeaker sound wonderful. But a little bit of effort can often go a long way toward bringing out the best in a speaker that is basically good to begin with. Consider the ideas given here a starting point, and don't be afraid to experiment.
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The first CD Carousel with Denon sound quality.

The sound quality and performance features that have made Denon Single-play CD players widely regarded as the best sounding have now been incorporated in Denon's first Carousel CD player.

The 5-disc DCM-350 features the same 8X oversampling, 20-bit digital filter and dual Super Linear Converters found in Denon's top-rated models. Denon's dedication to performance means that each Super Linear Converter is hand-tuned for lowest noise and best linearity. This advanced digital signal processing and conversion system fully resolves musical detail and accurately reproduces all the liveliness and air of the original recording.

In multi-disc players, the transport is an important key to performance. The superior transport technology which has made Denon famous in both CD and turntable categories is found in the DCM-350. Its integrated laser transport and disc carousel not only provides outstanding acoustic and mechanical isolation, it also allows uninterrupted play while two of the five discs are changed.

If the essence of a CD changer is convenience, the DCM-350 covers this base in spades. It offers a 32 track memory plus programmable, disc sequential and full random play modes; all terrific features in a multi-disc machine. Plus, there is a full-function remote control with direct track selection from the remote's keypad. Recognizing that the DCM-350 will find its way into many of the most sophisticated systems, Denon has even provided a coaxial digital output.

Carousel CD changers have been out for a while now. But the DCM-350 is the first to carry the Denon name. Which again proves Denon's belief that being best is more important than being first.
PHILIPS AV1000. INTEGRATION WITHOUT COMPROMISE.

The AV 1000 is truly breakthrough: a two-piece audio-video system with the power to perform the functions of seven separate components with unparalleled integrity and accuracy.

The AV 1000 incorporates Dolby® Pro-Logic surround sound to create spatially accurate, rich and dynamic sound for the ultimate home-theater experience. Digital Signal Processing captures the individual character of eight basic acoustic environments with control adjustments that provide for virtually unlimited sonic possibilities. The AV 1000 also includes Philips Bitstream PDM 1-bit digital-to-analog conversion, which provides unprecedented sonic accuracy. The power amp's six amplifier channels allow for up to six speakers that can be individually tuned for maximum realism.

The AV 1000 is destined to become the centerpiece of the most sophisticated home theaters. Its uncompromised reproduction of both music and cinema soundtracks provides the perfect complement to Philips WallVision home-theater system. To experience this innovation for yourself, call 1-800-223-7772 for your nearest Philips audio-video specialist.

WORLD-CLASS TECHNOLOGY. EUROPEAN EXCELLENCE.
CHRISTMAS shopping can be fun, but it's generally more rewarding if you start out with some idea of what you're shopping for. With that in mind, the editors of STEREO REVIEW have once again come up with some gift suggestions for audiophiles. As usual, we've tried to suggest gifts for every budget, but we excluded the kind of audio equipment that we regularly test (if system components are on your list, see our test reports).

We hope our recommendations are useful to you not only when you are shopping for your friends, but also if you want to plant a few clues to Santa for your own stocking. Surely, if you leave the magazine open on the coffee table, somebody will notice the items you've circled in red. Happy holidays!
**ELECTRONICS**


Alternative Audio Solutions’ Klearnote “digital-ready” add-on tweeters, $80 a pair. (513) 531-5520.


Headphones for personal stereos. MB Quart Model 15, $60. (508) 668-8973.

**STANDS AND RACKS**

Configurable steel component racks. Rainbow Rax four-shelf unit, $250 to $275. (213) 782-3729.

Speaker stands. Speaker Chairs stands in light or dark oak, $89 a pair. (714) 969-1406.


Sanus Systems Reference Foundations speaker stands with triangular bases, $160 to $170 a pair. (612) 482-1019.

**BOOKS**

Mozart, the Golden Years by H. C. Robbins Landon, $30 (Schirmer).

Riders on the Storm by Doors drummer John Densmore, $20 (Delacorte Press).

Crosstown Traffic, a biography of Jimi Hendrix by Charles Shaar Murray, $19 (St. Martin’s).

Jazz Singing: America’s Great Voices from Bessie Smith to Bebop and Beyond by Will Friedwald, $30 (Scribner’s).

Miles: The Autobiography by Miles Davis with Quincy Troupe, $12.95 (Touchstone).

Understanding Audio & Video by STEREO REVIEW Editor-at-Large Michael Riggs, $5.95 plus $1 shipping and handling from Pioneer. (800) 767-3737.

Total Harmonic Distortion, a collection of Charles Rodrigues cartoons from STEREO REVIEW, now only $4 plus $1.50 postage and handling from Perfectbound Press, 1120 Avenue of the Americas, Suite 4118, New York, NY 10036.
**STORAGE PRODUCTS**

**Progressive Designs**
CD-2000 cabinet for up to 104 CD's, in brown or black oak, 50 inches tall, $120. (708) 345-0582.

**Wood storage rack for CD's.**
Tree Dimensions CD250 in black or honey-oak finish holds 260 CD's, $90. (704) 262-0220.

**Plastic CD/cassette storage system.**
Dynosound Organizer Model 45000 holds forty-five discs, twelve videotapes, or thirty audio cassettes, $35. (612) 635-0828.

**Oak roll-top CD storage cabinet.**
Lebo Model 58860 holds 60 CD's, $67. (201) 429-8600.

**Cassette attaché case.**
Service Manufacturing Model 2042 holds twenty-four tapes, $14. (914) 592-4777.

**Nylon carrying case for CD's.**
Case Logic CD-30 holds thirty CD's, $20. (303) 530-3800.

**MUSIC**

**Leslie Dame**
CD-260KD solid-oak CD/cassette rack in natural or black finish, holds 260 CD's or 160 tapes, $80. (718) 261-4919.

**Plastic CD/cassette storage system.**
Dynosound Organizer Model 45000 holds forty-five discs, twelve videotapes, or thirty audio cassettes, $35. (612) 635-0828.

**Oak roll-top CD storage cabinet.**
Lebo Model 58860 holds 60 CD's, $67. (201) 429-8600.

**Cassette attaché case.**
Service Manufacturing Model 2042 holds twenty-four tapes, $14. (914) 592-4777.

**Nylon carrying case for CD's.**
Case Logic CD-30 holds thirty CD's, $20. (303) 530-3800.

**“Ella Fitzgerald Wishes You a Swinging Christmas”** (Verve 827150-2).

**“Christmas with Mozart,”** a compilation of Mozart recordings by various artists (RCA 60121-2).

**“Lennon,”** boxed four-CD set (Capitol 95220).

**Carreras, Domingo, and Pavarotti conducted by Zubin Mehta, “In Concert”** (London 430 433-2).

**The Bose Express Music Catalog** lists thousands of tapes, CD's, LP's, and music videos. $6, refundable with first order. (800) 233-6357.

**Tom Lehrer, “That Was the Year That Was”** CD reissue (Reprise 6179-2).

**The Complete Mozart Edition.**
180 CD's from Philips Classics, $7.95 each by subscription. (800) W-AMADEUS.

**The Beach Boys, “Pet Sounds,”** CD reissue (Capitol 48421-2).

**“The Wall—Live in Berlin”** by Roger Waters (PolyGram 846611).

**“The Carl Stalling Project.”**

**Mozart's Sonatas for Fortepiano,** with Anthony Newman (Newport Classic, four CD's or cassettes, 60121-60124).

**“Balalaika Favorites”** by the Ospov State Russian Folk Orchestra, Vitaly Gnutov conducting (Mercury 432000-2).

**Twin Peaks soundtrack,** music by Angelo Badalamenti (Warner Bros. 26316-2).
Panasonic SlimCharger for AA and AAA batteries, $14.95.

Bundee Disc Repair and Protection System for CD's and laserdiscs, $16. (800) 233-7522.

Philips SBC3174A01 headphones with 10-foot cord and independent volume controls, $70.

Identadisc CD labeling system from Hi-Pro Tech stamps owner's name on inside ring of up to 500 CD's, $50. (800) 533-3646.

Recoton V192 Porsche videocassette rewinder, $40. (718) 392-6442.


CD handling device. CD Grip from TFC Limited, $13. (215) 635-5091.

Preprogrammed universal remote control. Proton UVA-2000, $140.

Audio cassette care system with head cleaner, fluid, and tools. Bib, $15.


Surge protector. Intermatic EG6EC six-outlet unit, $40. (312) 282-7300.

CD lens cleaner. AudioSource LLC-1, $30.

Programmable universal remote control. Memorex CP-8, $79.
The Big Klipsch Sound Is Now Small In Size And Price

You've always expected KLIPSCH to give you a big, dynamic sound. Yet KLIPSCH has never been known for making small speakers.

Well allow us to introduce the new KLIPSCH kg'. Here is absolute proof that big performance can come from a very small speaker system. The kg' fills your listening room with the presence and dynamics of a live performance. Yet it's so small that it sits comfortably (and inconspicuously) on a bookshelf. Technology is the reason why.

The woofer cone, for example, is carbon graphite filled to set a new standard for bass quality and authority in a system of this size. The voice coil of this woofer is vented for increased power handling and effortless reproduction of dynamic musical passages.

The tweeter uses a special ferrofluid cooling system to give you increased output, power handling, dynamic range, and reliability.

And the elegantly-styled cabinet of the kg' is hand finished in your choice of genuine wood veneers to make this speaker as beautiful as the music it reproduces. In this price range, the cabinet of virtually every competitive system is wrapped with vinyl which merely imitates wood. The kg' gives you the real thing.

Yes, though quite small in size and price, the kg' is very big in performance and value. Your investment in this system will be a lasting one. Hear and see the new KLIPSCH kg' at your nearest KLIPSCH dealer.

To find him, look in the Yellow Pages. Or call toll free 1-800-395-4676.

CIRCLE NO. 2 ON READER SERVICE CARD
CRAZED BRONX MAN TACKLES TV DURING BIG GAME, MISSES 4TH QUARTER.

You know how it is. You're sitting there watching the game and you get a little worked up. No harm done. Except, if you're seated in front of a 45" Pioneer Big-Screen. Then, you're faced with the reality of being knocked out by the sharpest, brightest big-screen with the leanest, best-looking build ever. But, even though it's lean and mean, it won't glare at you, thanks to a non-reflective screen. It's all part of what makes Pioneer the standard in the big-screen field.

Imagine, a big-screen television designed to overwhelm you with brilliance, not bulk. What a game plan.
Stereo Review's critics choose the outstanding current releases

THE NEVILLE BROTHERS: ALL TOGETHER

At the risk of sounding foolish, I'm going to call the Neville Brothers' new "Brother's Keeper" a family album. I do this even though this phrase is 1) a terrible pun and 2) self-evident for an album from a band called the Neville Brothers. I do it because "Brother's Keeper" represents a greater show of unity from the first family of New Orleans pop than ever before—something I wouldn't have thought possible. Ever since Aaron, Art, Charles, and Cyril Neville began to perform together, starting as the Wild Tchoupitoulas with an album that featured their uncle, the four brothers have worked together to produce a rich blend of rock, r & b, and funk. But "Brother's Keeper" puts them on a more equal footing: The sweet, percolating Brother Blood, for example, enables all the Nevilles to take turns on the lead vocals—even saxophonist Charles puts down his horn for a rare singing appearance—and it's a real treat. The new album also puts Art's thick-as-molasses baritone in the spotlight for the first time in quite a while. His voice, combined with Aaron's achingly sweet falsetto and Cyril's heart-stabbing tenor, gives the Nevilles a triple-barreled vocal threat.

"Brother's Keeper" uses all three singers beautifully. Their vocal flourishes in Witness, a slow gospel r & b tune, come straight from the pulpit. Their harmonies sweep the classic Mystery Train along at a steady rolling clip. And their smooth choruses in River of Life marry doo-wop to rock-and-roll. The brothers shine individually too. An unusually tough vocal by Aaron in Fearless makes the song's message particularly urgent. Art's breathiness, deep as a well, in Falling Rain emphasizes the wearying state of the world. And Cyril's soulfulness in Jah Love, co-written by Bono of U2, underscores its spiritual ecstasy.

Despite the sensuous rhythmic thrust of the songs and the sweet effervescence of the arrangements, the music in "Brother's Keeper" acts as a springboard for the serious moral and spiritual sentiments of the Nevilles. These men are unhappy with social injustice, the decline in values, fragmentation of the family. They speak bluntly. But they sing sweetly. The Nevilles get your body moving, then your mind thinking. Listen, enjoy, and learn.

Ron Givens

THE NEVILLE BROTHERS: Brother's Keeper. The Neville Brothers (vocals and instrumentals); other musicians. Brother Blood; Brother Jake; Steer Me Right; Fearless; Sons and Daughters; Fallin' Rain; Jah Love; River of Life; Witness; My Brother's Keeper; Sons and Daughters (reprise); Mystery Train; Bird on a Wire. A&M 5312-1, © 5312-4, © 5312-2 (56 min).

BARENBOIM'S FRESH "COSI"

COSI FAN TUTTE is the third of the great Mozart–Da Ponte trilogy of operas (Don Giovanni and The Marriage of Figaro are, of course, the other two), and in many ways it is the most original. The story—two men on a bet with a buddy test the fidelity of their girl friends—is quite sexist but also wise and amusing. The story is quite original, and so is the musical form, which plays almost entirely on character, mood, and situation. There are no broad, panoramic or dramatic strokes. Everything is interior—set in rooms or rooms of the mind. In line with this, there are few large set pieces. The ensembles propel the action, and they are light-fingered; they twist and turn

BARENBOIM'S FRESH "COSI"
BEST RECORDINGS OF THE MONTH

worked with them extensively over a period of time, and focused on the shaping of the words—recitatives included—as an essential part of the music. In buffo opera this makes a lot of sense. Mozart was a great dramatist in music partly because he was a great text-setter; his Italian comedies are sculpted in an amazing fashion around Da Ponte's clever words. This also carries over to the larger form of the piece; the flow and phrasing of the text into the music gives us the shape of each number and then binds the numbers and the recitatives together to make the larger scenes. Taking all this seriously has a big payoff. This recording is a "production" that has never appeared on any stage, but it has the pacing and dramatic reality of a major theatrical production with all the musical values intact. Its nonstar cast (Barenboim is, of course, the star) is made up of first-class singing actors. Perhaps the women have the best of it—Joan Rodgers is a totally delightful Despina and Cecilia Bartoli an adorable Dorabella. But the level is uniformly high, and the recording itself is gorgeous. *Cosi* is the first to be released of the three Mozart–Da Ponte operas that Barenboim is recording for Erato. The others, likewise with the Berlin Philharmonic, will no doubt benefit from his approach, but *Cosi* was a logical starting place. This masterpiece is presented only too often as a highly stylized costume comedy of manners from a long-vanished era, a rococo geometry of the emotions. Here it emerges as something very different: a universal parable about wit and emotion, intellect and feeling, told by both Da Ponte's words and Mozart's music in a performance that communicates the fusion of the two.  

*Eric Salzman*

**MOZART: Cosi fan tutte.** Lelia Cuberli (soprano), Fiordiligi; Cecilia Bartoli (soprano), Dorabella; Joan Rodgers (soprano), Despina; Kurt Streit (tenor), Ferrando; Ferruccio Furlanetto (baritone), Guglielmo; John Tomlinson (bass), Don Alfonso; RIAS Chamber Chorus; Berlin Philharmonic, Daniel Barenboim cond. ERATO © 2292-45475-2 three CD's (177 min).

**DON PULLEN: DAZZLING JAZZ PIANO**

*Don Pullen* may well be the most innovative modern jazz pianist on the scene today. His playing occasionally flashes into what can be described as tempered Cecil Taylor outbursts, but rarely does Pullen take a musical thought beyond the bounds of reason. One of the most attractive things about his music is the intricacy of the patterns he weaves from stylistically disparate threads. He clearly embraces tradition, but he is not locked into it, and he is not afraid to take his music in uncharted directions. He also experiments successfully with meter, which adds excitement to his melodic inventions.

All great jazz players, from Louis Armstrong and Jelly Roll Morton to Bird, Monk, and Coltrane, have transcended convention and come up with something so new that it demanded our attention. The so-called avant-garde musicians of the Sixties made valiant attempts to do the same, but the result was frequently nothing more than a strenuous, all-too-obvious attempt at being "different." Pullen does not have to resort to that kind of exercise. His personal style clearly comes from within and is shaped by a keen sense of history, taste, and the kind of free-flowing creative energy that produces great performances, such as those in his superb new Blue Note album, "Random Thoughts."

Comprising seven of Pullen's own compositions, the 53-minute set fulfills all the promises that were inherent in the pianist's performances with the George Adams–Don Pullen Quartet, which also recorded for Blue Note and should have attracted far more attention than it did during its ten-year existence. This time around, though, with Pullen heading his own trio, you will be dazzled by the soaring, liberated flight he takes in *Endangered Species: African American Youth*, and if his lyrical solo contemplation in the album's final track, *Ode to Life*, doesn't stir your emotions, nothing will.

*Chris Albertson*

**DON PULLEN: Random Thoughts.** Don Pullen (piano); James Genus (bass); Lewis Nash (drums). Andre's Ups and Downs; Random Thoughts; Indio Gitano; The Dancer; Endangered Species: African American Youth; 626 Fairfax; Ode to Life. BLUE NOTE © 94347-1, © 94347-4, © 94347-2 (53 min).
Sometimes it’s Guns n’ Roses.
For others, M. C. Hammer.
Or just a gutsy 12-bar workout.
Whatever you listen to, you want results. And at the volume your music demands.
That’s why Sound Dynamics enjoys a reputation for producing speakers that deliver.
The new Titanium Series does just that. From the punchy little 50ti to the floorstanding 500ti, you’ll get every bit of your music—in a big way.
Our titanium-dome tweeters or deep bass woofers effortlessly handle the extreme dynamic ranges of today’s Compact Discs.
Get a taste of Sound Dynamics.
You’ll be thrilled no matter what your taste.

©1990 Sound Dynamics
3641 McNicoll Ave. • Scarborough, Ontario, Canada M1X 1G3 • (416) 321-1800
LITTON CONDUCTS RACHMANINOFF

Andrew Litton, who took over the Bournemouth Symphony two years ago, is not the first American conductor to head up a British orchestra, but he is probably the youngest. All of thirty-one now, he has been getting a good deal of favorable attention for his concerts and recordings with the big London orchestras as well as with his own, and his new Virgin Classics discs of Rachmaninoff’s three symphonies have themselves been attracting wider attention than ever in the last couple of decades. There have been some stunning recordings of all three by André Previn, Vladimir Ashkenazy, and Leonard Slatkin as well as exceptional ones of the best-known, No. 2, by Gennady Rozhdestvensky and Jacek Kaspzyk, both of whom not only restored all the cuts (as did the other conductors mentioned here) but actually took the repeats as well. So does Litton, and his is the performance of this very familiar work I would place at the head of the list now. It is not so easy to say why, in terms of specific qualities, for, more than most other music, Rachmaninoff’s creates—or blossoms in—an almost unique world of its own. Its range of colors and emotions are not simply Romantic, not simply Russian, but specifically and unmistakably Rachmaninoff, every accent and gesture as personally characteristic as his obsession with the Dies irae (which lurks somewhere in the foundation of virtually every one of his melodies, even if it’s not immediately apparent).

Litton’s identification with this material is hardly less complete than the composer’s own. There is not a phrase that doesn’t ring true, that is less than irresistibly convincing. He seems to do more with those repeats than Kaspzyk or even Rozhdestvensky, using the opportunities for subtle but appreciable variations in amplitude and intensity. Besides being able to sweep the entire orchestra along with him in terms of commitment as well as expertise, Litton shows an unfailing tastefulness that must be instinctive. Nothing is held back in the way of expressiveness, but nothing is excessive—nothing is allowed to hint at the inelegant or unmusical. Textures are always remarkably clear, pointing up every detail in Rachmaninoff’s rich coloring.

The three symphonies are issued on individual CDs, and each comes with an additional work. The beautifully proportioned account of the First is preceded by a noble and impassioned realization of The Isle of the Dead; both are gloriously recorded, setting the sonic as well as musical standards that prevail throughout the series. The Second Symphony, which runs 63½ minutes, leaves room for only the orchestral version of the Vocalise as an encore. Kaspzyk also offers the Vocalise on his admirable Collins disc, but Litton’s greater sense of momentum is apparent everywhere. The precision and richness he draws from the Royal Philharmonic are wondrous, as they are throughout the cycle.

The last of the three discs, on which the Third Symphony is followed by the Symphonic Dances, is marginally less commanding than the other two. Here, I feel, Litton’s pacing is just a little too broad. Momentum doesn’t slacken, but the tension does somewhat. There’s no slackening in the Dances, though. Litton’s emphatic stressing of the rhythm in No. 1 is especially effective, the fantasy element is splendidly realized throughout the sequence, and again he is served brilliantly by both his players and the recording engineers. Whether you consider them separately or as a package, these CDs constitute a distinguished addition to the Rachmaninoff discography as well as that of the young conductor.

Richard Freed


Contrary to what many people think, exceptional audio and video components don't have to look like laboratory gear. That's why we designed the Elite line with a hand-rubbed 13th-century urushi finish, a detail which adds a rare and exquisite touch to some of the world's finest components. Consider, for example, the LD-S2 LaserDisc Player, setting a new standard for LaserDisc reproduction with features like digital video processing. The Elite Pro-93 video monitor, increasingly recognized as the big-screen standard. The PD-M92 Multi-Play CD Changer, the ultimate refinement of the six-disc magazine system invented by Pioneer. And the TZ speaker series, a product of Pioneer's renowned studio monitor technology. For those who accept no compromises in their home entertainment experience, Elite delivers the impact and realism available only from today's most superb technology.
Overwhelming envy could interfere with their listening pleasure when you play a few of your favorite tracks for them.

Your friends will remember the great sounding receivers we built back in the Sixties that reproduced the music of Clapton, Jimi Hendrix and The Doors. You can just imagine what our FM sounds like now with improvements such as balanced mixers and a MOSFET front end. A heavy duty power supply, bypassable tone controls and a low noise motorized volume control help ensure the cleanest, most distortion free amplification whatever the signal source.

Because you demand that your receiver is your Audio/Video command center, we provide input jacks for CD, Phono, Video 1 and 2, Tape 1 and DAT/Tape 2. To enhance your home theater experience our engineers have added Dolby® Surround and a remote control to harness all this power from the best seat in the house.

Yes, the RV-1340R does look expensive. That's because we haven't gone away from
So after you've installed your Sherwood RV-1340R, cranked up the volume, and impressed your most critical friends with your sound judgement, please don't tell them how expensive it is.

We really concealed them behind a smoothly articulated fold-down door. We include a Certificate of Performance to verify that we test every unit to guarantee that they meet or exceed every specification. Too much for your friends to believe?

IN UL CORPORATION 14830 Alondo Blvd., La Mirada, CA 90638

THE AGONY OF CHOICE!

Speakers are the most important part of your stereo system. It is the speaker that turns amplifier signal into sound and so ultimately determines what you hear. If your speakers do not perform well, your stereo system will simply not sound like music.

The search for musically satisfying speakers, however, can lead to some very expensive products. And if you have already bought those high priced speakers, then you better not listen to Paradigms. But if you haven't, better not miss them. Why? Because from the time they were first introduced, Paradigm's sheer musical ability utterly amazed listeners... but what caused even more amazement was the unprecedented low price.

So avoid the expense and the agony. Visit your authorized Paradigm dealer... and listen to the clear choice.

The critics agree:

"... For once we wholeheartedly agree... the Paradigm is most definitely a no-compromise two-way design capable of outperforming systems costing several times as much."

Hi Fidelity Magazine

"... the Paradigm is no more colored than speakers costing up to two or three times its price, and gave a consistently musical performance... Conclusion: the Paradigm offers excellent performance..."

Stereophile Magazine

In the U.S: AudioStream, MPO Box 2410, Niagara Falls, New York 14302
In Canada: Paradigm Electronics Inc., 457 Fenmar Drive, Weston, Ontario M9L 2R6

CIRCLE NO. 97 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Discs and tapes reviewed by
Chris Albertson, Phyl Garland,
Ron Givens, Roy Hemming,
Alanna Nash, Parke
Puterbaugh, Steve Simels

TIM BUCKLEY: Dream Letter (Live in
London 1968). Tim Buckley (vocals,
twelve-string guitar); Lee Underwood
(guitar); David Friedman (vibraphone);
Danny Thompson (bass). Introduction;
Buzzin' Fly; Phantasmagoria in Two;
Morning Glory; Dolphins; I've Been Out
Walking; The Earth Is Broken; Who Do
You Love; and eight others. ENIGMA/
RETO © 73507-4 two cassettes, ©
73507-2 two CD's (117 min).

Performance: Stunning
Recording: Excellent

The late Tim Buckley made his mid-
Sixties debut as a folk singer, but his
artistic reach quickly carried him into
other realms—jazz, free-form, avant-
garde, and some of the most furiously
erotic rock-and-roll ever made. His
death by accidental overdose in 1974
was a tragic shock to those who'd fallen
under his spell. He left behind nine ex-
traordinary albums, many of the later
ones recently reissued by Enigma. Now
comes "Dream Letter (Live in London
1968)," a previously unreleased concert
recording that captures Buckley's elu-
sive, visionary magic. His boundary-
defying style was so unconventional that
the public never really caught up with
him. "Dream Letter" was recorded
shortly after the release of his third al-
bumb, "Happy Sad." The set largely
consists of material from that album and
"Goodbye and Hello," plus half a dozen
numbers that never made it to any of his
albums.

Buckley's musical ensemble included
electric guitar, vibes, acoustic bass,
and usually, though not at this show, congas;
he himself sang and played acoustic
twelve-string guitar. Guitarist Lee Un-
derwood, who appeared with him on this
date (and who wrote the insightful liner
notes that accompany "Dream Letter"),
played in a style that predated New Age
by more than a decade, delicately skir-
ting and teasing Buckley's vocal melo-
dies with soft, rounded tones and a mut-
ed impressionism. In essence, Buckley

PRINCE'S FAMILY

Up to now there have been
Prince albums, and then there
have been disciple albums
with heavy Prince involve-
ment. The Purple One's own music has
generally been so private as to be off-
limits to anything but precisely dictated
intrusions. That's all changed in his new
album, "Graffiti Bridge," however, as
Prince's solo tracks share space with
new songs from the Time, Mavis Staples,
George Clinton, and Tevin Campbell.
A truly collaborative spirit pervades the
proceedings, and if Prince is still hedging
about how much he wants to reveal, he's
opened himself up considerably just by
allowing others to contribute to the mo-
As Sly Stone would say, it's a family
affair.

There's no question that the four Time
tunes in "Graffiti Bridge," all of them
written or co-written by Prince, cut
the self-indulgent and less adventurous
grooves in "Pandemonium," the Time's
reunion album, to bits—especially the
sublimely greasy soul stomper Shake.
Staples testifies with commanding bra-
vado in Melody Cool, and Clinton builds
a swaggering tower of funk with Princely
support in We Can Funk. Campbell, a
new discovery, is heard in Round and
Round and Graffiti Bridge. He has a
sweet, soulful voice that can extract
bluesy nuances from between notes.
In his eight solo tunes Prince delves

explanation of symbols:
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to nearest minute)
made improvisational music with folk underpinnings, and his 2-hour performance in “Dream Letter” is spellbinding. Hearing a voice so pure, honest, and true to its muse is a delightful, singular experience. It’s all the more astonishing to realize that Buckley was only twenty-one years old when this concert was recorded. For those who have forgotten about or never heard him, “Dream Letter” offers a splendid opportunity to make or renew his acquaintance.

ROSANNE CASH: Interiors. Rosanne Cash (vocals); vocal and instrumental accompaniment. On the Inside; Dance with the Tiger; On the Surface; Real Woman; and six others. COLUMBIA © CT 46079, © CK 46079 (34 min).

Performance: Moving Recording: Fine

“Interiors” may be the quietest record Rosanne Cash has ever made, but it is also the boldest. “I’ve lifted the veil, I’ve walked through the fire,” she declares in Paralyzed. The album’s closing song, it is structured around the kind of artless piano plunking that suggests the work of a child—or of a woman who is finding her way back from depression, and maybe even madness.

Detailing Cash’s ride on a “misery-ground” in several vital relationships and the difficulty of communication in general—a thread that makes this very intimate album also universal—“Interiors” is a remarkable achievement on several levels. The sparse, mostly acoustic arrangements and full-out emotional nakedness are sure to challenge radio formats, to begin with. But Cash is particularly adept at summoning the correct degree of emotionality in both melody and lyric, a quality particularly apparent in Land of Nightmares, a perfect prelude to a suicide or drug-induced escape.

Yet, as moving as the album is, not everything works as well as it should. This World, in which Cash attempts to relate a child-abuse case to her belief that the world will reinforce an individual’s positive or negative view of things, is likely to confuse listeners into wrongly thinking that she, herself, was physically abused as a youngster. And the bouncy beat and Sixties vocal washes of Real Woman, which on the one hand balance the album’s somber tone, also tend to undercut the seriousness of the song’s plea—that the singer be dealt with as a human being, not as an icon.

Cash said in a recent interview (see page 81) that she believes “Interiors” is “gender-specific,” that it will speak louder to women than to men. Perhaps so. But any man who has emotionally attached himself to a woman will surely find it compelling. A.N.

ROBERT CRAY: Midnight Stroll. Robert Cray (vocals, guitar); Robert Cray Band (instrumentals); the Memphis Horns (trumpet, trombone, tenor saxophone); instrumental accompaniment. The Fore-}

Devo: odd yet compellingly human

cast (Calls for Pain); These Things; My Problem; Labor of Love; Bouncin’ Back; Consequences; and five others. MERCU-


Performance: More like crawl Recording: Very good

In some circles, Robert Cray is the heir apparent to Otis Redding, tipping his hat to Eric Clapton and to the ghosts of Jimi Hendrix and Duane Allman as he takes his stand on the rough-hewn landscape of American rhythm-and-blues. You can hear the Hendrix influence, especially, in Consequences and The Things You Do to Me, where Cray’s careful, long-fingered guitar pickings touch, if not exactly kiss, the sky.

But it’s Otis Redding that Cray wants us to think of mostly in “Midnight Stroll.” He’s enlisted the help of the famous Memphis Horns to evoke a kind of Stax/Volt sound, knowing that it won’t be lost on his audience that trumpeter Wayne Jackson and saxophonist Andrew Love were major figures in the historic Stax/Volt years, playing on the best-remembered hits of Aretha Franklin and, yes, our old friend Otis. This is particularly apparent in even the opening strains of My Problem, a direct descendant of Redding’s unforgettable I’ve Been Loving You Too Long.

Redding, of course, is revered not just because he died tragically and too early but because he didn’t so much sing his songs as turn them into the pantheon of American soul. His gritty voice tore and bled on the records that defined an era, setting him up as the most influential singer of his kind, and in such songs as (Sittin’ on) The Dock of the Bay his anguish was almost palpable. There’s no way not to feel his pain.

But in this enormously disappointing album, Cray is merely going through the motions of turmoil and suffering. He breaks into a full-measure scream in These Things, for example, because the genre calls for such open emotion, not because he himself is under siege. That, plus a dash of lyrical content and too many slow songs grouped together—only the lively Walk Around Time finally breaks the monotony—adds up to an interminable record that proves hollow and empty at its center. Cray is more than an able technician, but the worst thing one could say about “Midnight Stroll” is also the truest: It simply has no soul. A.N.

DEVO: Smooth Noodle Maps. Devo (vocals and instrumentals). Stuck in a Loop; Post Post-Modern Man; When We Do It; Spin the Wheel; Morning Dew; A Change Is Gonna Cum; and five others. ENIGMA © 73526-4, © 73526-2 (35 min).

Performance: Post-postmodern Recording: Very good

To some, Devo might appear to be robotic spudboys who make computer-age pop overburdened with irony, but scratch the surface and you’ll find disillusioned idealists whose outlook is more hippe than yuppie. Perhaps weary of having to act like rock-and-roll’s answer to Mr. Spock, the alien genius of Star Trek who could not show emotion, the members of Devo tip their hand on “Smooth Noodle Maps.” Love is good! A change is gonna come! Let’s get together and save the world, ‘cause “we’re in the same boat so as long as it floats, we might as well stop ‘n’ stare at the big picture”! If you miss the point, they’ve even titled a song Devo Has Feelings Too (dig the groovy wah-wah!).

“Smooth Noodle Maps” is sort of an electrified folk album. Devo has cast late-model protest lyrics in electro-synth settings that are futuristic and odd yet compellingly human, even warm. De-
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spite the synthesized bleep-burbles, Devo's version of Tim Rose's folk-rock standard Morning Dew is sung without irony. Several songs—such as Pink Jazz Trancers, a sarcastic blast at the somatic power of media, and the mean-spirited Jimmy—sound like outtakes from the Frank Zappa laboratory of social cynicism. Yet Devo really wants to let love rule, not least because it's vital for the survival of the species.

In the cover photo, Devonian torsos are shown emerging from computer simulations of Jupiter, circular swirls of color set in a two-dimensional plane. The circle is a powerful and recurring rule, not least because it's vital for the survival of the species. We carry the complete catalog of all the major labels plus independents like Alligator, Rounder, RYKO, Fantasy, Chandos, Telarc, Harmonia Mundi, Dorian, Reference and many more. All music videos are available as well.

Back in 1983 and 1984, Duran Duran was the New Wave Kids on the Block, driving the young girls crazy with hooks, looks, and arty Anglophile pop tunes. Six years later, the screamers have thinned out but Duran Duran is still plugging. "Liberty" demonstrates a determination to move forward. Three of the five members of the old group—singer Simon Le Bon, keyboardist Nick Rhodes, and bassist John Taylor—are on hand, and the band is rounded out by a new guitarist and drummer. They've made a sophisticated, seductive, and carefully sculpted album of songs set to hypnotic dance grooves.

If Serious isn't a No. 1 hit, blasting from every radio between Asbury Park and Anaheim, there's no justice on the air waves; it's simply one of the most insanely catchy tunes in eons. And it's not the only tasty morsel here: Liberty and My Antarctica combine Taylor's fat, noisy musical blobs near the end, "Liberty" puts a provocative, fresh spin on rhythmically driven pop and re-establishes Duran Duran as a deserving chart contender. P.P.

JOHN GORKA: Land of the Bottom Line. John Gorka (vocals, acoustic guitar), vocal and instrumental accompaniment. Land of the Bottom Line: Armed with a Broken Heart; Raven in the Storm; The One That Got Away; Full of Life; Stranger in My Driver's Seat; The Sentinel; Dream Street; and seven others. WINDHAM HILL © WD-1089 (60 min).

Performance: Hit and miss, mostly hit Recording: Good

Folkie John Gorka, with his acoustic songs of memorable characters and tender-tough romance, arrives as an odd and somewhat disagreeable guest but leaves as the hit of the party. Singing in a rich baritone reminiscent of Richie Havens (without the top-end screech or the manic quality), Gorka spins sensitive tales of lovers who never should have gotten away (Love Is Our Cross to Bear) (Continued on page 112)
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and of oddball men and women who play the tiniest of roles in our lives but somehow never leave our conscience, such as the retarded traffic guard of *The Sentinel*. Just when Gorka gets too enmeshed in the touchy-feely stuff, however, he turns a humorous phrase or summons unexpected strength. In *Full of Life*, which laments his failure in love, he muses, "You see couples who seem happy/And wonder how they got that way/Are they blind or kind of stupid/Or are they having a good day?"

But, alas, not everything works: *Italian Girls* and *Promnight in Pigtown* fall flat, and producer Bill Kollar, who has imbued this disc with a definite low-budget sound, should have brought in a stronger lead or electric guitar to supply some filigree, or at least to lift the monotony of Gorka's scrub-rhythm six-string. Long after that is forgotten, though, the poignancy of *Dream Street*, about worn and battered heavyweight champs, and the wry humor of *Stranger in My Driver's Seat*, about having a car stolen in New York City, still spin in the brain. Gorka has some maturing to do—a lot of his lyric writing is highly derivative—but he's got enough originality for him to keep his head above the pack. A.N.

**JANE'S ADDICTION: Ritual de lo Habitual.** Jane's Addiction (vocals and instrumental); other musicians. *Stop! No One's Leaving; Ain't No Right; Obvious; Been Caught Stealing*; and four others. WARNER BROS. 25993-1, © 25993-2, © 25993-3 (52 min).

**Performance:** Like nothing else

**Recording:** In your face

Listening to "Ritual de lo Habitual" is not a passive experience, as the band's version of life's ugly-beautiful is designed to provoke reaction. You will either hate it (as I did on my first three listenings) or love it (as I did on the fourth). Half the album is Randy and loud; the rest is quieter and enticingly narcotic. "Stop! and Ain't No Right are exorcisms in which white-hot cataracts of punk-funk guitar and Farrell's sluicing, androgynous vocals raise an angry, defiant commotion. On the other hand, numbers such as "She Did..." and "Three Days" are art-rock tone poems, wondrously strange and dreamlike meanderings emanating from a fertile erotic subconscious. The horror and grandeur of sex, art, garbage, crime, pain, and pleasure in the teeming crucible of L.A. are held up for all to see with a naked honesty that puts "Ritual de lo Habitual" in a class with X's "L.A." and David + David's "Boomtown."

**George Jones: You Oughta Be Here with Me.** George Jones (vocals); vocal and instrumental accompaniment. *Hell Stays Open (All Night Long); You Oughta Be Here with Me; Someone Always Paints the Wall; I Sleep Just Like a Baby; Someone That You Used to Know,* and five others. EPIC © ET 46028, © EK 46028 (33 min).

**Performance:** Top of his form

In his new album, George Jones presents himself as the Rodney Dangerfield of country music, a bumbling dunce unable to garner love or respect. He rings this bell the first song out, when he calls his ex-mate to tell her that his new love has put him on the street and he has no place to go. Hell Stays Open (All Night Long), she readily reminds him, and Jones adds another memorable novelty song to his already bulging catalog. Along the way, country's reigning loser takes time out to reinforce his reputation as the master of the honky-tonk lament (Roger Miller's *You Oughta Be Here with Me*), but soon
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LIVING COLOUR: Time's Up. Living Colour (vocals and instrumentals). Time's Up; History Lesson; Pride; Love Rears Its Ugly Head; New Jack Theme; Someone Like You; Elvis Is Dead; Type; and seven others. Epic FE 46202, © FET 46202, © EK 46202 (58 min).

Performance: Noisy  
Recording: Manhattan air raid

Don Henley said it best in a recent interview: "Music isn't very musical any more." For proof, you need look no further than Living Colour's second album, a raucous slugfest of slam-dance rhythms, tuneless vocals, and cosmic-slop guitar. "Time's Up" is as exhausting as the mean streets of New York City that inspired it. Maybe fractured atonality is the point, but Living Colour can do better. A huge slice of the album, from New Jack Theme through Fight the Fight, is fiercely unmelodic—sometimes appropriately so, as when Corey Glover sings of a drug hustler's life, "No control is how I'm living/On the edge with no forgiving."

All the ranting and raging, unfortunately, adds up to a colossal Excedrin headache, and the musical oases—such as the "everything that goes around, comes around" chant in Type—are few and far between. The best songs in "Time's Up" don't strain to sound like position papers on urban chaos. There are righteous hard blues in Love Rears Its Ugly Head and lithe, Afro-Caribbean accents in Solace Of You. The title track is bracingly loud, fast, and to the point. Another focused song, Pride, poses the rhetorical question, "Can you feel my rage?" The answer is yes, but all too often here the rage gets the better of the music.

LOS LOBOS: The Neighborhood. Los Lobos (vocals and instrumentals); other musicians. Down on the Riverbed; Emily; I Walk Alone; Angel Dance; Little John of God; Deep Dark Hole; and six others. Slash/Warner Bros. © 26131-4, © 26131-2 (45 min).

Performance: Muscular  
Recording: Clean

Los Lobos always sounds as if the group had reinvented rock and roll. Its music has a polished brutality—crisp, steel-hard guitars pushed relentlessly by a
"Gee, I hope those aren't Memorex headphones."
That is not to say that these six men and from the classic soul groups of the Six-
summer afternoon. It draws inspiration refreshing as a frozen yogurt on a hot
Midnight Star is as

Poison (vocals

Flesh & Blood. Poison (vocals and instrumentalists). Strange Days of Uncle Jack; Valley of Lost Souls; (Flesh & Blood) Sacrifice; Swampjuice (Soul-O); Unskinny Bop; and nine others. ENIGMA/ CAPITOL © 4XT-91813, © CDP-91813 (58 min).

THE REPLACEMENTS: All Shook Down. The Replacements (vocals and instrumentalists); other musicians. Merry Go Round; One Wink at a Time, Nobody, Bent out of Shape; Sadly Beautiful, Someone Take the Wheel, and seven others. SIRE/REPRISE © 26298-4, © 26298-2 (41 min).

THE NEVILLE BROTHERS: Brother's Keeper (see Best of the Month, page 97)

POISON: Flesh & Blood. Poison (vocals and instrumentalists). Strange Days of Uncle Jack; Valley of Lost Souls; (Flesh & Blood) Sacrifice; Swampjuice (Soul-O); Unskinny Bop; and nine others. ENIGMA/ CAPITOL © 4XT-91813, © CDP-91813 (58 min).

THE REPLACEMENTS: All Shook Down. The Replacements (vocals and instrumentalists); other musicians. Merry Go Round; One Wink at a Time, Nobody, Bent out of Shape; Sadly Beautiful, Someone Take the Wheel, and seven others. SIRE/REPRISE © 26298-4, © 26298-2 (41 min).

SITTING PRETTY (Jerome Kern-P. G. Wodehouse). Richard Woods, William Pennington; Davis Gaines, Bill Pennington; Paul V. Ames, Judson Waters; Paige O'Hara, May Tolliver; Judy Blazer, Dixie Tolliver; Roberta Peters, Empress Eugenie; others. Chorus; Princess Theatre Ensemble, John McGlann cond. NEW WORLD © 80387-2 two CD's (106 min).

Los Lobos: supercharged

A cultural historian would find it appropriate that certain Broadway shows of the 1920's, with their trivial but sophisticated plots about romantic muddles on the estates and yachts of the rich, should be rediscovered in the socially and economically profligate Eighties. And so 1924's Sitting Pretty, with a score by Jerome Kern, lyrics by P. G. Wodehouse, and a book by Guy Bolton, got resuscitated in 1989 for a series of sold-out performances at New York City's Carnegie Recital Hall. The following week it was recorded for this two-CD set. The production used the original orchestrations by Robert Russell Bennett, Max Steiner, and Hilding Anderson—orchestrations that were among the treasure trove of long-lost manuscripts discovered at a Secaucus, New Jersey, warehouse in 1982. Whatever the shortcomings of its silly book and shallow characterizations, Sitting Pretty warrants this excellent new

overindulgence, Westerberg seems to have reached the point where he has no choice but to live it down. "All Shook Down" has its truly haggard moments, sloppy with snagle-toothed instrumentalists and thick-tongued vocals. Westerberg lurches from bad love to bad parents to bad drugs with a dissipation that's exhausting. It takes considerable effort to stagger along the edge without falling over. But there's an excitement here as the listener vicariously experiences the danger of it all. Westerberg enhances this secondhand tang with unsentimental details. On the title cut, he mumbles, "The black and white blues/Yeah, I do them in rocks." And in Someone Take the Wheel he personifies ennervation, croaking, "The windows are dirty, let's hope it rains." Despite the wasted quality that runs throughout "All Shook Down," there are signs of life. Westerberg occasionally summons enough feeling to sound resentful. Several guitar solos resemble, in their rough-hewn gutsiness, the work of Keith Richards. In fact, if Richards were an American and had a slightly better voice and understood his waywardness much better, he might do something like "All Shook Down." I mean this as high praise. Westerberg is a true rocker, riding the music and the lifestyle like a cowboy on a bucking horse. But as much as he enjoys it, he can't help but wonder if he shouldn't just get off. R.G.
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**ANITA BAKER’S LOVE SONGS**

**S**ince her stunning debut four years ago with the remarkable album “Rapture,” Anita Baker has emerged as one of the foremost singers of the contemporary love song, reshaping this age-old staple into a sophisticated and highly personalized art form. Her new album, “Compositions,” her third on the Elektra label, consists almost entirely of songs she either wrote or co-wrote, and it epitomizes the qualities that have set her apart.

First of all, Baker doesn’t just sing. She embraces you with her voice, a lustrously textured contralto that she uses like an instrument, carefully shaping the contours and shadings of each note to produce a sculptured sound. She then bends these melodic fragments into fresh forms with absolute control and amazing fluidity. And she devotes just as much thought to a song’s lyrics, investing them with a mesmerizing intensity.

No less important to Baker’s success is her choice of material, for no amount of artistry could transform the banal into the beautiful. Her adult love songs are invariably addressed to those who realize that love is something more than just sex. For “Compositions,” like “Rapture,” she was her own executive producer. She chose to use a live rhythm section with her live vocals rather than the customary multilayered production formula. The effect is to give the instrumentals greater vitality and Baker herself more freedom to fashion her impassioned vocal improvisations. And she is backed by a superb group of instrumentalists, including Greg Phillinganes on piano, Vernon Fails on keyboards, and Paulinho da Costa on percussion.

Fails and guitarist Michael Powell also collaborated with Baker on some of the songs. There is ample excellence in all nine of them, showcasing Baker’s creative talents as well as her interpretive gifts. The choicest are probably the first four—Talk to Me, Perfect Love Affair, Whatever It Takes, and Soul Inspiration—but taken as a whole, “Compositions” proves that Anita Baker is a major artist with the sort of staying power that should bring us much musical joy in the Nineties.

**ANITA BAKER: Compositions.** Anita Baker (vocals); vocal and instrumental accompaniment. Talk to Me; Perfect Love Affair; Whatever It Takes; Soul Inspiration; Lonely: No One to Blame; More Than You Know; Love You to the Letter; Fairy Tales. ELEKTRA 60922-1, © 60922-4, © 60922-2 (51 min).

John McGinn, who is making a specialty of preserving the original versions of our unmatchable show-music legacy, conducts with his customary tender loving care. All the major singers have good, Broadway-type voices, although the metallic edge to the sound of both Paige O’Hara and Judy Blazer tends to grate in a few places. Veteran opera diva Roberta Peters sings her one number with just the right blend of gentleness and expressiveness. As a fascinating dividend, the album also includes three of the five songs cut during the pre-Broadway tryout and an alternate version of the original opening as used only in Detroit in 1924.

**R.H.**

**CONWAY TWITTY: Crazy in Love.** Conway Twitty (vocals); vocal and instrumental accompaniment. A Little of You; Crazy in Love; When You’re in Love with a Beautiful Woman; Tired of Being Something; What’s Another Goodbye; Shadow of a Distant Friend; and four others. MCA © MCAC-10027, © MCAD-10027 (33 min).

Performance: Diluted Recording: Good

Conway Twitty has based his remarkable success on two factors—an uncanny ability to understand the psychology of the country fan and the knowledge that in country music, at least, it’s the song and not the singer that really matters. In the past few years, Twitty has abandoned the hard-country sound that defined his style after the early years in rock-and-roll. Today, Twitty still aims his hit records at bored housewives, but instead of the raw sexuality and barroom material that characterized his work in the late Seventies, he has opted for a more romantic approach with lush ballads and smooth, rhythm-and-blues-oriented MOR. There’s a lot of that here, as evidenced by his hit single, Crazy in Love, and When You’re in Love with a Beautiful Woman. But such fare is not nearly as satisfying as Pam Tillis and Karen Staley’s Hearts Breakin’ All Over Town, a rockin’ rhythm number that takes Twitty back to the late Fifties. Whatever you make of Twitty’s taste factor, there’s no arguing that he has a businessman’s head for music.

A.N.
Introducing the first ever collection to bring the hottest players and quintessential guitar tracks together in five volumes: The Legends of Electric Blues Guitar; Country Guitar; Jazz Guitar; Rock Guitar—The ‘50s; & Rock Guitar—The ‘60s. Even a partial list of featured players is the ultimate “who’s who” of guitar legends like Eric Clapton, Jeff Beck, Chet Atkins, Bo Diddley, Les Paul, Muddy Waters, Elmore James, Charlie Christian, Wes Montgomery, Lenny Breau, Larry Coryell, Carl Perkins, Barney Kessel, Doc Watson, Merle Travis, Albert King, Johnny Winter, Steve Cropper and dozens more. Every track has been digitally remastered for better-than-original sound quality.

So if your idea of musical nirvana is a shreddin’ version of “Lady of Spain,” you might want to pass this one up. But if 5 albums of guitar stars gets you vibrating from your eardrums to your finger picks, grab this new series by the neck and hang on.

**Guitar Player Magazine Presents the Legends of Guitar Collection.**
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The world is filled with things that are best left simple, but music doesn't happen to be one of them.

harman/kardon
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CRUTCHFIELD: You get more value shopping at home stereo, or video product: Refer to the Crutchfield catalog for discount prices on Sony, Pioneer, Color photos, complete descriptions and technical specifications on hundreds of the finest brand name products.

You'll find the most helpful shopping information in the 120 page Crutchfield catalog.

FREE Stereo Catalog

Refer to the Crutchfield catalog before buying your next car stereo, home stereo, or video product:
- 120 pages of helpful articles, consumer tips, charts, and installation guides.
- Color photos, complete descriptions and technical specifications on hundreds of the finest brand name products.

You get more value shopping at Crutchfield:
- Toll-free product advice, ordering, and customer service.
- 24 hour shipping.
- Absolute satisfaction guaranteed.
- Full 30-day return privileges.
- Discount prices on Sony, Pioneer, JVC, Jensen, Proton, Advent, Clarion, Kenwood, AR, Infinity, Bose, and many more!

Call or send this coupon now for your FREE Catalog

800-336-5566

Be sure to mention Stereo Review when calling.

Name
Address
City State Zip

Optional - Are you in the market for:
þ PC products Ñ fax/copiers
þ security products

CRUTCHFIELD

1 Crutchfield Park, Dept. SR, Charlottesville, VA 22906

BLUESIANA TRIANGLE. David "Fathead" Newman (soprano and tenor saxophones, flute), Dr. John (piano, Hammond organ, guitar, vocals); Art Blakey (drums); Essiet Okon Essiet (bass); Joe Bonadio (percussion). Heads Up; Life's a One-Way Ticket; Shoo Fly Don't Bother Me; Need to Be Loved; and three others. WINDHAM HILL © WT-0125, © WD-0125 (43 min).

Performance: Fun funk
Recording: Good

Somebody must have lit a fire under Windham Hill. The label is releasing some spunky sounds these days. "Bluesiana Triangle," a rolling blues and r- & b excursion, features the unlikely combination of David "Fathead" Newman, Dr. John ("Mac" Rebennack), and the late Art Blakey. But they made up a perfect trio. Blakey, who died on October 16, took a respite from bop for this recording, which is heavily flavored by the earth-bound rhythms that characterize Dr. John's work, including a fingersnapping, gospel-flavored version of "When the Saints Go Marching In." Newman, of course, fit right in, his career having taken him through both the bop and r- & b scenes. In this relaxed, impromptu session, bassist Essiet Okon Essiet—a Jazz Messengers regular—provides steady support, and percussionist Joe Bonadio adds occasional spice, but the all-star trio remains at center stage. I have only two quibbles. At 43 minutes, the set is too short, and Blakey's single vocal is too many. In stark contrast to this stillyouthful drumming, his singing in the ballad "For All We Know" is wobbily with age.

Unfortunately, the Bluesiana Triangle will never meet again, so cherish this union, and applaud not only the artistry of each piece, but also the decision to donate a portion of the proceeds to the National Coalition for the Homeless. Available on cassette and CD only, the album has no liner notes. Windham Hill should have packaged it with the background that accompanied my review copy, one of the more informative and literate publicity releases I have ever received.

C.A.

STEPHANE GRAPPELLI: My Other Love. Stephane Grappelli (piano). Three Little Words; Time After Time; Satin Doll; A Cottage for Sale; Ain't Misbehavin'; You Better Go Now; What a Wonderful World; Looking at You, and seven others. CBS © FMT 46256, © MK 46256 (51 min).

Performance: Good
Recording: Fun funk

STEPHANE GRAPPELLI: Olympia 88. Stephane Grappelli (violin); other musicians. Pick Yourself Up; Chicago; Shine; I Can't Give You Anything but Love; Love for Sale; I Get a Kick Out of You; Swing 42; La Chanson des rues; Chattanooga Choochoo; Someone to Watch over Mell Got Rhythm; and six others. ATLANTIC © 82095-4, © 82095-2 (68 min).

Performance: Excellent
Recording: Very good remote

MAY FOOLS (Stephane Grappelli). Original motion-picture soundtrack. Stephane Grappelli (violin); other musicians. CBS © FMT 46256, © MK 46256 (51 min).

Performance: Exquisite
Recording: Very good

In the Thirties, violinist Stephane Grappelli made history as guitarist Django Reinhardt's sidekick in the Quintet of the Hot Club of France. Today, at eighty-two, he continues to give extraordinary performances in a variety of milieus. As if to underline his versatility, three recent releases display different sides of the youthful octogenarian's artistry. May Fools, Grappelli's soundtrack for director Louis Malle's latest film comedy, features him playing with various combinations of musicians. All but four of the seventeen pieces are originals, so this set is also a good sampling of Malle's music. He's joined on four tracks by pianist Martial Solal and on one by Danilo Rebecchi, the composer. "I could hear Stephane Grappelli's violin conversing with my characters," Malle, who also wrote the screenplay, has said. Some pieces are written specifically designed to set a mood, and a few are more pop than jazz, but the focus is mainly jazz. I have never before heard the old warhorse "Tiger Rag" played with as much creativity as it is here. Grappelli starts off in a Boccherini mode, then builds up to an intriguing, swinging paraphrase of the original.

The title "My Other Love" refers to Grappelli's second instrument, the mandolin. He plays three tunes by the late Art Blakey. But they made up a perfect trio. Blakey, who died on October 16, took a respite from bop for this recording, which is heavily flavored by the earth-bound rhythms that characterize Dr. John's work, including a fingersnapping, gospel-flavored version of "When the Saints Go Marching In." Newman, of course, fit right in, his career having taken him through both the bop and r- & b scenes. In this relaxed, impromptu session, bassist Essiet Okon Essiet—a Jazz Messengers regular—provides steady support, and percussionist Joe Bonadio adds occasional spice, but the all-star trio remains at center stage. I have only two quibbles. At 43 minutes, the set is too short, and Blakey's single vocal is too many. In stark contrast to this stillyouthful drumming, his singing in the ballad "For All We Know" is wobbily with age.

Unfortunately, the Bluesiana Triangle will never meet again, so cherish this union, and applaud not only the artistry of each piece, but also the decision to donate a portion of the proceeds to the National Coalition for the Homeless. Available on cassette and CD only, the album has no liner notes. Windham Hill should have packaged it with the background that accompanied my review copy, one of the more informative and literate publicity releases I have ever received.

C.A.
Anyway you look at it, or listen to it.

Proton's 600 Series Stands Apart.

Sculpted for dramatic impact, and designed for ease of use, Proton's 600 Series components fit elegantly into any environment. Seldom used controls are concealed, yet revealed at the touch of a button. Cables, hidden by rear panel covers, disappear into the pedestal of this sleek, freestanding unit.

And naturally, the sound is pure Proton. With high performance technologies like Dynamic Power on Demand™ (DPD), the new Schott II tuner circuitry and the exclusive Aphex® Aural Exciter™, 600 Series components provide absolute clarity and realistic reproduction for incomparable listening pleasure.

The series includes the AM-656 Integrated Amplifier, the AT-670 Tuner, the AV-616 AM/FM Receiver, the AD-630 Auto Reverse Cassette Deck, the AC-620 Compact Disc Player and the matching AB-600 pedestal. Each component can be controlled with the versatile AH-681 remote, which also controls select Proton video products.

Proton's new 600 Series. A rewarding investment for the discerning listener. From every point of view.
THE MOBILE FIDELITY FORMULA*
O·M·R + A/A/D + 24k Au =

The Ultimate Audio Experience

*(Original Master Recordings + Analog/Analog/Digital proprietary transfer technology + 24 karat gold plated compact discs)

For a complete free Original Master Recordings catalog and ULTRADISC technical information, call toll free 800-423-5759.

Illustration by James Dowlen ©1990
JACKIE MCELEAN: *Dynasty.* Jackie McLean (alto saxophone); René McLean (flute, soprano and tenor saxophones); Hotep Idris Galeta (piano); Nat Reeves (bass); Carl Allen (drums). Five; *Bird Lives; House Is Not a Home; Third World Express; Dance Little Mintissa; J. Mac's Dynasty; Knot the Blues; Zimbabwe; King Tut's Strut; Muti-Woman.* *TRILOKA* © 181-2 (70 min). Distributed by PPI Entertainment Group, 88 St. Francis St., Newark, NJ 07105.

Performance: Superb  
Recording: Very good

So-called jazz labels or subsidiary labels come and go, and their going is not always a great loss, but judging by its initial releases, I'd say that *Trioka Records,* with its new "Living Proof" series, is powered by people who know the real thing when they hear it and are concerned about its preservation. "Dynasty," a 1988 Jackie McLean Quintet date featuring his son, René McLean, is a superbly structured live studio set featuring some of the best jazz performances I have heard in a very long time. The rhythm section is a winning combination headed by South African pianist Hotep Idris Galeta, who has spent close to thirty years here, complemented by bassist Nat Reeves and drummer Carl Allen. From their chameleon-like foundation spring inspired performances by McLean and son, who express all kinds of emotions, sometimes sailing smoothly, sometimes firing furiously through a program that consists mostly of original material written by members of the quintet.

René McLean plays flute and soprano and alto saxophone with the facility and grace that have characterized his father's performances since the mid-Fifties, when he first stepped into the national spotlight with Art Blakey and Charles Mingus, and I'd recommend the music here to anyone who appreciates undiluted modern jazz. Let's hope we hear more from this sterling quintet, and from the *Trioka* label, which gets three snaps in a circle for the sound, and another two for Will Thornbury's intriguing liner-note interview. C.A.

DON PULLEN: *Random Thoughts* (see Best of the Month, page 98)

LENNIE TRISTANO: *Live in Toronto* 1952. Lennie Tristano (piano); Lee Konitz (alto saxophone); Warne Marsh (tenor saxophone); Peter Ind (bass); Al Levitt (drums). Lennie's Pennies; 317 East 32nd; *You Go to My Head; April; Sound-Le; Back Home.* JAZZ RECORDS JR-5, © JR-5CD (47 min).

Performance: Wonderful  
Recording: Very good mono

This is a rerelease, with significantly improved sound, of a mono recording by one of jazz's true originals, Lennie Tristano. His cool, flowing style continues to be emulated—there is a lot of him in today's fusion music, for instance, but none of it comes close to being as substantive as the tracks here. We can only speculate about what Tristano might have produced if he had lived to use today's technology, for he was experimenting with tape manipulation long before the first fusioneer looked for an AC outlet. But the music captured at this 1952 concert is as modern sounding and relevant today as it was nearly four decades ago. Saxophonists Lee Konitz and Warne Marsh, Tristano disciples both, are on hand, weaving in and out of the linear flow that characterized Tristano's music. To me it sounds even better than the revelatory Lennie Tristano Trio album that was my first introduction to jazz back in 1948, when I borrowed a frazzled Keynote recording from the U.S. Information Service library in Copenhagen. In fact, this is one of the finest Lennie Tristano albums you could hope to find.

C.A.

RANDY WESTON: *Portraits of Duke Ellington.* Randy Weston (piano), Jamil Nasser (bass); Idris Muhammad (drums); Eric Asante (percussion). *Caravan; Heaven; Sepia Panorama; Limbo; Jazz; C Jam Blues; Chromatic Love Affair.* VERVE © 841 312-4, © 841 312-2 (54 min).

Performance: Loving tribute  
Recording: Very good

When pianist Randy Weston first visited Nigeria, on a 1961 State Department tour, he absorbed the powerful ambience of his own heritage and found his ears filled with wondrous rhythms. The experience made a lasting impression on the thirty-five-year-old pianist, who relocated to Morocco six years later. If Weston is not as well known in this country as he ought to be, it's only because he has spent most of the past twenty years overseas. For a while, he ran his own club in Morocco, but economic forces closed the club, and he moved to Paris. His albums, many of them European imports, have never been adequately promoted here, and his occasional American club appearances have almost been covert affairs. Now Verve is releasing a trilogy of "portrait" albums Weston made in France last year. The first two are devoted to his major influences, Duke Ellington and Thelonious Monk, and the third is a self-portrait. First to be issued is this *Ellington* set, a forceful, percussive tribute in which Weston gets superb support from bassist Jamil Nasser, drummer Idris Muhammad, and percussionist Eric Asante. These are not your usual *Take the 'A' Train* treatments embellished with Duke's trademark punctuations; Randy Weston is far too great an individualist to render anything so common. His portraits are impressionistic studies that blend the essence of Duke's music with his own profoundly engaging style, one that's founded on the very bedrock of jazz. Don't miss this one. C.A.
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Noted audio critics agree about the new PS·3 Speaker System:

"The speakers that have caught my ear in the past few months have been small and remarkably compact. ...you can hear the bass evenly throughout the room regardless of where you put the woofer. The sound was lively, full of punch and power, and extremely true on the nuances..."

— Howard Blumenthal, HI-TECH HOME

"Imaging was well focused. The PS·3 also sounded startling for its diminutive size, with lots of presence and warm, rich bass."

— CD Review

"...any listener would assume that another, larger system was playing. The sound in our listening room was smooth and well balanced..."

— Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review

"Don't choose any speaker system without first hearing and seeing the new PS·3. Visit a Design Acoustics dealer near you. Write today for dealer list, full reviews, and color brochure."

Dial 1-800-933-9022 for dealer names, full reviews, color brochure and details on a no-obligation home trial.

Design Acoustics
An Audio-Technica Company
1225 Commerce Drive, Strong, OH 44224 - (216) 686-2600

The PS·3 Micro Monitor™ System is finished in genuine oak veneer. Each Point Source™ satellite is less than 7 1/2 inches high, about 5 inches wide and 4 1/4 inches deep, to fit anywhere while delivering superb stereo imaging. The nationally advertised price of the complete system is just $599.95, a remarkable value.

The woofer continues the smooth work... ...impressive imaging. All the instruments and voices seem to be in just the right place. If the PS·3 speakers were sold like magic elixirs, I would have bought a case!"

— Rich Warren, Chicago Tribune

"...the PS·3 satellites sound smooth and natural. They do their job with clarity..."
Discs and tapes reviewed by Robert Ackart, Richard Freed, David Hall, Eric Salzman, and David Patrick Stearns


Performance: Excellent
Recording: First-rate, but . . .

Murray Perahia and Zubin Mehta recorded Chopin's E Minor Piano Concerto several years ago with the New York Philharmonic, and that version has been circulating on a CBS Masterworks CD filled out with three solo pieces (Barcarolle, Berceuse, Fantaisie in F Minor). Their new performance here is still more appealing, and that of the F Minor Concerto, which Perahia had not recorded before, is as exceptional for its forward thrust as for the poetry he brings to the solo part. He and Mehta make a good team, the orchestra is in fine shape, and the sound is first-rate. But while one reason these performances sustain such a remarkable sense of momentum is that they were recorded during actual concerts in Tel Aviv, the drawback is the inclusion of applause. Even if there are no coughs during a live recording, the eruption of applause at the end can hardly avoid breaking the mood for the listener at home. Deutsche Grammophon was able to avoid including applause in dozens of Leonard Bernstein's live recordings (his Beethoven Ninth in Berlin being an exception, perhaps because that recording was as much a document of an event as a presentation of a musical work). In the present case, however, it could not be avoided because the applause actually bursts in before the last notes are sounded.

This is something that will trouble some listeners more than others. I can only report that it considerably lessened my enjoyment of these two exceptionally lovely performances. R. F.

ENESCO: Oedipe. José van Dam (bass-baritone), Oedipe; Brigitte Fassbaender (mezzo-soprano), Jocaste; Barbara Hendricks (soprano), Antigone; Gabriel Bacquier (bass), Tirésias; Nicolai Gedda

EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS:

- DIGITALLY RECORDED LP
- TAPE CASSETTE
- COMPACT DISC (TIMINGS ARE TO NEAREST MINUTE)

CHAMPION TENORS

Placido Domingo, José Carreras, and Luciano Pavarotti

VEN if you spent your summer in the Amazon, as I did, you probably know that the 1990 World Cup, the international soccer championship competition, was played in Italy, with the finals in Rome. You probably also know that the finals were accompanied by a somewhat different championship event—the Carreras–Domingo–Pavarotti concert at the Baths of Caracalla. I could hear those high notes reverberating around the world, even in the jungle.

Did I say "somewhat different"? Maybe not so very different. Although the concert was held in an unprecedented atmosphere of friendliness and collegial cooperation—especially in the final medley and encores, where these three tenors trade off lines and actually sing a medley and encores, where these three tenors trade off lines and actually sing a—there was a bit of macho rivalry between champion vocal athletes like these. There is something about the male tenor voice, particularly the Italian version thereof, that evokes images of swooning females, territorial aggression, the gorilla thumping his chest, the alpha male howling down all the other males. This sort of thing is more usually represented nowadays by war heroes, sports stars, film and TV actors, or rock singers. Italian tenoring is not always a subtle expression of the best in human culture, but compared with the alternatives it is certainly a traditional and refined version of male sexuality and aggression.

At any rate, in Rome José Carreras, Placido Domingo, and, yes, Luciano Pavarotti showed an elegant and artistic latter-day form of the art, and it is preserved on a London recording and home video for all to hear and see. Pavarotti, particularly in his first solo ("Recondita armonia" from Tosca), obviously represents the old shout style that made the Italian tenor the world's heart-throb in the good old days (much of this music was certainly written for that kind of singing). Carreras and Domingo represent variations on that tradition: a gentle Spanish lyricism in the case of Carreras and a strong, full-bodied musicality with Domingo. I am, above all, a Domingo man, but Carreras, who has been ill and has made a remarkable comeback, is highly expressive. And, as the concert progresses, Pavarotti sounds younger and younger and seems to concentrate more and more on musical (as opposed to purely vocal) expression.

But let's not pontificate too much. This is not a festival performance of Parsifal but the great tenor to-do of the twentieth century, and a great tumble of tenors it is, too. In short—if the expression can be pardoned under the circumstances—it's a hoot! 

Eric Salzman

(tenor), Shepherd; Gino Quilico (baritone), Thésée; John Aler (tenor), Laïos; others. Les Petits Chanteurs de Monaco; Orchestre Philharmonique de Monte-Carlo, Lawrence Foster cond. EMI/ANGEL © CDBS-54011 two CD's (157 min).

Performance: Excellent Recording: Ditto

A huge music-drama on the myth of Oedipus by the composer of the Romanian Rhapsodies? Yes. In fact, Georges Enesco considered Oedipe the crown of his life's work. He worked on it for almost a quarter of a century before its première in 1936 at the Paris Opéra (it was written in French). It was a succès d'estime—a critical not a popular success—and outside of Bucharest, Romania, it has been produced only once or twice since.

Oedipe is a masterpiece. It was written to be a masterpiece. It never lets you forget that it is a masterpiece. In fact, it sinks under the weight of its own determination to be a masterpiece.

The trouble with most twentieth-century opera is that, under the influence of Wagner and German philosophy, it tries to be pure and noble and mythic. But opera is theater, and real theater is like real life: messy, sexy, violent, down-to-earth, full of joy and conflict, anguish, and coming to terms. Oedipe belongs to a whole genre of twentieth-century operas, based on mythology or religion, that confuse the opera house with the concert hall—or, worse, with church. Opera as a living dramatic form was almost killed off in the process.

For all that, Oedipe is a magnificent work. The popular touch of the Romanian Rhapsodies is largely absent, but there is a Romanian character throughout: serious, brooding, intense with a touch of Eastern melos, and, somehow, not inappropriate for Greek myth. The medium of recording is ideal for a work like this; what is, of necessity, mere tinsel on the stage can appeal to the imagination in a more powerful way through the sound of the words and music alone. And this is a powerful recording with an excellent cast, headed by the remarkable José van Dam and with supporting players of the stature of Brigitte Fassbaender and Barbara Hendricks. The well-trained chorus and orchestra are under the strong leadership of Lawrence Foster, and the production has been beautifully recorded under the direction of the English composer and record producer John Rushby-Smith. I do not believe that Oedipe has any real potential in the theater, but it is a moving and monumental work that deserves to have a life. This recording is a considerable achievement and a fine example of the role the modern art of recording can play in our culture. E.S.

HANDEL: Susanna. Lorraine Hunt (soprano), Susanna; William Parker (baritone), Chelias, Judge, Drew Minter (countertenor). Joacim; Jill Feldman (soprano), Daniel; Jeffrey Thomas (tenor), First Elder; David Thomas (bass), Second Elder; University of California, Berkeley, Chamber Chorus; Philharmonia Baroque Orchestra, Nicholas McGegan cond. HARMONIA MUNDI © 407030.32 three cassettes; © 507030.32 three CD's (178 min).

Performance: Vivid Recording: Excellent

More than most of Handel's oratorios, Susanna is very much an opera in disguise. It can be seen as a transitional work between the ceremonial stateliness of opera seria and the more "modern," through-composed works of the Classical era. Written in 1748 during the final flowering of Handel's long creative life, Susanna is a searching work, full of foreboding moments and fairly daring key modulations in the first act as well as some ensemble passages in the second act that anticipate the character juxtapositions of Mozart's operatic finales.

Susanna is a searching work, full of foreboding moments and fairly daring key modulations in the first act as well as some ensemble passages in the second act that anticipate the character juxtapositions of Mozart's operatic finales.

Jose van Dam: a powerful Oedipus

Sprinkled throughout are glorious examples of Handel's scene painting, which had reached a startling level of precision. Yet in many ways, Susanna also remains rooted in the past. It has da capo arias and other vestiges of tradition that occasionally keep Handel's innovations from taking flight.

The story of Susanna and the elders, who spy on her while bathing and accuse her of adultery, gave Handel a variety of dramatic situations that allowed him to explore emotions in rare depth musical and, while there are times in this live recording when conductor Nicholas McGegan might have been more alert to the work's theatrical aspects, he has marvelous instincts regarding Handel's idiom. The solo performances are for the most part dramatically vivid and vocally stylistic. Lorraine Hunt's portrayal of the title role is intelligent and engaging, if not especially memorable. Drew Minter is remarkable as Joacim; despite the brazen demands of his role, his singing has grace and never loses its mellow timbre. And Jill Feldman, as Daniel, personalizes her characterization to a degree surpassing her work in any of her previous recordings. In short, this Susanna, recorded complete for the first time by Harmonia Mundi USA, is essential Handel listening.

D.P.S.

MOZART: Così fan tutte (see Best of the Month, page 97)


Performance: Spirited and stylish Recording: Well-balanced

Having seen Emmanuel Krivine’s name only two or three times before, as conductor of a chamber orchestra in Jean-Jacques Kantorow’s Denon recordings of concerted works for violin and in Augustin Dumay’s more recent album of Mozart violin concertos on Angel, I was surprised to find him at the helm of the Philharmonia in these big Mozart symphonies. But it was a splendid idea. Krivine is an exceptionally convincing Mozarteus; he has something to say about these works, and he knows how to get the orchestra to give him just what he wants.

Krivine, born in France to a Russian father and a Polish mother, is forty-three now. That means he was born just before we first began hearing Peter Maag’s Mozart, and he grew up with a different frame of reference from that of older musicians and their audiences, who had been accustomed to the Romantic excesses in vogue until then. Krivine may not have needed the original-instruments people to show him the light. He sees these symphonies as big works for a modern orchestra, but stylistically his performances reflect current scholarship. Tempos are on the brisk side, steady but flexible, with momentum beautifully sustained; balances between winds and strings are especially well judged; phrasing is clean and unfussy, the tunes seeming to shape themselves; repeats are taken in the first half of each movement, but not in the second. In short: no gossamer haze here. Vigor and grace go hand in hand in realizing the fire, the wit, the mellowness, the very human grandeur of these works, and both the Philharmonia Orchestra and Denon’s recording team were at their best when they got to tape these performances at St. Jude’s Church, London. There is always room for another Linz and Prague of this quality.

R.F.

Until now, this was the only way to get a high-performance dubbing deck.

Let's face it. Performance in dubbing decks has traditionally left the purist fit to be tied.

If you wanted high-performance dubbing, you were forced to cough up the price of two separate, superbly-specced decks.

Which happens to lead us directly to the Yamaha KX-W900U twin deck.

Two independent decks in one cabinet, each boasting specs and features that put most single decks to shame.

Frequency response with metal tape is a full 20-20,000Hz ±3dB.

Signal-to-noise ratio is better than 66dB with Dolby B, better than 74dB with Dolby C.

Wow and flutter (WRMS) is no more than 0.05%.

The KX-W900U’s separate meters and controls let you record two sources at once. While auto reverse and relay record let you record up to three continuous hours from one source.

We’ve doubled the normal recording bias frequency to ensure high-quality recordings, even in the high-speed dubbing mode.

Dolby HX Pro continually adjusts bias to match signal output, extending headroom to handle the most demanding of CD dynamic ranges.

And that’s just the beginning.

To hear the rest, see your nearest Yamaha dealer today.

He'll show you why our KX-W900U twin deck is a superb new dubbing deck even the purist will appreciate.

Over and over again.

The KX-W900U twin deck. Also available in titanium finish.
Valéry Gergiev: vivid Mussorgsky

PIERNE: Les Enfants à Bethléem. Jocelyne Chamonin (soprano), the Star; Hanna Schaer (soprano), the Holy Virgin; Jean-Claude Orliac (tenor), the Donkey; Jean-Marie Frémaux (baritone), the Ox; a Herdsman, a Heavenly Voice; Norah Amsellem (soprano), Jeannette; Raphaëlle Hazard (soprano), Nicolas; Daphne Kuperstein (soprano), Lubin; Paul-Emile Deiber, Narrator. Maîtrise de Radio France; Nouvel Orchestre Philharmonique, Michel Lasserre de Roxel cond. ERATO @ 245 008-2 (57 min).

Performance: Exquisite
Recording: A joy to the ear

Gabriel Pierné (1863-1937), a contemporary of Debussy, was an eminent conductor (he presided over world premières of such works as Debussy's Iberia and Stravinsky's The Firebird) and an organist (he succeeded his teacher, César Franck, at Ste. Clotilde in Paris). He was also a composer whose output included most of the major forms except for the symphony, and his "Entrance of the Little Fauns" from the ballet Cydalise et le chèvre-pied has long been a favorite of the children's concert repertoire. By and large, it has been Pierné's more lightweight scores that have found a following among musicians and public alike.

Imagine, though, an amalgam of Berlioz's L'Enfance du Christ and Debussy's La Damoiselle élue, and you will have a close approximation to Pierné's musical language in his 1907 Les Enfants à Bethléem, a "mystery in two parts" evoking the children of Bethlehem on the night of the Nativity. The story line is not too far removed from that of Menotti's Amahl and the Night Visitors, except that in Pierné's work it is the children who hold center stage in their quest for the manger and in their adoration of the Virgin and Christchild. The Magi are encountered and are accorded colorful musical description but are not heard, whereas the Star of the East and the stable animals are personified. The whole thing is quintessentially French-Catholic, but suffused with medieval tonal modes and children's folk melody. It would take a heart of stone to be untouched by it.

The recording, made at a public performance at the Église Notre-Dame-du-Travail de Plaisance, in Paris, offers singing of seraphic purity from both the adult and the child soprano soloists and finely gauged characterizations by the tenor and baritone. The narrator's part is flawless with respect to manner of delivery and microphone placement, a welcome change from the all-too-frequent close and overbearing approach in works of this sort. The instrumental forces play with great taste and style under Michel Lasserre de Roxel's direction, and the church acoustic is exactly right for conveying the mystical mood of the piece. The one unfortunate touch is inclusion of applause at the close. Nevertheless, Francophiles should not be alone in finding this disc a singularly choice Christmas item.

D.H.

RACHMANINOFF: Symphonies Nos. 1-3; The Isle of the Dead; Vocalise; Symphonic Dances (see Best of the Month, page 100)


Performance: Committed
Recording: Superb

The work that stands at midpoint in Shostakovich's cycle of fifteen string quartets, No. 8, is the one that has achieved the widest circulation, and in recent years it has come to be known in a version for string orchestra under the title Chamber Symphony. The arrangement was made by Rudolf Barshai, who before becoming a conductor and founding the Moscow Chamber Orchestra was the original violist of the Borodin String Quartet. Shostakovich not only approved the arrangement but himself provided the title and further validated the effort by affixing the opus number 110a. It was a fine idea on someone's part to get Barshai himself to record this by-now-famous arrangement with the Chamber Orchestra of Europe and to present it with the nearly effective transcription of the Quartet No. 10, labeled Symphony for Strings.

Barshai also transcribed the Quartet No. 3, Op. 73, as Symphony for Strings and Woodwinds; it's too bad that it could not have been included here as well, for the wind scoring would have provided an effective contrast with the other works. Some might even suggest that Opp. 73a and 118a would have made a more welcome coupling than the present one, because the Chamber Symphony is, after all, available in several other recordings while the Symphony for Strings and Woodwinds is not available at all. (Continued on page 138)
Throughout the audio world, M&K Sound is synonymous with high performance Satellite and Powered Subwoofer speaker systems. And while other manufacturers are discovering the substantial advantages of this concept, we are applying fifteen-plus years of loudspeaker design and audiophile recording experience to create a new, fifth generation of innovative products.

Think of these as component speakers — speakers with the flexibility to adapt to any listening environment, especially that of the multi-channel Surround Sound system. Although compact in size, M&K Satellites actually outperform large conventional speakers — and M&K Powered Subwoofers give you the universally recognized superiority of a separate subwoofer for the ultimate in bass performance.

With mid and high frequency drivers mounted in optimally shaped enclosures, M&K Satellites deliver sharp detail and clarity with pinpoint imaging — going far beyond the “boxy” and “canned” sound of conventional speakers. Our precise driver alignment and unique crossover design insure that sounds reproduced by both drivers reach you simultaneously — giving M&K Satellites the rare ability to produce the sharp transients and presence of live musical instruments. Close your eyes and the speakers seem to disappear — the sound is live!

M&K's component speaker concept perfectly meets the sonic and aesthetic needs of the '90s. And our newest innovations are advancing audio/video system performance with pedestal subwoofers, high-performance center channel and other speakers optimized for Dolby Surround Sound.

No other company has over fifteen years of experience in the design and manufacture of Satellites and Subwoofers. This experience, combined with the audio industry's only six Satellite, eight Subwoofer line makes M&K "the only choice."
Stereo Receivers

Shawer RA-1140 Stereo Receiver with Surround Sound
- 28-watt channels
- Malle surround sound
- Video game
- AM/FM tuner
- 100 watts power output
- Headphone
- Price: $299.99

Technics SA-GX500 Stereo Sound Receiver
- 50-watt channels
- Dolby surround sound
- 24-bit S/P-DIF
- Parametric equalizer
- 3 main surr.
- Remote control
- Price: $349.99

Proton AA-1150 Stereo Power Amplifier
- 50-watt channels
- High current power
- 24-bit S/P-DIF
- Digital audio
- Protection circuitry
- Dual power output
- Price: $799.99

Compact Disc Specials

RCA JAZZ BLUEBIRD & NOVUS

Available at 7.99 per cassette 11.99 per CD

Chet Baker: Let's Get Lost Soundtrack
(NOV 3054)

Elements: West River
(NOV 3094)

Christopher Holiday: On Course (NOV 3087)

Carmen McRae: Carmen Sings Monk (NOV 3064)

Hilton Rule: Don't It Right
(NOY 3056)

Mike Stevens: Set the Spirit Free
(NOY 3062)

Also Available from Bluebird

Louis Armstrong: What A Wonderful World
(RCA 8310)

Benny Goodman: Sing Sing Sing
(RCA 8310)

Coleman Hawkins: Body and Soul
(RCA 8310)

Roy Hargrove: Diamond in the Rough
(RCA 3082)
Super Specials!

Classic BMG

All orders are subject to change. Prices, availability and delivery may vary.

Toscanni: The Philadelphia Orchestra (RCA 60329) 35.95 per CD Set 19.95 per Cassette Set
The Chicago Symphony at 100: A Selfie and a Symphony (3 CD) (RCA 60206) 26.97 per CD Set 15.97 per Cassette Set
Català: La Waldy: Live from Radio Televisió Catalana (2 CD) (RCA 60731) 27.98 per CD Set
Galaxy: The Concerto Collection (4 CD) (RCA 60450) Specially priced 38.97 per CD Set
Castellano Tedesco: Guilti Concertos (Toumazou) 2 Cassette Set (RCA 60358) 12.99 per CD 6.99 per Cassette Set
Rameau: Zoroastre La Petite Band (3 CD) (RCA 60450) Special Set 12.99 per CD 6.99 per Cassette Set
Hanslevitz: Schuetz, Praetorius, Biber, Kreutz, Iesu Triumphavit (RCA 60377) 8.99 per CD .49 per Cassette Set
Baroque: Complete Symphonies Kurt Sanderling, 3 CD (RCA 60220) 11.97 per CD Set
Bach: Brandenburg Concertos and Orchestral Suites, Complete Set of 3 CD, (RCA 69219) 11.97 per CD Set
Mendelssohn: Complete Symphonies Kurt Masur, 3 CD (RCA 60231) 11.97 per CD Set
Copland: Symphony 3, 3 Stalks: First Sampler Included, (RCA 60148) 12.99 per CD Set

Send money order, certified check, cash, MasterCard, Visa, American Express or Discover Card (include telephone number and credit card expiration date and signature). To J.R. Music World, Dept. 57920, 57-97 Queens-Midtown Expressway, Medford, Queens, NY 11371. Personal and business checks must clear our bank and will be returned if not available. All sales subject to change. Prices subject to change. Competitors' prices and promotions must be identical for us to match. Copyright 1990 J.R. Music World, Inc.
**Music World**

**Super Specials!**

**Portable CD Players**

- **Sony D-11**
  - Discman Portable CD Player
  - MultiTrack feature
  - Auto reverse
  - Auto skip
  - Automatic speed adjustment
  - Headphones
  - Requires 4 AA batteries
  - $199.95 (SON D11)

- **Panasonic SL-HPI**
  - 16-track programmable
  - $169.95

- **Technics SL-M22**
  - 8-track programmable
  - $189.95

- **Sony D-66**
  - Auto reverse
  - Headphones
  - $199.95

- **Technics SL-M20**
  - $249.95

- **Sony D-35**
  - Auto reverse
  - Headphones
  - $299.95

**Portable Stereo**

- **Sony CFS-W320**
  - 3-Place Double Cassette Recorder
  - AM/FM tuners
  - 8-speed dubbing
  - 5-band EG
  - CD-like input
  - Auto shut-off
  - AC adaptor
  - Requires 6 X D batteries
  - $99.95

- **Panasonic RX-F450**
  - AM/FM/Cassette, auto-reverse
  - $169.95

- **Sony CFS-W320**
  - AM/FM/Dual Cassette, dubbing
  - $174.95

- **Sony CFS-D50**
  - AM/FM/Cassette, IG, megabass
  - $199.95

- **JVC PCV-66**
  - AM/FM/Reverse cassette, 3-piece
  - $149.95

- **Sony D-25**
  - Rechargeable with headphones
  - $299.95

- **Sony CFS-750**
  - AM/FM/Cassette, 16-track programming
  - $129.95

**Cassette /Microcassette**

- **Olympus Pearlcarder S-914**
  - Microcassette Recorder Kit
  - 2-speed, 4-track, wide, narrow, equalizing, equalizing
  - $79.95 (PEA S914KT)

- **Sony CMC-71**
  - Fixed cassette, auto-level
  - $129.95

- **Panasonic RN-125**
  - Microcassette, voice activated
  - $159.95

- **Panasonic RN-69**
  - Microcassette, auto-reverse
  - $189.95

- **Olympus Pearlcarder S-930**
  - Microcassette, 3-speed pitch
  - $199.95

- **Sony CMC-57**
  - Cassette recorder, auto-reverse
  - $119.95

- **Marantz PMD-201**
  - Multichannel Hi-fi recorder, 2-speed
  - $129.95

**Headphones**

- **Sony MDR-V6**
  - Digital Readiness
  - Dynamic closed-ear monitor
  - $199.95

- **Sony MDR-OC6**
  - Noisecancelling for portable
  - $99.95

- **Sony MDR-AS1**
  - Folding, water-resistant
  - $24.95

- **Memorya EDM-10**
  - Open-air, big drivers
  - $34.95

- **Koss Porta Pro**
  - Super-duralights
  - $39.95

- **Sennheiser HD-650**
  - Open-air, big drivers
  - $64.95

- **Koss JCR-200**
  - Cordless, closed-ear
  - $89.95

**Car Stereo**

- **Clarion 9772R/1**
  - AM/FM Stereo Cassette Receiver
  - Turntable control
  - 7-band graphic equalizer
  - $199.95 (CLA 9772R1)

- **Claron 3512**
  - Spectrum, 3-band EQ
  - $199.95

- **Pioneer T4A140**
  - Speakers
  - $199.95

- **Panasonic KAB-665**
  - Speakers
  - $54.95

- **Pioneer GM-423**
  - Mutifrequency, 2-way, 2-way, 2-way
  - $159.95

- **Panasonic KE-5000**
  - AM/FM/Cassette, DIN palate
  - $169.95

- **Panasonic CQ-60**
  - Stereo, AM/FM/Cassette, DIN palate
  - $179.95

**Phone/Answering Machines**

- **KX-T3720**
  - Cordless Phone
  - Sound-Proofing design
  - Bell/chime selection
  - $99.95

- **KX-T3720**
  - AM/FM stereo cassette
  - $199.95

- **AT&T 5110**
  - AM/FM/CD/Duo, cassette, 3-piece
  - $24.95

- **Olympus Pearlcorder S-983**
  - Microcassette Recorder Kit
  - 2-speed, 4-track
  - $169.95

- **Sony CFS-102**
  - AM/FM/Cassette, 16-track programming
  - $129.95

**World Band Radios**

- **Panasonic RF-B20**
  - 8-Band World Band Radio
  - AM/FM/Longwave
  - $299.95

- **Toshiba KT-4011**
  - AM/FM/Cassette, auto-shut-off
  - $25.95

- **Sony WM-201**
  - Cassette walkman, auto-reverse
  - $34.95

- **Sony WM-453**
  - Cassette walkman, rechargeable
  - $59.95

- **Sony WM-2078**
  - Cassette Walkman Sports Walkman
  - $129.95

**Databases**

- **Sharp ZX-8000**
  - "Wizard" Electronic Organizer
  - Built-in calendar, alarm, clock, notepad, and many other functions
  - $99.95

**Personal Stereo**

- **Panasonic RQ-V130**
  - AM/FM Cassette Personal Stereo
  - Compact, efficient design
  - Auto-reverse
  - $299.95

- **Sony CFS-W320**
  - AM/FM/Dual Cassette, dubbing
  - $174.95

- **Sony CFS-D50**
  - AM/FM/Cassette, IG, megabass
  - $199.95

- **JVC PCV-66**
  - AM/FM/Reverse cassette, 3-piece
  - $149.95

- **Sony CFS-750**
  - AM/FM/Cassette, 16-track programming
  - $129.95

- **Sony CFS-570**
  - Cassette recorder, auto-reverse
  - $119.95

- **Marantz PMD-201**
  - Multichannel Hi-fi recorder, 2-speed
  - $129.95

**Toll-Free 24 Hours A Day**

7 Days A Week

Call 1-800-221-8180
CLOSE-OUT SALE!

Now you can buy copies of Total Harmonic Distortion, the hilarious collection of Charles Rodrigues cartoons from Stereo Review, at half the original price — only $4 each, postage and handling.

The handsome, 128-page trade paperback contains 118 classic cartoons about audio, video, and music, a foreword by William Livingstone, and an illustrated autobiographical sketch by Rodrigues himself.

Makes a great gift!

Make check or money order payable in U.S. funds to Perfectbound Press for $4 per copy plus $1.50 per order postage and handling ($2.50 per order outside the U.S.). New York State residents add 33% per copy sales tax.

Send your order to:

Perfectbound Press
Suite 4118
1120 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036

Please allow up to six weeks for delivery, longer outside the U.S.
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No one who hears Barshai's performance of the Chamber Symphony, though, is likely to feel the wrong decision was made, for this version clearly surpasses all the others in every respect. What Barshai brings to both Opp. 110a and 118a on this disc is more than mere proprietary authority: He conducts with just about the ultimate in intensity and commitment, imparting the feeling of being deeply inside the music. And the COE's ravishingly beautiful string playing has been superbly recorded. Do not miss this magnificent disc.

R.F.

TCHAIKOVSKY: Francesca da Rimini
(see MUSSORGSKY)

THOMSON: Five Ladies; Three Portraits
(arr. Samuel Dushkin); Lili Hastings; Sharan Leventhal (violin); Anthony Tommasini (piano). Seven Portraits; Six Portraits. Anthony Tommasini (piano). A Portrait of Two. Frederic C. Cohen (oboe); Ronald Haroutunian (bassoon). Sonata for Violin and Piano; Piano Sonata No. 2; Rapsodico for Solo Flute; Serenade for Flute and Violin; Etude for Cello and Piano; Northeastern Suite. Anthony Tommasini (piano); Sharan Leventhal (violin); Jonathan Miller (cello); Fenwick Smith (flute); Frederic C. Cohen (oboe); Ronald Haroutunian (bassoon). NORTH- EASTERN ® NR 240-CD (78 min).

Performance: Knowing
Recording: Excellent

Over a period of sixty years Virgil Thomson practiced a curious compositional art that was more or less of his own devising: musical portraiture. Thomson would—literally—sketch his subjects from life and then work up his musical jottings into a short piece, usually for piano but occasionally for other instrumental combinations. These pieces (there are 147 of them) form a fascinating body of work. I once recorded a whole collection of them with the violinist Joseph Silverstein, the American Brass Quintet, and the late pianist Paul Jacobs. Now Anthony Tommasini, who has made a special study of the Portraits, has recorded another, quite different set with an equally accomplished group of performers.

The portrait subjects treated here include well-known friends of Thomson such as Alice B. Toklas (Gertrude Stein's companion and cookbook fame), Jane Bowles (wife of Paul Bowles and a considerable writer herself), Dora Maar (Picasso's long-time companion and model), Maurice Grosser and Florine Stettheimer (designer,logger and other free copies of the music on this album), and Tommasini himself. Two very attractive sonatas, vintage Thomson from 1929 and 1930, are also included—with only a slight stretch of concept—as "self portraits" (the album is titled "Portraits and Self Portraits"). All of it is delightful music and extremely well performed and produced.

E.S.

VERDI: Aida. Maria Chiara (soprano), Aida; Luciano Pavarotti (tenor), Radames; Ghena Dimitrova (soprano), Amneris; Leo Nucci (baritone), Amonasro; Paata Burchuladze (bass), Ramfis; others. Orchestra and chorus of Teatro alla Scala, Lorin Maazel cond. LONDON © 417 439-4 two cassettes, © 417 439-2 three CD's (151 min).

Performance: Sturdy
Recording: Resonant

This studio recording made in December to January 1985-1986, concurrently with performances of La Scala's then-new production of Aida, offers a performance generally innocent of great nuance, but it is a robust performance and creates its own excitement. Of principal merit, perhaps, is the playing of La Scala's orchestra, which is taught, impassioned, and, of course, steeped in the Verdi tradition. The various extended instrumental passages, admirably recorded, are highlights of the set.

Lorin Maazel appears to have definite ideas about Aida. His conducting is highly idiosyncratic, emphasizing Verdi's tempo indications (slow is often very slow, fast very fast) and dynamic markings (piano passages are very soft, and forte ones can make you leap for the volume control). Maria Chiara's large soprano voice is warm and rich in the middle and lower registers and capable of refined tone in the upper ones, but she is also given to stridency in dramatic passages. As Aida, she sings securely and with attention to the dramatic moment, but without compelling insight into the character. The same can be said of Luciano Pavarotti's Radames; he sings accurately, if sometimes perfunctorily, and very often at full voice, but with little revelation of the hero's personality. The B-flat at the end of "Celeste Aida," marked pianissimo, is sung loud, and the volume is reduced for the sound engineer, I suspect, for the voice quality does not change, only its loudness. Pavarotti's best moments are in the Tomb Scene.

Of Ghena Dimitrova's Amneris, I would repeat what I said of Chiara's Aida: a big voice used authoritatively, often explosively, and with little hint of the seductive allure with which Verdi has imbued her music. Paata Burchuladze's big, burly bass makes a commanding Ramfis, but his tone is so thick it is likely to feel the wrong decision was made, for this version clearly surpasses all the others in every respect. What Barshai brings to both Opp. 110a and 118a on this disc is more than mere proprietary authority: He conducts with just about the ultimate in intensity and commitment, imparting the feeling of being deeply inside the music. And the COE's ravishingly beautiful string playing has been superbly recorded. Do not miss this magnificent disc.

R.F.

Of Ghena Dimitrova's Amneris, I would repeat what I said of Chiara's Aida: a big voice used authoritatively, often explosively, and with little hint of the seductive allure with which Verdi has imbued her music. Paata Burchuladze's big, burly bass makes a commanding Ramfis, but his tone is so thick it is likely to feel the wrong decision was made, for this version clearly surpasses all the others in every respect. What Barshai brings to both Opp. 110a and 118a on this disc is more than mere proprietary authority: He conducts with just about the ultimate in intensity and commitment, imparting the feeling of being deeply inside the music. And the COE's ravishingly beautiful string playing has been superbly recorded. Do not miss this magnificent disc.

R.F.
Miniature CAMCORDER

BY

CHINON

OLYMPUS

YASHICA

CANON

and MORE

The LATEST MODELS at the BEST VALUE:

- CANON ALMK II
- CANON H80
- CANON H85
- CHINON CBSC68
- CHINON CV7124
- FISHER FV720
- GE CG51
- KYOCERA K01-150
- KYOCERA KX90
- MINOLTA V20
- OLYMPUS VXHE04
- OLYMPUS VXHE08
- PANASONIC PV10
- PANASONIC PV610

MOST POPULAR FEATURES:

- 8mm/8:1 ZOOM FLY ERASE
- 8mm Hi-Band/6:1 ZOOM HI-BAND EDIT SEARCH
- 8mm/6 VHS-C PALM SIZE CAMCORDER

SUPER VHS 8mm & BETA

- PANASONIC 4 HD VHS
  - FLY ERASE HD
- FISHER 4+2 HD Hi-Fi ST MTS
- QUASAR 4+2 HD Hi-Fi ST MTS
- SUPER VHS Hi-Fi MTS
- 4+2 Super VHS Hi-Fi MTS
  - SUPER 8 FLY ERASE
- 4+2 SUPER VHS Hi-Fi MTS
  - DIGITAL w/FLY ERASE
  - VIDEO BRAIN - Title & Date recording
  - Synchro-Edit Feature - Shuttle Jog Control
  - COMBO SVHS & SVHS-C
- BETA MAX
- 8mm PLAYER
- SONY T6120 CV (2 Hour, 8mm)
- FUJI ST120 (SUPER VHS)

VIDEO LASER DISC STEREO w/SPECIAL EFFECTS

- DOLBY 100 WATT SURROUND AMP
- LASER DISC w/SPECIAL EFFECTS & OPTICAL OUTPUT
- VIDEO LASER DISC DIGITAL STEREO
- VIDEO DISC DIGITAL STEREO w/AUTO REVERSE

DOLBY PRO-LOGIC

HOME THEATER

DIRECT VIEW TV's

30" MTS. $799
35" $1599
REAR PROJECTION TV's

32" PIP MTS. STEREO
30" STEREO
45" SURROUND STEREO
50" MAJOR BRANDS

Over 700 Lines

New 32" IDTV by Toshiba

PORTABLE & COMPACT STEREOS

- JVC PCX100...
- JVC PCX200...
- JVC MX1...

DISC PLAYERS

- PORTABLE CD
- WALKMAN

STRETCH +$129

CAR STEREOS

- AM/FM CD in DASH...
- CAR CD CHANGER, REMOTE...
- RADAR DETECTORS

COMPETITIVE PRICING... CALL NOW FOR YOUR BEST DELIVERED PRICE!

We will match or beat any legitimate price. Orders only: 1(800) 444-6300

Electronic WHOLESALEs
1160 HAMBURG TPK., WAYNE, N.J. 07470

CIRCLE NO. 1 ON READER SERVICE CARD
SPEAKERS

KEF 107
- STEREOPHONIC RECOMMENDED
- COUPLED CAVITY
- CHOICE OF FINISH

$3996

PRICE PER PAIR

ADVENT S10-15 156
ADVENT LEGACY II 326
ALLISON AL-720 TOP RATED 156
ALLISON CD2 316
ART S-100-A 486
ART S-100-B 546
ART S-100-A 1386
ROSE AM 323
ROSE 546
ROSE 6.2 749
ROSE 10.2 816
B. ACOUSTIC 493
B. ACOUSTIC 174
B. ACOUSTIC 132
B. ACOUSTIC 851
B. ACOUSTIC 852
B. ACOUSTIC 853
B. ACOUSTIC 854
CELESTION 3

RECEIVERS

ONKYO TX-SV90PRO*
- 120 WATT PER CHANNEL
- DOLBY PRO-LOGIC
- PROGRAMMABLE REMOTE

$796

CARVER RT 675 546
CARVER RT 775 376
CARVER RT 875 175
DENON DRA-335A 235
DENON DRA-355A 265
DENON DRA-455A 285
DENON AV1000T 195
JVC RX-925AV 996
LUXMAN R114 436
LUXMAN R115 516
LUXMAN R117 946
NAD 7245P 396
NAD 7245P 746
NAD 7265P 196
NAD 7265P 306
NAD 130S 116
NAD RX-550 196
NAD RX-570 196

CD PLAYERS

DENON DCD-2560*
- 20 BIT x 8 OVERSAMPLING
- DUAL DA CONVERTERS
- LAMBDA CIRCUITRY

$586

ACCORD 3016 446
ACCORD 3016 496
ACCORD 3016 596
CAYLER TL-3310 486
DENON DCD-550 426
DENON DCD-150 496
DENON DCD-150 546
MAGNAVOX CD-C30 270
NAKAMICHI CD PLAYER 1" 270
NAKAMICHI CD PLAYER 3" 386
ONKYO DX-750 270
PIONEER CDP-205 296
PIONEER CDP-205 296
PIONEER CDP-300 276
PIONEER CDP-300 276
YAMAHA CDS 310 216
YAMAHA CDS 310 216
YAMAHA CDS 310 216

TAPE DECKS

NAKAMICHI CASSETTE 1*
- 3-HEAD TAPE DECK
- DUAL CAPSTAN
- JUST ARRIVED

$686

AWAI R 300 946
AWAI R 300 946
AWAI R 390 946
CARVER TD 1100 546
CARVER TD 1100 546
DENON DRK 700 296
DENON DRK-1000 316
DENON DRK-3000 316
DENON DRK-3000 316
DISCO 900 216
KHONSIR GX400 196

SEPARATES

YAMAHA DSP-A700*
- PRO-LOGIC SURROUND
- FULL FUNCTION REMOTE

$926

ALPINE 6900 816
AMEM 655 816
SACEM RS-1 396
AUDIO SOURCE ES-1 205
AUDIOTECH MP-1 246
BEI L-100 IN STOCK
BEI L-101 IN STOCK
CARVER EM 25 526
CARVER EM 25 526
DENON PMA-1050 466
DENON PMA-1050 466
DENON AVC-3300 766
DENON AVC-3300 766
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CARVER RT 775 376
CARVER RT 875 175
DENON DRA-335A 235
DENON DRA-355A 265
DENON DRA-455A 285
DENON AV1000T 195
JVC RX-925AV 996
LUXMAN R114 436
LUXMAN R115 516
LUXMAN R117 946
NAD 7245P 396
NAD 7245P 746
NAD 7265P 196
NAD 7265P 306
NAD 130S 116
NAD RX-550 196
NAD RX-570 196
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DENON DCD-2560*

$586

ACCORD 3016 446
ACCORD 3016 496
ACCORD 3016 596
CAYLER TL-3310 486
DENON DCD-550 426
DENON DCD-150 496
DENON DCD-150 546
MAGNAVOX CD-C30 270
NAKAMICHI CD PLAYER 1" 270
NAKAMICHI CD PLAYER 3" 386
ONKYO DX-750 270
PIONEER CDP-205 296
PIONEER CDP-205 296
PIONEER CDP-300 276
PIONEER CDP-300 276
YAMAHA CDS 310 216
YAMAHA CDS 310 216
YAMAHA CDS 310 216

TAPE DECKS

NAKAMICHI CASSETTE 1*

$686

AWAI R 300 946
AWAI R 300 946
AWAI R 390 946
CARVER TD 1100 546
CARVER TD 1100 546
DENON DRK 700 296
DENON DRK-1000 316
DENON DRK-3000 316
DENON DRK-3000 316
DISCO 900 216
KHONSIR GX400 196

SEPARATES

YAMAHA DSP-A700*

$926

ALPINE 6900 816
AMEM 655 816
SACEM RS-1 396
AUDIO SOURCE ES-1 205
AUDIOTECH MP-1 246
BEI L-100 IN STOCK
BEI L-101 IN STOCK
CARVER EM 25 526
CARVER EM 25 526
DENON PMA-1050 466
DENON PMA-1050 466
DENON AVC-3300 766
DENON AVC-3300 766

INVENTORY ANYWHERE IN THE U.S., PUERTO RICO & USVI

SE HABLA ESPANOL

NEW JERSEY RETAIL ONLY

331 Rt. 4 WEST
PARAMUS, NJ
HOURS: 5 DAYS A WEEK MON THRU SAT 10-9
201-489-0666

10-DAY MONEY-BACK RETURN POLICY

Returns accepted within 10 days of purchase (in original condition). No returns on sound systems, accessories, or in stock merchandise.

GUARANTEED DELIVERY ON ALL ADVERTISED ITEMS

We do our best to have sufficient inventory on all advertised products. If demand exceeds supply, the choice will be made on a first come, first served basis.

30-DAY SPEAKER TRIAL

We want you to be acoustically satisfied. If the speakers you buy don't sound as good as you were told they would, then just send them back for an exchange.
CAMCORDER

PIONEER CLD3080

$836

18 BIT 8x OVERSAMPLING
5 IN 1 COMBO PLAYER

PIONEER CLD3080 CALL
SONY NCP-510 CALL
SONY MDP-333 NEW IN STOCK
YAMAHA CVX-110 NEW IN STOCK
YAMAHA CVX-110

FULL MANUFACTURERS USA WARRANTY

LASER PLAYERS

SONY KV32HSR10

$1296

32" STEREO MTS
REMOTE CONTROL
SURROUND SOUND

JVC AV-2805S
JVC AV-2715S
JVC AV-3105S
HITACHI AV-2994S
MITSUBISHI CS-2070R
MITSUBISHI CS-272ZER
PHILIPS 13X110
t
PHILIPS 27X251
PHILIPS 27S217 PIP...1496
PHILIPS 31S372 PIP...1786
VT3210 CALL
VT3231 CALL
RCR P20700 TOP RATED
SONY KD-17FD4 CALL
SONY KD-17FD1 CALL
SONY KD-17FD2 CALL
SONY KV-28EH14 $366
SONY KV-27TS20 $626

FULL MANUFACTURERS USA WARRANTY

PORTABLES

SONY D-35

$286

8X OVERSAMPLING
PORTABLE CD PLAYER

SONY D-35 $286
SONY D-350 $396
SONY D-355 $496
SONY D-360 $596
SONY D-370 $696
SONY D-380 $796

FULL MANUFACTURERS USA WARRANTY

TELEVISION

SONY KV32HSR10

$1296

32" STEREO MTS
REMOTE CONTROL
SURROUND SOUND

JVC AV-2805S
JVC AV-2715S
JVC AV-3105S
HITACHI AV-2994S
MITSUBISHI CS-2070R
MITSUBISHI CS-272ZER
PHILIPS 13X110
PHILIPS 27X251
PHILIPS 27S217 PIP...1496
PHILIPS 31S372 PIP...1786
VT3210 CALL
VT3231 CALL
RCR P20700 TOP RATED
SONY KD-17FD4 CALL
SONY KD-17FD1 CALL
SONY KD-17FD2 CALL
SONY KV-28EH14 $366
SONY KV-27TS20 $626

FULL MANUFACTURERS USA WARRANTY

ER CALLS
DAY 10:00 AM TO 7 PM
9-1204

ASK ABOUT
6TH AVENUE'S
XTENDED WARRANTY

B. ACOUSTIC 851**
ADS PQ-10*

FULL MANUFACTURERS USA WARRANTY

LASER PLAYERS

PIONEER CLD3080

$836

18 BIT 8x OVERSAMPLING
5 IN 1 COMBO PLAYER

PIONEER CLD3080 CALL
SONY NCP-510 CALL
SONY MDP-333 NEW IN STOCK
YAMAHA CVX-110 NEW IN STOCK
YAMAHA CVX-110

FULL MANUFACTURERS USA WARRANTY

INSTALLERS SPECIAL

NILES FULL LINE RUSSELL FULL LITE

FULL MANUFACTURERS USA WARRANTY

MULTI SYSTEM
110/220 PAL/SECAM/NTSC
LARGEST SELECTION AVAILABLE

NEW YORK
RETAIL ONLY
1024 & 1030
6th AVENUE, NY
HOURS: 7 DAYS A WEEK MON-SAT 10-6:30 SUN 11-5
212-391-2777

CUSTOMER SERVICE
201 489-1792
HOURS: MONDAY - FRIDAY 10-6 PM
PLEASE DO NOT CALL THIS NUMBER FOR PRICES

VISA MasterCard AMERICAN EXPRESS DISCOVER
WE ARE PLEASED TO ACCEPT THESE MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

* PRODUCTS COME WITH 1-YEAR 6TH AVENUE ELECTRONICS
WARANTY ONLY. 6TH AVENUE ELECTRONICS IS NOT AN
AUTHORIZED DEALER OF BOSTON ACOUSTICS MERCHANDISE
AND THE MANUFACTURER DOES NOT APPLY.
GOING ON RECORD

KARAJAN ON VIDEO
by William Livingstone

During his long career the conductor Herbert von Karajan (1908-1989) wielded unparalleled influence on classical music. In addition to supporters, so powerful a figure inevitably acquires detractors, and depending on how much they liked or disliked him, his contemporaries often described him as the pope of the music world or as its dictator.

Every part of Karajan's life and career has been scrutinized, and certain aspects (such as his politics) have been controversial. But legions of singers and instrumental soloists who worked with him adored him, and whole armies of record buyers have avidly collected his symphonic and operatic recordings. I doubt that any other classical musician has reached a larger audience through recordings than Karajan.

He also worked in film, TV, and home video. In the documentary "Karajan in Salzburg," available from Deutsche Grammophon on videodisc and VHS tape, he says he is fascinated by the laserdisc: "It gives you a completely different perspective on your work, and that is what I want to convey to future generations."

In TV and video Karajan worked with the directors who developed the ways of adapting classical performances to the small screen, and in the DG documentary he is shown actually editing some of his performances for laserdisc release.

With the exception of a video of Puccini's Madama Butterfly with Mirella Freni and Placido Domingo on London videodisc and VHS cassette and one of Strauss's Der Rosenkavalier with Elisabeth Schwarzkopf and Sena Jurinac on two VHS cassettes from Kultur, Karajan's video legacy will be issued on laserdisc by Deutsche Grammophon and Sony Classical. DG has a few operas and about thirty concerts from the 1960's and 1970's, and Sony has forty-five TV programs and studio recordings from the 1980's. DG will also release a few programs on tape.

In addition to "Karajan in Salzburg" among the first DG videos, I have seen Beethoven's Ninth Symphony with the Berlin Philharmonic, Puccini's La Bohème with Freni and Gianni Raimondi, and Verdi's Otello with Freni and Jon Vickers. I have also seen the first four Sony Classical concerts: a Bach disc with the Magnificat and the Violin Concerto No. 2 with Anne-Sophie Mutter, the 1987 New Year's Concert in Vienna, a video that includes Prokofiev's Classical Symphony and Tchaikovsky's Piano Concerto No. 1 with Evgeny Kissin, and a program of Richard Strauss compositions that includes Death and Transfiguration and Metamorphoses.

The news is good. I am happy to report that I found them all well sung, well played, well photographed, and well directed. They are impressive, and I liked them all.

With movies and other videos the question always arises of how often one could watch them again with pleasure. I think these all have considerable repeatability, depending of course on how much one cares for the music in any given program.

Karajan and his collaborating directors have very cannily edited the operas to make them as much like movies as possible, limiting or dispensing with such trappings of the theater as shots of the audience and curtain calls. Even in Der Rosenkavalier, which was filmed during a performance at the Salzburg Festival in 1962, we see Karajan conducting only briefly before the curtain rises and in a few bows at the end. It may be exciting in a TV broadcast to see an enthusiastic audience go wild—once—but most people rarely want to rerun a tape of the audience.

Humphrey Burton, who directs the Beethoven Ninth and a couple of the Sony concerts, was a pioneer in developing the method of giving visual interest to a video of a symphony concert by following the music as it courses through the orchestra, highlighting solo passages with close-ups. His work here is invariably tasteful, with close-ups, dissolves, and other techniques that are artful without ever becoming self-conscious or arty.

Burton and the editors show us Karajan's face in ways that a member of the audience never sees the conductor in a live concert. It is embarrassing to watch some conductors who emote wildly in their efforts to get a passionate performance from an orchestra.

The fact that Karajan's gestures and facial expressions are comparatively restrained contributes to the repeatability of these videos.

There is considerable variety in the music offered on the Karajan videodiscs and tapes that have already been released, and your own tastes should guide you in where to begin. I would recommend that you try the New Year's Concert from Sony Classical. It features one solo by the American soprano Kathleen Battle in a program of charming Strauss waltzes and polkas.

Although one usually replays a documentary with speech less often than a program devoted entirely to music, I strongly recommend the DG documentary "Karajan in Salzburg." Here he is shown rehearsing Mozart's Don Giovanni with such singers as Samuel Ramey and Kathleen Battle, in conversation with friends and colleagues, and conducting Jessye Norman in the Liebestod from Wagner's Tristan und Isolde. Whether you admire Karajan as a man and musician or not, it would be hard not to be touched by the sight of him working with younger artists and preparing his video legacy. The Liebestod is like his serene valedictory to colleagues, music, and life. With documentation of this kind, we will feel his influence for some time to come.
EQUIPMENT TEST REPORTS
(Hirsch-Houck Laboratories)

Amplifiers and Preamplifiers
AudioSource Amp One (power), Sep. 54
Carver CT-6 (preamplifier/tuner), Nov. 58
Counterpoint SA 3000 (preamplifier), Apr. 42
Harman Kardon HK9600 (integrated), Aug. 46
Linn Intek (integrated), Oct. 42
NAD Monitor 1600 (preamplifier/tuner), Oct. 31
Nikko IAF600 (integrated), Jan. 52
Ortofon PPA600 (power), Mar. 52
Quad 66 (preamplifier), Aug. 33

Soundcraftsmen Pro-Control Three (preamplifier), Dec. 57

Audio/Video Equipment
JVC HR-S6600U hi-fi VCR (Foster), Oct. 22
Carver M-2060 power amplifier, Jun. 25

Car Stereo (Hirsch and Pohlmann)
Onkyo TX-SV9OPRO receiver (Stark), Nov. 74
Pioneer VSX-9700 receiver (Stark), Nov. 74
Panasonic PV-S4990 hi-fi VCR (Foster), Apr. 62
Mitsubishi HS-U71 hi-fi VCR (Foster), Apr. 62
Marantz RS 3559 receiver, Jul. 44
JVC HR-S6600U hi-fi VCR (Foster), Apr. 62

Audio/Video Receivers, Three Top (Stark), Nov. 74
Minimalist Hi-Fi, Apr. 32
Measuring Speaker Response, May 34

JBL XPLI40, Nov. 52
Rotel RCD-855, Mar. 48
Sansui CD-X1, Jul. 40
Sony CDP-X55ES, May 39; D-35 (Pohlmann), Jul. 56
Technics SL-P700, Apr. 35; SL-XP2 (Pohlmann), Jul. 56

JBL XPLI40, Nov. 52
KEF C51, Feb. 48; Model 105/3, Jul. 52
Linn Kaber, Mar. 56
NEAR-40M, Aug. 43
Ohm Acoustics FRS 9, Oct. 54
Phase Technology PCB 5, Nov. 68
Pinnacle PN8+, Jul. 51

JBL XPLI40, Nov. 52
KEF C51, Feb. 48; Model 105/3, Jul. 52
Linn Kaber, Mar. 56
NEAR-40M, Aug. 43
Ohm Acoustics FRS 9, Oct. 54
Phase Technology PCB 5, Nov. 68
Pinnacle PN8+, Jul. 51

Cambridge SoundWorks Model Eleven portable

Vector Research VCD-410R, Jan. 43
Yamaha CDS-P17 (Pohlmann), Jul. 56; CDS-805, Nov. 47

Receivers
Luxman R-114, May 48
Marantz RS 3359, Jul. 44
Onkyo TX-SV9OPRO, Nov. 74
Yamaha RX-330, Mar. 37

Speaker Systems
Acoustic Research Spirit 162, May 58
ADC Soundshagger 1925, May 44
Advent Heritage, Jun. 49

Altec Lansing System 3, Oct. 40
Atlantic Technology Pattern, Apr. 49
Axiom AX2, Apr. 39
B.L.C. Venturi V620, Sep. 50
Bose Lifestyle Music System, Sep. 80
Boston Acoustics SubSat Six, Mar. 42
Cambridge SoundWorks Ambience, Jan. 64;
Magnet Eleven, Sep. 60
dbx SP3000 Soundfair, Jan. 48
Infinity Modulus, Jun. 70

What Is Reality?, Jun. 32
Smoke and Mirrors, Aug. 24
3-D Audio, Sep. 22
Pass the Popcorn, Nov. 36
Truckin', Dec. 26

SYSTENS (Day)
Design Diplomacy in Washington, Apr. 68
Toyota Celica and a Jeep Cherokee (Smolen), May 72
Urban Housing Solution, Jun. 68
Out-of-Sight Sound, Jul. 66
A Surround-Sound Solution, Aug. 64
Adapting to the Environment, Oct. 84
Do-It-Yourself Audio, Nov. 86

TECHNICAL TALK (Hirsch)

The Basics (Masters), Squiggles and Pits, Jan. 79
The Electronic Control Center, Feb. 23
Making Waves, Mar. 69; The Demon Room.
Apr. 23
Ribbon of Rust, May 23: Adding Machines, Jun. 33;
The Eyes Have It, Sep. 29, Road and Track, Nov. 107;
The Right Stuff, Dec. 29
Best of the Smallest (Pohlmann), Jul. 56
Cables—see Getting Wired
Camcorder, How to Buy a (Simon), Jul. 69
Car Stereo, What's New in (Simon), May 66;
also see Loaded
Carrying Cases—see You Can Take It with You
Camcorder, How to Buy a (Simon), Jul. 69

CD Players—see Audio Receivers, Three Top (Stark), Nov. 74
CD Players
AKG K280 headphones, Sep. 66
Audio-Technica AT-F5 phono cartridge, Aug. 42
Bose Lifestyle Music System, Sep. 80
Cambridge SoundWorks Model Eleven portable music system, Sep. 60
Carver CT-6 tuner/preamplifier, Nov. 58
Harman SE 130 AM/FM tuner, Oct. 48
NAD Monitor 1600 tuner/preamplifier, Oct. 31

THE HIGH END (Hodges)

Old News, Jan. 144
Improving Room Acoustics, Feb. 168
Crossing Over, Mar. 112
Antenna Ahey, Apr. 112
Is Bigger Better?, May 120
Nonmuse to Your Ears, Jun. 127
Fashions in Monitor Loudspeakers, Jul. 104
Hi-Fi Shows and Demo Sound, Aug. 104
A Solid Center, Sep. 136
Testing . . . . , Oct. 128
Couch-Potato Audio, Nov. 184
The Yellow Room, Again. Dec. 152

SIGNALS (Pohlmann)
The Twenty-First Century, Jan. 25
The Missing Link, Mar. 25
Metal Tape's Comeback, Apr. 28
Just One Bit, May 30
6 ELEMENTS OF A GOOD DEAL

1. BEST DELIVERED PRICES
2. WIDEST SELECTION
3. 10-DAY RETURN*
4. EXPERT REPAIR SERVICE
5. NO LEMON GUARANTEE
6. WISCONSIN DISCOUNT STEREO

WISCONSIN DISCOUNT STEREO
2417 W. Badger Rd., Madison, WI 53713

*10-Day Return Policy: Return items accepted within 10 days of purchase. (Must get prior authorization.) Original Condition. 10% restocking fee. Shipping and handling not refundable. For return authorization call: 1-608-271-6889.

Some Items Closeouts • Some Limited Quantities

HOURS:
Mon.-Friday 8-8
Saturday 8-5:30
Sunday Closed

1-800-356-9514
YOUR COMPLETE AUDIO / VIDEO DEALER
**EDITORIAL INDEX 1990**

**Tape Buying Guide (staff).** Mar. 63

**Upgrading (Masters).** Sep. 76

**User's Evaluation: Proton 600 Series (Simon).** Mar. 19

**Video for the Nineties (Riggs).** Apr. 57

**You Can Take It with You.** Nov. 98

### BEST RECORDINGS OF THE MONTH

**Classical**
- Bach: Mass in B Minor, May 88
- Bernstein: Serenade for Violin, String Orchestra, Harp, and Percussion after Plato's Symposium,
  Mar. 80
- Bruch: Violin Concerto No. 1, Aug. 71
- Bruckner: Symphony No. 8, Jan. 103
- Ives: Symphony No. 2, Central Park in the Dark: The Unanswered Question,
  Nov. 131
- Liszt: Piano Concertos Nos. 1 and 2, Hungarian Fantasy,
  Sep. 100, Piano Music, Apr. 75
- Mahler: Symphony No. 1, Nov. 136
- Mendelssohn: Violin Concerto in E Minor, Aug. 7
- Mozart: Three Fantasies, Piano Sonata No. 14, Rondo in A Minor, Waltz in C Major, Mar. 81; Cost fuin tuite, Jul. 75 and Dec. 97
- Mussorgsky/Ravel: Pictures at an Exhibition,
  Oct. 90
- Nielsen: Symphonies Nos. 1 and 6, Jun. 88
- Purcell: Didoto Arnemus,
  Jan. 106
- Rachmaninoff: Symphonies Nos. 1-3, Isle of the Dead, Vocalise, Symphonic Dances,
  Dec. 100
- Schubert: Symphony No. 9, Rosamunde: Overture, May 85; Two Piano Sonatas, Valse Sentimentale,
  Sep. 96
- Schuman: Violin Concerto, Mar. 80
- Scriabin: The Poem of Ecstasy,
  Oct. 90

**Shostakovich: Symphonies Nos. 1 and 7.** Apr. 77
- Vaughan Williams: Symphony No. 1, Jul. 77
- Wagner: Tannhäuser, Feb. 140, Das Rheingold,
  Oct. 87
- Walton: Symphony No. 1, Variations on a Theme by Hindemith,
  Feb. 141
- Thompson, Thomas: Songs from Des Knaben Wunderhorn,
  Apr. 84
- Horowitz, Vladimir: The Last Recording,
  Aug. 73

**Popular**
- Barone, Richard: Primial Dream,
  Aug. 72
- Bloom, Luka: Riverside,
  Jun. 84
- Cale, J.: Travel-Log,
  May 86
- Cale, John: Songs for the Dying,
  Mar. 77
- Carter, Carlene: I Fell in Love,
  Nov. 131
- Crowell, Rodney: Keys to the Highway,
  Jan. 104
- Earle, Steve, and the Dukes: The Hard Way,
  Oct. 88
- The Jeff Healey Band: Hell to Pay,
  Oct. 87
- Hiatt, John: Stolen Moments,
  Aug. 71
- Himmelman, Peter: Synesthesia,
  Apr. 76
- Shoes: Stolen Wishes,
  Dec. 98
- They Might Be Giants: Flood,
  Apr. 75
- Zevon, Warren: Transverse City,
  Feb. 143

**Fordham, Julia: Parcels (Nash), May 91
**Freni, Mirella: Livestrong,
  Nov. 94

**Gipsy Kings: Mosaic (Puterbaugh), Apr. 79
**Golden Throat: The Great Celebrity Sing-Off (Simels), Jan. 122

**Gubaidulina: Rejoice! (Freed), Mar. 98
**Hiwigymawan 2 (Nash), Jun. 96

**Human Radio (Nash), Aug. 79
**Hvorostovsky, Dmitri: Tchaikovsky and Verdi arias (Freed), Oct. 109

**Jarvi, Neeme (Johnson), Sep. 90
**Jazzvisions (Albertson), Mar. 89

**Jones, Marti: Any Kind of Lie (Simels), Jun. 91
**Jones, Quincy (Tiegel), Jun. 80
**Ma, Yo-Yo (Kupferberg), Apr. 70

**Mix, Match, & Tape (Simels), Jun. 65
**Mould, Bob: Black Sheets of Rain (Puterbaugh), Nov. 139

**Mozart—see Pires
**Murphy, Mark: Kerouac, Then and Now (Garland), Aug. 75

**Mussorgsky: Boris Godunov (Ackart), Jun. 109
**Now on CD: Jan. 106, May 88, Jul. 77, Nov. 136

**Pavarotti, Luciano—see Carreras
**Penn, Michael: March (Puterbaugh), Feb. 146
**Pires, Maria João, Plays Mozart and Schubert (Freed), May 105

**Piston: Symphonies Nos. 2 and 6, Sinfonietta
**Prince: Gehii Bridge (Puterbaugh), Dec. 105

**Prokofiev: The Love for Three Oranges (Freed), Apr. 98
**Randy & the Gypsies (Garland), Apr. 88

**Record of the Year Awards, Feb. 63
**Riley: Salome Dances for Peace (Stearns), Feb. 156

**Satie: Piano Music, Freed, Jan. 129
**Schubert: Winterreise (Freed), Sep. 121; also see Pires

**Shostakovich: String Quartet No. 15 (Freed), Mar. 98
**Simon, Carly, My Romance (Nash), Sep. 104
**R. Strauss: An Alpine Symphony (Freed), Oct. 118

**Tchaikovsky—see Hvorostovsky

**Tears for Fears (Karr), Oct. 72
**Uchida, Mitsuko: From the Heart (Puterberg), Jul. 63
**Vega, Suzanne: Days of Open Hand (Givens), Jul. 79

**Verdi—see Hvorostovsky
**Vivaldi: The Four Seasons (Salzman), Nov. 165
**Wagner: Das Rheingold (Livestrong), Mar. 103
**Wheeler, Cheryl: Circles & Arrows (Nash), Nov. 154

**Young, Neil: Freedom (Givens), Jan. 121
**Zevon, Warren: Transverse City (Givens), Feb. 143
Where to buy Polk Speakers

Authorized Home Dealers

Canada: Call Precision Technology, Inc. at 1-416-577-1661.

All Anchorage: Magnetics, Inc. - Fairbanks: Huts.


DE Wilmington: Bryn Mawr Stereo.

ScoonnyieS "P P50.
P50.

Sony Clock Radio...*2...1.15

Promos

Minolta Freedom 50 1'39.'1

Terk PI 2

Parsec Wave

ICFC400 Dream Machine

Sony SPP50

Proton P320

Clock Radio

Proton Surround Sound

Processor w/remote;50 db sep., Cinema/Music/Bypass Settings Orig. $1000 NOW $399

Atelier Components R4

130 watt, bridgeable w/remote; Discrete circuitry Orig. $1000 NOW $669

CAR STEREOs:

Car CD Changes, In-Dash FM/AM CD Players Call for Brands

Radar Detectors

UnidenRDX111...$119

Brand Models

Bel 826...$99

Bel 966...$129

Cobra RD2110...$185

Whistler 35E...$199

Fox Wireless...CALL

Home Speaker Super Sale

ADS CM7

3-Way Bookshelf Speaker

Celeston Celestion 5...CALL

New Branded Name Line...

Camber 0.7T...$197

Excellent Bookshelf

ADS LFE, LBE, LSE...CALL

IN WALL SPEAKERS

Sonance CALL

Sonance Mod 1/1, 1/4, 4/5

B&W CWM8...FOR

Foam "A" Woofers

ADS Price

Sonance Model C400S, C300S

Sonance PSW2 Sub $349

Stocking Stuffers

Panasonic Wave...$19.95

Catchler FM Antenna

Tark PI 2

FM Antenna

Universal 6-Disc CD Machine

Sony Minolta Freedom 50...$59.95

35 mm Camera

Sony CQ Radio...$21.95

ICFC400 Dream Machine

Sony Proton P320...$187.99

Clock Radio

3-Hd RemoteDolby B/C

HXPRO Was $500...$289

ADS C23...was $700...$299

Proton AD200...$149

Aiwa Dual Cass CALL

ADS C4...was $1500...$499

JVC TWD901 CALL

Phillips AD 203...CALL

Teac V270 B/C...$75

Stereo Components

200w Dolby Receiver

Hafler DH110...CALL

Proton AM 200 (Integ Amp)...$159

Proton D540...Integ Amp...$299

DBX TX1...Tuner...$299

SAE A202...AMP...$299

Hafler DH 330...CALL

CD PLAYERS

Famous Brand Remote 4X Oversampling

JVC XLM 403

Ex-Demo $399.95

Phillips CDC 875...CALL

Technics SL P1200...CALL

JVC XL22V1...CALL

Phillips CDB 845...CALL

VCER TVs

GE VG7610...CALL

JVC HRD 850U...CALL

RCA VR6171HF...CALL

Phillips VR 6405...CALL

Toshiba MHB 849...CALL

JVC HR5800...CALL

Toshiba...CALL

Toshiba 32" ITV...CALL

Proton VT 331...Winner...$1199

Phillips 27K 291...CALL

Low Hitachi CT 7892...CALL

JVC AV 3589S...CALL

JVC AV 2780S...CALL

Full Line of CAMCORDERS

ADC 1320 CD/Receiver w/Changer...$399

Panasonic SCT 705...$489

100w Direct Digital Recorder w/Changer

Aiwa NSX 800...LOW

Bookshelf System w/Remote

JVC MX1...PRICE

Proton A1 3000S...IN STOCK

Monster Cable...$1099

Onkyo...$1099

Cambridge...$1099

Oscar...$1099

Please Call For Other Models

Stereo Review

RETAIL MART

The Sound Seller

For the Musical Difference

Authorized Dealer For:

Acousat

Audio Control

Nitty Gritty

M&K

Nakamichi

Oracle

Polk

PROAC

Proton

STAX

Thorens

Dahlquist

Harman Kardon

JBL

Niles

Kinetics

Dunhite

Velodyne

Carver

1706 Main St.

Marinette, WI 54143

(715) 735-5022

Monday Through Friday: 9:00-6:00

Fat Tuesday-Friday: 1:00-4:00

The DAT Store

Digital Audio Tape Recorders

Monday thru Friday: 9:00-6:00

Weekends: 1:00-4:00

Over 25 Makes & Models - In Stock Now

PANASONIC SONY JVC AKAI

CASIO PIONEER NAKAMICHI

NEC RASCAM SHARP FOSTEX

& Introducing the smallest DAT to date:

THE AIWA HD-X1

DIRECT DIGITAL RECORDING

MASH FILTERS

DIGITAL IN & OUT

RECHARGEABLE BATTERY

256X OVERSAMPLING SUB-CODE DECODING

A/D CONVERTER W/ WIRED REMOTE & CASE INC.

2624 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD

SANTA MONICA, CA 90403

(213) 828-6487/ FAX (213) 470-6176

Take the Sound Approach

Authorized Dealers For:

- ADS
- Alphasonic
- Bazooka
- Boston Acoustics
- Carver
- Denon
- Hafler

- Infinity
- Kenwood
- Kicker
- Monster
- Onkyo
- Polk
- Yamaha

Some items in store only

The Sound Shop

6087 VERICHO TPK., COMACK, VA 22123

541-499-7680
SERIOUS AUDIOPHILES DESERVE SERIOUS SERVICE.

And that's exactly what you'll get from Reference Audio/Video. We offer the finest in high-end audio and the best in friendly service by our knowledgeable staff. From the latest CD players to state-of-the-art surround-sound systems, you'll like our surprisingly affordable prices, dedicated service and fast shipping.

LIMITED OFFER: FREE evaluation of your stereo system by one of our expert consultants! Call for details.

For More Advertising Information Call 1-800-445-6066 9am - 5pm EST

STereo Review Classified

THE BEST WAY TO STORE & CARRY YOUR CD's! Opens like a book to the CD you want! Store 10 CDs in each set of CD Case. Holds 100 CDs in 10 cases. $39.95 postpaid & guaranteed. DISC-CONCEPTS, 9051 Copperhill, St. Louis, MO 63124 (314) 760-0160.
DENON
AUTHORIZED DEALER

The mark of a true Denon.

This sticker tells you who is an authorized Denon dealer and who isn’t.

Some people who offer Denon products are not authorized dealers. That can lead to problems.

First, only authorized dealers offer you the protection of a Denon warranty with your purchase: at other dealers, you may have no warranty at all.

Authorized Denon dealers stock only components designed for the U.S., and have the training to help you select the one right for you.

Authorized dealers know Denon technology inside and out and stock factory parts for your Denon to preserve true Denon sound.

So before you buy your Denon, look for this Denon Authorized Dealer Sticker.

It assures you of the authentic Denon technology and support you expect. And nothing less.

To find your nearest AUTHORIZED Denon Dealer call:
1-201-575-7810
(900 am-5:00 pm EST)

DENON

WE SELL SECOND HAND high quality Audio and Video with a money back guarantee. We Modify quality components Too!

WE SELL SECOND HAND high quality Audio and Video with a money back guarantee. We Modify quality components Too!

FOR SALE

LOW PRICES—HIGHEND EQUIPMENT: Carver, Nakamichi, Infinity, Haller, Luxman, ADS, B&W, Bose, Onkyo, Proton, Philips and much more! (414) 725-4431

THE BEST RECORD RACK IN AMERICA. Stackable, portable, oak units hold LP’s, CD’s and tapes. Free Mailorder Brochure.

Atlantic Buyers Connection
18 Oak Hill Rd, Toms River Nj 08753. All products are new and backed by our 10 day money back guarantee.

WE SELL SECOND HAND high quality Audio and Video with a money back guarantee. We Modify quality components Too!

FOR SALE

LOW PRICES—HIGHEND EQUIPMENT: Carver, Nakamichi, Infinity, Haller, Luxman, ADS, B&W, Bose, Onkyo, Proton, Philips and much more! (414) 725-4431

THE BEST RECORD RACK IN AMERICA. Stackable, portable, oak units hold LP’s, CD’s and tapes. Free Mailorder Brochure.

Atlantic Buyers Connection
18 Oak Hill Rd, Toms River Nj 08753. All products are new and backed by our 10 day money back guarantee.

WE SELL SECOND HAND high quality Audio and Video with a money back guarantee. We Modify quality components Too!

FOR SALE

LOW PRICES—HIGHEND EQUIPMENT: Carver, Nakamichi, Infinity, Haller, Luxman, ADS, B&W, Bose, Onkyo, Proton, Philips and much more! (414) 725-4431
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CD PLAYERS</th>
<th>RECEIVERS</th>
<th>CASSETTE DECKS</th>
<th>CAR STEREO</th>
<th>CAR STEREO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>HARMON KARDON</strong></td>
<td><strong>RECEIVERS</strong></td>
<td><strong>CASSETTE DECKS</strong></td>
<td><strong>CAR STEREO</strong></td>
<td><strong>CAR STEREO</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD7000 MK II</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>SX7000</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>Kicker 269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD7000 MK III</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>RX5000</td>
<td>790</td>
<td>Alpine 269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD8000 MK II</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>VSX7000</td>
<td>899</td>
<td>Definitive Technology 269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>YAMAHA</strong></td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td><strong>NAD</strong></td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDX600</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>CDX600</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>Denon DCD950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDX810</td>
<td>469</td>
<td>CDX810</td>
<td>469</td>
<td>Sony STRAV720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDX1060</td>
<td>339</td>
<td>CDX1060</td>
<td>339</td>
<td>AVR1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDX1080</td>
<td>479</td>
<td>CDX1080</td>
<td>479</td>
<td>RX350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDX1260</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>CDX1260</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>HK990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDX1300</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>CDX1300</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>HK3500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PIONEER</strong></td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT-990</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>CT-990</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>CD860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SANSUI</strong></td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM7170</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>CM7170</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>FONUM 400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMX7</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>CMX7</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>PLUS S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMX530</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>CMX530</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>CD830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMX530</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>CMX530</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>AX930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMX530</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>CMX530</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>VSX700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SONY</strong></td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP9550</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>CP9550</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>CD9000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP9560</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>CP9560</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>CD9000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP9570</td>
<td>339</td>
<td>CP9570</td>
<td>339</td>
<td>CD9000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PIONEER</strong></td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD7700</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>HD7700</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>CD9000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD7700</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>HD7700</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>CD9000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD7700</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>HD7700</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>CD9000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DENON</strong></td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCX2600</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>DCX2600</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>CD9000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HERITAGE</strong></td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD7700</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>HD7700</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>CD9000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD7700</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>HD7700</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>CD9000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD7700</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>HD7700</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>CD9000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**DECEMBER**
THE YELLOW ROOM, AGAIN

by Ralph Hodges

Since the first mention of my new listening room last December, the mail on it has been surprisingly heavy, offering encouragement, advice, and even computer software to analyze matters of speaker placement and absorption management. To those who have written, deepest thanks. I hope we can all learn useful things from what now, after a series of ridiculous but not easily avoided delays, is finally taking place.

I don't have space here to recapitulate all of the architectural features that first suggested to me that the yellow room might be a superior listening environment. Suffice it to say that none of the room's dimensions are the same as or simple multiples of each other, which inhibits annoying resonances, and most of the peaked ceiling isn't even parallel to the floor, defeating the formation of room modes in the first place.

Bringing the experiential history of the room up to date, the first tests began with small speakers, of hi-fi quality within their performance limits, and they were not encouraging. The steeply raked ceiling (varying from 7 feet high at one end and 8 feet at the other to a maximum of more than 12 feet), from which I had shortsightedly anticipated benign effects, turned treacherous. The room, it is now clear, is a horn; 4-inch woofers did things in it they had no right doing, yielding climaxes perhaps best appreciated from the patio. Considerable improvement came through methodical experiments with speaker placement, but too many questions remained that these little reproducers could not answer.

The big loudspeakers now in place are Ohm Walsh 5's, selected because of their bass potency and virtual omnidirectionality in the lateral plane, which I reasoned would stimulate the maximum number of room artifacts. By the time of their arrival I already had doubts about the wisdom of my choice, but it was too late to unmake it.

Initially my concerns seemed justified. The sound was hard and aggressive, but without real clarity, and the spatial presentation was muddled and severely distorted in perspective. I began to lose hope for this stage of the project. What I had not reckoned on, however, was the speakers' dramatic sensitivity to placement. It appears that in the yellow room there is one "right spot" for these speakers, and I believe I am close.

In the current orientation the room/speaker combination does most things well and some things exceedingly so. Instead of flipping through the catalog of customary superlatives, I'll ask you to take my word for it. But a few specifics do deserve mention.

Given the Ohm Walsh 5's purported principle of operation (a mechno-acoustical transmission line terminated in an unperceived fashion), there seemed no reason to expect exceptional transient response from the system. Wrong again, however. Interrupt the signal flow and the system crashes to instantaneous, shattering silence—into which the clock, until removed, was an odious intrusion. I've never had the experience of getting from 112 db to 47 db so quickly. (The lower figure, A-weighted, was the background level of the room at the time of measurement; it is quieter at night, but my wife likes to sleep occasionally.) This trait, startling and unmusical as it may seem as described, probably plays a major role in the speaker/room's reproduction of vocal music, both solo and choral, and piano, which I rarely hear handled so pleasingly.

On the down side, there is a bit of trouble with resonances, and I don't think I mean room resonances. During the years when multitracking was the rage, it was common practice with a symphony orchestra to isolate the string basses on tracks of their own, so that final balances could be decided after the session in the tranquility of the mix-down room. To isolate the basses in this way normally required close miking. That, in turn, meant that early, close reflections—usually floor or back-wall bounces—were emphasized at the expense of the spectrally broader panorama of reverberation that these instruments are intended to produce. The consequence? The basses honk and boom on certain notes. Furthermore, since these early reflections are important aural cues to the nature of one's sonic environment, the listening experience can rapidly degenerate to the point where most of the orchestra sounds as if it's in a hall but the basses sound as if they're in a box. The yellow room has no patience with these recording misjudgments. Is there a cure? I can't think of one, except to put on another record.

Intermittently honking bass notes is a minor problem, occurring only with certain recordings. What I need now is a major problem, so I can attempt to fix it and write about my attempts. So far, nothing is within audibility.

But, you ask, is the yellow room still a horn, with all the potentially unappealing connotations of that term? Emphatically yes, and if you don't pay close attention it can splatter your kidneys across the back wall. I usually check each new recording for peak levels before listening.

Consider, however. Thanks to the work of acoustician Cyril Harris, the stagehouse in Lincoln Center's Avery Fisher Hall is also a horn, and a good one from the right seats.

Same here.
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With Sansui’s New Mini Modular, It’s Music That Fills The Room, Not The Stereo.

Sansui’s engineers will surprise you with their Mini Modular series. In an engineering feat akin to painting the Sistine Chapel on the head of a pin, they’ve packed a complete audio system, including a CD player and dual tape decks, into just 11 square inches. And the Mini can be arranged to fit any space. Which means you still get the same larger-than-life Sansui sound, but the Mini series leaves room to dance. The Sansui MC-1000. Sight and sound made better.